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Pensacola's Cast Iron Architecture
by Cynthia Catellier
ate at night on July 5, 1880, while most of Pensacola's citizens
were sleeping, flames erupted from Cheap John's Clothing
Store. The flames became a blaze that eventually destroyed
most of the buildings west of the public square. Five months later,
an even more devastating fire consumed Pensacola's downtown
business district. On December 11, over 100 buildings burned,
including Pensacola's two newspaper buildings, every drug store,
stationery store, and even the telegraph offices. As the year 1880
ended, over ninety percent of Pensacola's commercial structures
had succumbed to flames, and antebellum Pensacola lay in ruins. 1
Rather than repressing progress, the fires of 1880 engendered
a turning point in the city's history. Desiring to reduce future
conflagrations, and seeking to propel the torpid little town into
a nationally competitive economy, Pensacola's leaders rebuilt the
city in a fashion more suitable to their newly expanding prosperity and optimism. The resultant buildings and infrastructure, combined with local and national events, provide us with an interesting
story of how Pensacola, Florida, emerged from the ravages of the
1880 fires into a vibrant economic center.

L

Cynthia Catellier works at the University of West Florida in Pensacola. The author
wishes to acknowledge Daniel Miller, who provided the practical advice to carry a
large magnet, and Darius Bqjka, who kindly answered every e-mail and thereby
developed another fan of cast iron buildings.
1
July Fire, Dallas Daily Herald, July 06, 1880;
,"
"Fire The Stark County Democrat
(Canton, OH) , July 8, 1880. "News of the Week" for the December Fire, New
York H erald, December 12, 1880, Issue 16183, page 7; "Pensacola in Flames",
Cincinnati Daily Gazette, December 13, 1880, page l; "The Greater Part of Pensacola, Florida Destroyed"

[569]
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A stroll along the main streets in the numerous American towns
that developed a commercial economy in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries will likely provide a pleasing view of some
lovely old vernacular buildings. Ornate details recall an era with
a predilection for embellishment. Easy to overlook when admiring these old buildings are the extant cast iron and stamped metal
components. Sometimes the only surviving clue indicating a building's origin is a metal cornice or a single pilaster. Cast iron and
sheet metal, once ubiquitous building materials, are often mistaken for stone or wood.
This article, a vernacular architectural history, explores the
question of why builders used cast iron to rebuild after the fires
of 1880 laid waste to a majority of the commercial buildings in
Pensacola, Florida. 2 Examination of the material culture developed after the 1880 fires provides an overarching theme to this
history. The study of these buildings is important because the use
of iron for building support and architectural ornamentation was
very brief, lasting only thirty to forty years. For these few decades,
cast iron use was the segue between masonry and steel as builders'
primary choice for structural load bearing systems. Little literature
exists documenting the confluence of this building material within
its historical context.
Architectural history is about period, form , style, and the
architect. Cast iron materials came from utilitarian manufacturers who were duplicating styles and materials. Representing an
advent of pre-fabrication and mass production, these buildings
were not designed, but rather, they were assembled. Art historian
Pamela Simpson notes that architectural historians have frequently
scorned iron ornamentation as unimaginative. 3 According to historic preservation pioneer James Marston Fitch, "Cast iron, like
modern synthetic plastics, was never conceived of as having its own
independent aesthetic identity." 4 The patterns used in decorative
iron either are copies of another iron manufacturer or borrowed
from classic Greek and Roman architecture. Albeit beautiful and
decorative, iron manufacturers' goals were speed and inexpensive
reproduction.
2
3
4

Vernacular Architecture Forum (http: / / www.vafweb.org/ ) dedicated to the
material culture part of the larger tradition of social history.
Pamela H . Simpson, Cheap, Quick & Easy: Imitative Architectural Materials, 18701930 (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1999), 1.
James Marston Fitch, Historic Preservation: Curatorial Management of the Built
World (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 1990), ix.
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That is not to say there is no literature about cast iron architecture. Architectural historian Turpin C. Bannister's articles focus
on iron manufacturing pioneer James Bogardus. 5 When I960s
development and demolition threatened the cast iron buildings
in New York's SoHo district, Margot McCoy Gayle brought attention to the significance of the material. Gayle's extensive research
focuses primarily on New York City and the work of James Bogardus.6 There are various publications about iron, such as James D .
Dilts and Catharine F. Black, editors, Baltimore's Cast-Iron Buildings
& Architectural Ironwork (I99I) andJohn S. Sledge's An Ornament to
the City: Old Mobile Ironwork (2006), 7 but all of these studies have a
narrow focus. What is missing from the overall body of research is
the underlying and embedded historical significance that explains
why these buildings are an important material reminder to the
emergence of America's commercial economy.
Historic preservation literature primarily focuses on the technology of preserving buildings, legality of preservation ordinances,
and demonstration of adaptive re-use. The Historical Overview sections in Preservation Briefs I I and 27, published by the National Park
Service, contain some background about the advent and spread
of cast iron. 8 Aroused by aggressive urban renewal in the I960s,
the National Historic Preservation Act of I 966 galvanized the historic preservation movement. It created the offices of the National
Register of Historic Places and the State Historic Preservation Officers. Among their duties, these state agencies conduct historical
surveys to identify historic properties and review nominations for
the National Register of Historic Places. In I 933, the National Park
Service and the American Institute of Architects established the
5

6

7

8

Turpin C. Bannister, "The Iron Fronts," Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 15, no. 4, Fifteenth Anniversary Issue (December 1956): 12-22; and
Turpin C. Bannister, "The Iron Towers, "journal of the Society ofArchitectural Historians 16, no. 1 (March 1957): 11-19.
·
Among Gayle's publications are, with photographer Edmund V. Gillon, Castiron Architecture in New York (Mineola, NY: Dover Publishers, 1974); and with
her daughter Carol, Cast-iron Architecture in America: The Significance of James
Bogardus (New York: W.W. Norton, 1998).
James D. Dilts and Catharine F. Black, eds ., Baltimore's Cast-Iron Buildings &
Architectural Ironwork, (Centreville, MD : Tidewater Publishers, 1991); John S.
Sledge and Sheila Hagler, An Ornament to the City: Old Mobile Ironwork (Athens:
University of Georgia Press, 2006).
National Park Service, Technical Preservation Services, H. Ward Jandl, "Rehabilitating H istoric Storefronts,'' Preservation Brief 11, (Washington, DC: U.S.
Department of the Interior, 1981); and John G. Waite and Margot Gayle,
"The Maintenance and Repair of Architectural Cast Iron," Preservation Brief27,
(Washington, DC: U.S. Department of the Interior,1991) .
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Historic American Buildings Survey, putting unemployed building and landscape architects to work during the Great Depression.
The Historic American Buildings Survey focused on photographing and documenting historical and monumental buildings. This
story, a vernacular history, focuses on ordinary buildings.
National architects surveyed some of Pensacola's historic buildings for the Historic American Buildings Survey in 1968, including
one of the buildings in this article, 404 South Palafox Street. While
the extensive narrative identifies and documents the building's use
of iron and sheet metal, the team failed to identify the manufacturer, the Mesker Brothers. 9 Omission of the manufacturer overlooks
the historical context of the building's components. Bypassing the
manufacturer misses the description of how the building's metal
materials connect it and its city to the national market economy.
The 1982 historical survey conducted by Florida's State Historic Preservation Office demonstrates how the iron components
of a building can be mistaken for another material. The documentation for 401 South Palafox Street notes the building's masonry
construction, but it fails to mention the building's cast iron post
and beam front or the Snead & Bibb marker on one of the iron
columns. The same survey does note that both 409 and 411 South
Palafox Street retain their pressed metal cornices and cast iron
pilasters; however, the surveyors did not think the Geo. L. Mesker
& Co. moniker on one of the columns was worthy of mention in
the document. 10
The National Register's standards require a statement about
why a building is significant. Since cast iron lacks architectural
importance, its merit depends on demonstrating how the material
relates to broader economic and cultural history. Providing a narrative on why these buildings were constructed helps preservationists argue for their survival.
Vernacular history combines historical context, an examination of the built environment, documentation of local history,
advertising and manufacturing materials, architectural history, and
preservation. This study of iron building material opens a window
into a small American town's economic and political evolution in
9

10

Rodd L. Wheaton, National Park Service, Office of Archeology and Historic
Preservation, "Historic American Buildings Survey, Bear Block-Penko Building," HABS No. FLA-201, 1972. Survey date July 19, 1968.
D .L. Campbell and Ruth Marcille, Florida Division of Historical Resources,
Florida Master Site File #ESl 196, survey conducted October 1982, (Hereafter
cited as MSF) .
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the post-Reconstruction South. Because it can be hard to differentiate from other building materials, and because its use was relatively
short-lived, the significance of cast-iron in the development of the
late nineteenth-century national market economy is an important
story to tell. This vernacular history fills in the lacunae of why these
buildings are important.
Wrought iron fences, funerary art, fountains, and balconies
are pronounced aspects of American Gulf Coast cities. Abundant
iron flourishes are distinguishing features of southern cities like
New Orleans, Louisiana, and Mobile, Alabama. The iron balconies
along Palafox Street remind us of Pensacola's strong historical connection to its neighboring cities along the Gulf of Mexico. Often
hidden behind those conspicuous iron balconies are cast iron
building components mistaken for carved stone or wood. Remaining as tangible evidence of Pensacola's progressive spirit are over a
dozen buildings in the historic downtown section with nineteenthcentury state-of-the-art cast iron components built within a 30-year
span after the 1880 fires. A study of these extant buildings reveals
a story of time, survival, and, most of all, progress. Their chronicle
and their remaining footprint tell a larger story of the era in which
they were built and reflect Pensacola's incipient connection to
local, regional, and national events.
The year 1880 was not the first time fires consumed large swaths
of Pensacola, but it does mark a turning point in how the community determined it would mitigate such destruction in the future. 11
Pensacola has the footprint of an old colonial city. This is not to
say Pensacola developed haphazardly; the city's layout is a product
of British and Spanish town planning. In 1767, during Pensacola's
British period, engineer Elias Durnford ( 1739- 1794) laid out the
lots and streets in a classic gridiron pattern. During the second
Spanish period, town planner Vicente Sebastian Pintado (17741829) deemed Durnford's plan inelegant and therefore modified
the grid and inserted the plazas the city continues to enjoy today. 12
11

12

"10/ 4/ 1878 fire from Carr & Jolly's Saloon to Kahn's clothing store," Daily
Globe (St. Paul, MN), October, 5 1878; "2/ 26/1879," Daily Globe (St. Paul, MN),
February 27, 1879.
Durnford plan, "A Plan of the town of Pensacola, 1767," Library of Congress
Geography and Map Division, Washington, DC, Call Number G3934.P4 1 767
.P5 Faden 44; Pintado plan, Letter from Vicente Sebastian Pintado to Juan
Ventura Moralis, "Official letter from the Surveyor - General to the Intendencia," August 18, 1807; Vincente Pintado to Juan Ventura Moralis, March
1, 1808; Vicente Pintado, "A Plan of the town of Pensacola and its contiguous
New Suburb of Gardens, according to the general arrangement, correction
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This arcade of iron columns along the 300 block of South Palafox Street is across
from the Public Square (today known as Plaza Ferdinand) . The first buildings
erected after the 1880 fires demonstrate the resilience and beauty of cast iron.
Photo taken by author in 2012 .
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Like many antebellum American cities, Pensacola's early buildings
were primarily made of wood. 13 The relative ease with which the
1880 fires created so much destruction exposed Pensacola's vulnerability not only because of its construction materials but also due
to its dilapidated infrastructure. 14 On that cold December night
in 1880 when Damiani's Confectionery caught fire, residents were
unable to contain the blaze primarily because the city's sole steam
engine was in a machine shop undergoing repairs. 15 Unrestrained,
the fire raged until it ran out of fuel. During the two decades following the fires, Pensacola made significant improvements to its
infrastructure and fire prevention systems.
Compared to an 1880 population of 30,000 in neighboring Mobile and over 216,000 in New Orleans, Pensacola, with a
population of 7,000, was still on the periphery of late nineteenthcentury America's rapid expansion into industrial and urban development. 16 Combined, the value of Pensacola's municipal buildings
totaled only $10,000.17 Streets were unpaved. There were no sewers; drainage flowed from open gutters into the streams and bay.
With no municipal water system, residents drew their water from

13

14

15
16
17

and addition made in the Years 1807, 1808 and 1809 and other alterations
made up to the date, By Vicente Sebastian Pintado, Captain of Infantry and
Surveyor General for His Majesty of West Florida. Year of 1814," 1814, Vicente
Sebastian Pintado, Papers, 1781-1842, University of West Florida University
Archives and West Florida History Center.
The "public square" is now called Plaza Ferdinand, located on the east
side of the 300 block of South Palafox Street between Government Street on
the north and Zaragossa Street on the south. Plaza Ferdinand is bordered by
Jefferson Street on the east.
Hayden, Miller & Maltbie, The Insurance Year Book for 1874: A history of the Fire,
Marine, Life, and Accident Insurance business for 1873, with Abstracts of Insurance
Statutes and Decisions, and Other Valuable Statistical, Historical, and Chronological
Information Useful to Underwriters and Agents (Hartford, CT: Hayden, Miller, &
Maltbie, 1874).
"Pensacola population about 5,000 principal building material wood, volunteer fire department. One hand engine, hook and ladder truck, water supply insufficient; private wells and cisterns and Pensacola Bay." p 86.
George E. Waring, Jr., Department oflnterior, Census office, Report on the Social
Statistics of cities (Washington, DC, Government Printing Office, 1887), 185190. http:/ /www2 .census.gov/prod2 / decennial/documents/ 1880a_vl9-03.
pdf
"Pensacola in Ashes," The Hartford Weekly Times, Evening Edition, December 16,
1880, I.
Waring, Report on the Social Statistics of cities, 185. Census Table 11, "Population
of the 100 Largest Urban Places 1880."
Waring, Report on the Social Statistics of cities, 188. The value can be compared to
an Opera house under construction in Pensacola at the same time, estimated
to cost $50,000.
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those streams or from wells. Open ditches ran down the center of
sandy lanes bordered by rickety plank walkways. Prisoners had the
unfortunate task of clearing the foul smelling gutters. Occasionally,
city workers would fill swampy potholes with ship ballast to render
roads passable. Irregularly lit oil lamps provided meager lighting
at night. 18 The streets of Pensacola were hazardous and unhealthy.
Frequent outbreaks of Yellow Fever were a strong disincentive
to new residents or enterprise. Reporting on a Yellow Fever outbreak in 1882, William Martin, Assistant Surgeon of the U.S. Navy,
conveyed to his superiors in Washington D. C. that, "The lower portions of the city are, for the most part occupied by sailors' and stevedores' boarding-houses, drinking-saloons, negro huts, and dens
of all sorts. " 19 Officials believed the disease was imported by foreign
elements. Pensacola's harborrnaster required incoming vessels to
undergo a quarantine process before cargo and crew could disembark. Shipping delays, expenses, and irritations would have served
as a deterrent to increased port activity. Additionally, captains and
crews of ships at port would have had concerns about contracting
the disease themselves. Such obstacles would have rendered Pensacola as a less than attractive center of commerce. Concerns over
relations and trade at the port of Pensacola caused the federal government to send officials to provide updates on the city's containment measures. Quarantines imposed during episodes of Yellow
Fever served as a hindrance to Pensacola's economic development. Another impediment to growth was Pensacola's geographic
isolation.
Relatively isolated from the continental interior, Pensacola was
accessible mainly through its port. Pensacola lacked access over
18

19

Ibid., 187. In 1880, there were 7 miles of unpaved streets, streetlights were oil
lamps, and water came from wells, iron pipes, and pumps; James S. Herron,
Annual Report of the Supervising Surgeon of the Marine Hospital Service of the United
States (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 1874). " ... plank walks
have been laid in order to permit pedestrians to cross it, and the roads for
vehicles have been ditched and covered with ballast to render them passable ."
229 .
National Board of Health, The Annual Report of the National Board of Health for
the fiscal year 1883 (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 1884), 103;
William Martin, Assistant Surgeon, U.S. Navy, "Report on the Yellow-Fever Epidemic of 1882 at Pensacola, Florida," 67-120. Dr. Martin came to Pensacola
after the Pensacola Board of Health reported the Yellow Fever epidemic on
September 9, 1882. Herron's description is on page 230 of the previously cited
1874 Annual Report. https://books.google.com/books?id=MtuxEGC1Vp4C&
prin tsec=fron tcover &source=gbs_ge_summary_r &cad=O#v=onepage&q &f=fal
se Ebook (accessed 5/20/2016).
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land to much of America's emergent post war economy. The Perdido and Escambia Rivers that might have connected Pensacola to its
inland neighbors are shallow and difficult to navigate Thick vegetation and overhanging branches provide additional deterrents. Traversing in and out of Pensacola through sandy loams and swamps
via terrestrial routes proved difficult as well. While rail connections
were crossing the American continent, connecting rural producers
with urban consumers, Pensacola did not have rail access to Florida's east coast until 1883. Just before hostilities erupted into the
Civil War, the town briefly flirted with railroad access to the interior; however, Brigadier General Samuel Jones ordered retreating
Confederate forces to destroy the Alabama and Florida Railroad
rolling stock and track in 1862. 20
The city gained a northerly rail connection to Flomaton, Alabama, in 1870 during Reconstruction. By 1883, additional rail
lines connected Pensacola to the east coast of Florida. 21 With ten
wharves serving up to 200 vessels at a time, the port of Pensacola
exported over two million dollars of timber, hides, tallow, wool,
cotton, turpentine, and rosin. 22 The fishing industry flourished as
well. 23 A port full of traffic meant city coffers filled with money. The
financial and structural components were in position to facilitate
development. New buildings to replace the fires' ruins required
a large amount of both skilled and unskilled labor, bringing new
employment opportunities to the city. The destruction caused by
the fire provided the impetus for the city's transformation. Still a
small city in 1880, census taker George Waring Jr. optimistically
reported that Pensacola was "a rising place" that was "beginning a
new era of prosperity. "24
Reconstruction had ended in Florida only three years before
the fires, but Republican rule remained intact in the state. Across
the South, Redeemers maneuvered to regain political supremacy.
20

21

22
23

24

Brig. Gen. Sam. Jones, Confederate Headquarters Department of Alabama
and West Florida in Pensacola, FL, "Letter to Colonel Thomas M. Jones,"
March 9,1862, Congressional Series of United States Public Documents, House of Representatives for the First Session of the Forty-Seventh Congress, 1881-1882, Volume
2058 (Washington, D .C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1882) , 848-849.
Charles H. Hildreth, "Railroads out of Pensacola, 1833-1883," Florida Historical
Quarterly, Pensacola Quadricentennial Issue, vol. XXXVII, nos. 3 and 4 ( 1959),
410-414.
Waring, R.eport on the Social Statistics of cities, 187.
Virginia Parks, Pensacola: Spaniards to Space Age (Pensacola, FL: Pensacola Historical Society 1986), 80. In 1885, over 3,000,000 tons of fish shipped from
Pensacola.
Waring, Report on the Social Statistics of cities, 187.
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In January 1885, one of those Redeemers, former Confederate
General Edward Aylsworth Perry (1831-1889), a Democrat from
Pensacola, became Florida's governor. 25 After appointing two
amenable state Supreme Court justices, Governor Perry replaced
Pensacola's post-Reconstruction city government with a new government called the Provisional Municipality of Pensacola (PMP). 26
The PMP supplanted the Mayor and Alderman with a President
and a Board of Directors. 27 Thus, by 1885, local Democrats had
wrested control of city governance from the hands of Reconstructionist Republicans and some of the community's black leaders. 28
In March 1885, the "intelligent, enterprising, business men" of
the newly formed PMP were heralded by the Pensacola Commercial
as leaders who would "enforce all ordinances, collect all taxes, and
mete out exact justice to all, without discrimination." To ensure that
the public would be informed of the new government's actions, the
PMP decided that new ordinances would be published once a week
for a period of four weeks in each of the city's newspapers. 29 An
examination of the ordinances passed in its first year shows that
none addressed race directly, but focused on fire mitigation and
25

26

27

28

29

Florida Department of State, Florida Governors, Edward Aylsworth Perry,
http: / I dos. myflorida. com/ florida-facts / florida-his toryI florida-governors /
edward-aylsworth-perryI (accessed 5 / 20/ 2016).
Although formed in February, the Provisional Municipality of Pensacola did
not become official until sanctioned by the Florida Supreme Court on March
17, 1885 in "Acts of the Legislature of Florida relating Specially to Provisional
Municipalities, Chapter 3606, No. 51 ," January 28, 1885. "An Act to Dissolve
Municipal Corporation under Circumstances therein Si:ated and to provide
Provisional Government for the Same. Section 1: wherever any city or town
in this state incorporated ... 4t11 day of February A.D. 1869, is indebted to the
amount of two hundred thousand dollars and has defaulted ... town shall be
and the same is hereby declared repealed and the incorporation thereof dissolved." The City of Pensacola was reformed in 1895 under "Chapter 4513,
Laws of Florida 1895," "An Act to provide for the creation of the City of Pensacola, Now known as the Provisional Municipality of Pensacola, and for government of said city of Pensacola, and to provide for its officers and their terms
of office, and to provide for the support and maintenance of said government
and improvement of said city."
William A. Blount, "Order of Business, and Rules of Procedure and order for
the Government of the Sessions of the Board," Code of Ordinances of the Provisional Municipality of Pensacola, with an Appendix Embracing Special Ordinances,
Statute Laws Affecting the Municipality, and Rul,es of Order (Pensacola, FL: Pensacolian Job Office Print, 18891889), 142-143.
Among others, Canter Brown, Jr., Florida's Black Public Officials: 1864-1924 (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 1998) provides a thorough compilation
of the disenfranchisement activities Democrats engaged in to suppress African
American ascendancy after the Civil War.
PMP, (Hereafter cited as PMP), February 17, 1885, 21.
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infrastructure. That said, efforts to establish order and develop
government that would "no longer be run in the interests of baudy
houses and gambling hells" is consistent with the language of control often associated with race. 30
Among the first of the PMP's board members were local business men Samuel S. Harvey (1837-?), railroad tycoon William Dudley Chipley (1840-1897), and banker and lumber magnet Francis
Celestino Brent (1848-1914). 31 S.S. Harvey, owner ofa Pensacola
carriage manufacturing business, was president of both the Pensacola Building and Loan Association and the Workingmen's Building
and Savings Association. W .D. Chipley's colorful dealings included
positions as General Manager of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad, President of the Pensacola Board of Trade, and co-owner
of the Citizen's Hotel Company. F. C. Brent, also on the boards
of the Workingmen's Building and Savings Association and the
Citizen 's Hotel Company, was the proprietor of the First National
Bank of Pensacola. He was related to a family of merchants and
flush with lumber and timberwealth. 32 All of these men were finan30

31

32

"Onward! Upward! Pensacola Free," Pensacola Commercia~ March 18, 1885, vol.
4 no. 8 , 1.
"Now all impediments are removed and we look for an active and vigorous campaign. The commission is composed of intelligent, enterprising, busin ess men and fully appreciating the amount and kind of work necessary to be
done, we have no fears but that they will at once proceed to inaugurate such
sanitary regulations as will secure the city against the dangers to be apprehended from epidemics of every kind, enforce all ordinances, collect all taxes,
and mete out exact justice to all, without discrimination.
The old regime has passed away, we hope, forever. The miserable dens
that have heretofore fostered (illegible) favor with the ruler of our city may
not expect it from the present authorities. The city government will no longer
be run in the interests ofbaudy houses and gambling hells (hard to read) that
have made our Queen City of the Gulf to stink in the nostrils of all decent
people. With this decision of the SC, Pensacola takes one long stride toward
the goal of our hopes. This is however, but the grain of mustard (hard to read)
seed that will spring up and grow, and expand its leaves and branches until the
shade will cover millions upon millions of invested capital, tens of thousands of
busy, indusuious, thriving workingmen, a harbor dotted at all seasons with the
sails of vessels from every land, beautiful residences, happy homes, and tourists and strangers 'from every nation and kindred and tribe' seeking health ,
pleasure and recreation upon the shores of our beautiful bay."
PMP, "The Board of Commissioners for the Provisional Municipality of Pensacola met this day with the following members present . .. " February 17, 1885,
Pensacola, FL.
WS. Webb Pensacola City Directory (Pensacola, FLA; April 1885), 154-155, University of West Florida University Archives and West Florida History Center.
The Osceola Club was a social club of some for Pen~acola's most prominent
citizens, including Stephen R. Mallory, former secretary of the Confederate
Navy, and Edwin A. Perry, Florida's new Democratic governor. E.A. Perry was
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cially embedded in the efforts of rebuilding Pensacola to facilitate
increased economic activity.
The PMP was composed of the city's business leaders who had
a stake in connecting the city with the rest of post-Civil War America's rapidly expanding economy and developing a city demonstrative of their wealth and power. Rebuilding with materials designed
not only to resist fire , the edifices and infrastructure constructed
during the last two decades of the nineteenth century were meant
to endure as their legacy. In fact, more than half of the extant
buildings in downtown Pensacola originate from the time after the
1880 fires to the advent of World War I. 33 These men were able to
use the fires as a springboard to transform the city and thereby
enrich themselves.
Once established in their new positions and in charge of city
ordinances, in March of 1885 the board members of the PMP
required property owners in the commercial core of the city to construct substantial sidewalks in front of their businesses:
The owners of all lots fronting on Palafox Stree t between
Main and Belmont streets and the owners of these portions of lots . . . are hereby required to construct along the
fronts of said lots good and substantial pavements of wood
not less than one and one half inches thick having the ir
bearings or of [sic] stone, brick or cement of a uniform
width of 10 feet, said pavement to be begun within 20 days
and to be finished within 40 days after the passa ge of this
ordinance.34
Four days later, board members began r e moving impe dime nts to
sanitation and commerce by issuing, "An ordin. - ~ 0 1'\rn h 1h~f-~ ~ ~ .. i... ~

33

34

also a member of the Citizen 's Hotel Compa n y, along with b u .,.
.ey.
For more information on W.D. Chipley, see "Edward C. Williamson, "William
D . Chipley, West Florida's Mr. Ra ilroad ," Florida Historical Quarterly 25 , n o . 4
(April 1947): 333-355.
Cynthia Cate llier, National Re gister omina tion (H ereafter cite d as N R ),
14001085, listed April 27, 2016, "Palafo
x Historic Business District," Nation al
Park Service, Washington, DC.
PMP, "An Ordinance entitle d an Ordina nce r efe rring to : Streets and Sidewalks
of The Provisional Municipality of Pe n sacola, March 13, 1885 p g . 5, The original hand written ordinance books of the PMP are available at Pensacola's City
Hall. In 1889, four years after the establishment of the PMP, Pe n sacola Atto rney William A. Blount compiled a typese t book of the PMP ordinan ces, Code of
Ordinances of the Provisional Municipality ofPensacola. Most like ly to m ake it easy
to find the pertinent law, Mr. Blount's book r e organize d the ordinan ce from
chronological to cate gorical grouping.
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obstruction of streets, avenues, lanes, alleys, sewers and gutters." 35
Offenders would be subject to fines of up to $500 for throwing
or depositing "offal or other offensive matter in any street ... or
obstructing the gutters or sewers." Another ordinance forbade the
construction of buildings in the streets and dictated that loading
and unloading of cargo should not take longer than 12 hours. 36
Making the sidewalks easy to navigate and the streets clean and
safe encouraged wealthy customers to come downtown and spend
their money.
Seeking to contain the unruly forces that might interfere with
progress and commerce, the next set of ordinances were leveled
at cleaning up those "dens of all sorts." 37 The board outlawed public drunkenness on April 9, 1885. 38 Many ordinances were aimed
at containing prostitution. Pensacola's harbor attracted numerous ships' crews and sailors who frequented the city's barrooms
and boarding houses. Rather than curtail incoming revenue from
the visitors, the PMP pursued the women who entertained them.
Beginning on April 6 1885, "An ordinance regarding street walkers" pursued "women of disreputable character currently known as
street walkers. " The city did not prohibit prostitution, but implemented measures to keep that business off the streets and behind
closed doors. Women who plied their trade "at ground level who
cannot prove they are on unavoidable business shall be arrested
upon conviction shall be fined not more than $500.00 or 60 days
in prison."39 A fine of $500 would have been a strong deterrent to
prostitutes who charged less than five dollars for their services. 40
The board rounded out the first year by taxing pool tables, arms
sellers, saloons, public hacks, liquor, and the circus. 41 The newly
35
36
37

38
39

40

41

PMP March 27, 1885 13.
Ibid.
H erron, Annual Report of the Supervisin
g
Surgeon of the Marine Hospital Service of
the United States, 229; Martin, "Report on the Yellow-Fever Epidemic of 1882 at
Pensacola, Florida," 67-120.
PMP, April 9, 1885, 133.
PMP, April 6, 1885 19, "That the ordinance Regulating Street Walkers be
amended to read-That all women of disreputable Character commonly
known as Street Walkers or women of ill fame." May 11 , 1885 27,
Cynthia Catellier "Red Light District" Pensacola Maritime Walking Tour," http:/ I
pensacolamaritime. wix.com/ historictour#!_the-red-light-district
(accessed
May 4, 2016); and James R. McGovern "Pensacola F1orida: A Military City in the
ew South," Florida Historical Quarterly 59 no 1 Quly 1980), 37-39. Pensacola did
not criminalize prostitution. It criminalized street solicitation. The city allowed
prostitution in a certain section of the town west of Palafox Street.
PMP, September 2, 1885, 1885, 43-53. The city began taxing "pool tables,
circus, arms sellers, saloons, boats, public hacks, and liquor."
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January, 1886. North side of West Government Street behind the Custom 's House
at 223 South Palafox which is under construction. Notice the newly constructed
sidewalks are substantial, with even and level boards while a cow roams freely in the
still unpaved street. Florida Memory Project RC04776.

elected board of the PMP targeted disturbances th~t would disrupt
trade and progress. Seeking to clean up and organize Pensacola's
infrastructure, the Board paired these ordinances seeking to support a more inviting and prosperous business climate with ordinances to build clean, safe, well-constructed, and wide sidewalks
that enabled patrons to stroll in front of Pensacola's newly built
businesses.
While the 1880 fires caused considerable damage to Pensacola,
destructive fires were common occurrences in nineteenth-century
cities and towns. In 1871 for example, Chicago suffered a devastating fire but reemerged from the destruction to experience an era
of exponential growth. A city's failure to mitigate fire risks could
result in higher insurance rates for its residents and business owners. A cautious insurance industry paid financial actuaries to conduct thorough surveys of municipal fire prevention measures. This
industry chronicled annual insurance payouts and damages due to
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infernos. Thus, before the end of its first year, the PMP contracted with Samuel R. Bullock and Company of New York to install a
municipal water system complete with a four million gallon capacity pump, eleven miles of water mains, and numerous fire hydrants
to mitigate fire hazards. 42 By the end of its introductory year, the
officials of the PMP had truncated disorderly behavior, raised taxes,
and hired a fire chief. 43
As an additional measure to minimize fire hazards, the PMP
required all structures constructed in the business district to use
specific building methods to ensure strength and fire resistance .
Business leaders recognized the benefits of rebuilding the city with
fireproof masonry and state-of-the-art materials . The fire insurance
industry supported the national building industry and created
another connection linking Pensacola to the national economy in
the use of the strongest and most advanced fire resistant building
material at the time - cast iron. With the exception of outhouses,
new city codes banned wooden structures in the downtown core
and called for fines on anyone constructing a wooden building. 44
All buildings within the fire limits to be hereinafter erected shall have for 1 story buildings not less than one brick
thick walls and for two story buildings not less than one
and a half brick walls for first story. If built of other material shall have brick walls to be not less than nine inches
for one story and not less than twelve inches for first-story
walls of buildings two stories or more .45
These building codes required a masonry structure to have at least
one foot of solid wall for every four feet of wall opening. For each
subsequent floor, the first floor masonry requirements increased,
42

43
44
45

PMP, no date "An ordinance to provide for a public and private supply of water
in and near the city of Pensacola" 55-79. Public fire hydrant belonging to the
said S.R. Bullock and Co. of NY installed November 11 , 1885 " . . . now time for
water to revert to city," 253 June 28, 1886. Also inJJ.R. Croes, Statistical Tables
of American Water Works (New York: Engineering News Publishing Co., Tribune
Building, 1887) , 20. In 1886, Pe nsacola was one of over 600 cities nationwide,
and one of seven in the state of Florida that installed a public waterworks.
This is compared to only seventy-nine built in the U.S. in the years 1861-1870.
Nationwide, 1,402 towns had water works by the publication of the book.
WS. Webb Pensacola City Directory, (Pensacola, FLA; April 1885) , University of
West Florida Archives and West Florida History Center, pg. 150.
PMP, December 19, 1885, 69. "Any party erecting a forbidden structure fined
$500."
Ibid. , Print announcement (no source indicated),June 10, 1886, 93 .
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thus a two or three story building's vertical load bearing walls would
have to consume a large amount of street level floor and window
space. Bulky masonry storefronts would thereby provide less retail
capacity and smaller window openings along the sidewalk. Because
the Provisional Municipality did not dictate any size restrictions for
iron supports, many of Pensacola's downtown businesses rebuilt
their stores with slender yet sturdy cast iron components. Strong
and thin, first floor cast iron columns were able to sustain heavy
second-story loads and consume less ground floor area. Cast iron
was a desirable building material because it could bear more weight
and consume less space, but more importantly, cast iron was desirable because it was fire resistant.
Pensacola's cast iron buildings are primarily a hybrid of brick
side and rear walls with cast iron columns and lintels (horizontal bars) comprising the front. Pensacola's local brick industries
provided inexpensive and readily available fire-resistant masonry,
and the iron columns and lintels allowed for larger window and
door openings. The post and lintel building system, two vertical
columns or posts supporting a lintel across the top, was used in
ancient Greece and Rome and is still used in modern construction
to support a building's weight over windows and doors. Interior
iron structural supports left more open space for merchandise, natural light, and customers. Larger window and door openings were
especially practical for catching breezes in the warm Gulf Coast
climate. Pensacola's business owners who rebuilt their shops with
iron fac;ades allowed for larger display windows adjacent to those
new substantial sidewalks and the cleaner, well-regulated streets.
Elaborate architectural ornamentation created by iron manufacturers demonstrated the good taste and prosperity of a building's
owner. 46 The use of iron fronts helped improve the experience for
shoppers along Palafox Street.
The Development of Cast Iron Buildings

Iron's functionality precedes the Industrial Revolution. The
first uses of iron were utilitarian, such as plows, pumps, and church
bells. Iron's strength naturally led builders to begin experimenting with the material for support and structural purposes. Technicians quickly realized iron could replicate wood and stone for
46

Carter Quina, AIA, Quina Grundhoefer Architects, Pensacola Architectural
Review Board, Vice Chair, University of West Florida, Department of History
faculty member, email 8/12/2013.
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ornamentation. America's most recognizable structural and aesthetic combination of iron is the United States Capitol dome
designed by Thomas Ustick Walter (1804-1887). 47 The elaborate,
soaring dome demonstrated that iron could not only be beautiful
but strong. Across the country, a cascade effect occurred as builders realized buildings could be supported with cast-iron columns
as an alternative to masonry. It was a small leap for visionaries to
combine iron's utility with aesthetics.
A former blacksmith, Daniel D. Badger (1806-1884), claimed
to have built "the first structure of Iron ever seen in America" in
Boston in 1842. 48 The building's owner was so skeptical of the use
of iron columns and lintels for his store front that he forced Badger to guarantee that he would remove the components at his own
expense if the builder's "bold innovation" was not a success.49 In his
catalog, Badger immodestly noted, "All Iron Buildings in this country have been erected since that period, and owe their existence to
that humble introduction." 50 In 1843, Badger purchased a design
patentfromA.L.Johnson of Baltimore for rolling iron shutters that
provided building owners with protection from the elements, theft,
and fire. Mirroring the long held design concept of post and lintel,
he developed iron columns with grooves to accommodate the rolling iron shutters overhead. Storefronts constructed with cast iron
posts and lintels and large glass windows sprouted up along American main streets. Like many cities, Pensacola's cast iron buildings
are mostly a derivation of post and lintel construction.
James Bogardus (1800-1874), another pioneer of cast iron
buildings, was a contemporary and neighbor ofBadger.51 Bogardus
47

48

49
50
51

Library of Congress, The United States Capital Exhibit, "Elevation of Dome
of U.S. Capitol," by Thomas U. Walter, 1859 Ink and water color on paper.
Bequeathed to the Library of Congress by Ida Walter, 1915. The dome was
completed in 1866 after the Civil War concluded.
Daniel D. Badger, Badger's fllustrated Catalogue of Cast-Iron Architecture (Mineola,
NY: Dover Publishers, 1992), 3. In her introduction to this book on page vii,
Margo Gayle states that there are some other indications of iron buildings
including one thatJ.L. Mott placed on display at the American Institu te of NY
in 1837, which preceded Badger's claim by 5 years.
Ibid., 3.
Ibid.
W. Knight Sturges, ed. The Origins of Cast Iron Architecture in America: Including
fllustrations of Iron Architecture made fry the Architectural Iron Works of the City of
New York, Daniel D. Badger, President and Cast Iron Buildings: Their Construction
and Advantages fry James Bogardus, C.E. (New York: Da Capo Press, 1970); and
"Cast-iron architecture," The Columbia Encyclopedia (New York: Columbia University Press, 2013). http: / / www.columbia.edu.ezpro:icy.lib.uwf.edu/ cu/cup/
(accessed 5/ 23/ 2016); also see Turpin C. Bannister, "Bogardus Revisited; Part
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developed the cast iron fa<;ade, a multi-story arcade of arches. These
fa<;ades were coveted in densely crowded cities where taller buildings were necessary. New York's SoHo district has preserved many
of its multi-story nineteenth-century cast iron arcade fa<;ades. 52
Both Badger and Bogardus, along with other Industrial Revolution
architects, engineers, and foundry owners, combined the utility of
iron with replication. Foundry owners recognized that standardization facilitated the pre-fabrication of parts. 53 During the latter part
of the nineteenth century, the use of cast iron components made
in a factory fostered the nascent idea of pre-fabrication and mass
production into the United States building industry. 54 Nationwide,
railroads were shifting the American economy away from agriculture towards manufacturing, and increased demand and access
to railroads spurred production and lowered costs. Savvy foundry
owners realized their market was national and designed beautiful
mail order catalogs to display their products. 55 In the late nineteenth century, the uses for iron were state-of-the-art.
Differing from malleable wrought iron, cast iron is hard and
must be cast into shape. 56 Ironworkers pressed a wooden pattern
into a moist mixture of sand and clay. When they removed the
wood, it left an indentation in which to pour the molten, 2, 700°F
metal. 57 Foundries could inexpensively pre-fabricate large quantities of iron components with pre-formed molds. Ornamentation
such as rosettes and acanthus leaves for building fa<;ades fulfilled
elaborate Victorian tastes. Mass-produced, less expensive iron imi-

52

53
54
55
56

57

I: The Iron Fronts," Journal of the Society of ArchitecturalHistonans, Fiftieth Anniversary Issue, 15, no. 4 (December 1956): 13.
Thanks to preservationist Margot McCoy Gayle (1908-2008) who founded
"Friends of Cast Iron Architecture and the Victorian Society in America." Margot Gayle tirelessly worked to save SOHO's cast-iron buildings from demolition
Among her publications are the aforementioned Cast-Iron Architecture in New
York (1974), and with Carol Gayle, Cast-Iron Architecture in America: The Significance ofJames Bogardus ( 1998).
Jandl, "Rehabilitating Historic Storefronts."
For n:iore information about prefabrication, see Robert S. Woodbury "The
Legend of Eli Whitney and Interchangeable Parts," Technology and Culture l,
no. 3 (Summer 1960): 235-253.
Jandl, "Rehabilitating Historic Storefronts."
cast iron- "A hard, brittle, nonmalleable iron-carbon alloy, cast into shape, containing 2 to 4.5 percent carbon, 0.5 to 3 percent silicon, and lesser amounts
of sulfur, manganese, and phosphorus." The American Heritage Dictionary of
the English Language, Fourth Edition (New York: Houghton Mifflin Co., 2000)
[Updated in 2009], http:/ /www.thefreedictionary.com/ cast+iron (Accessed
9/ 15/13) .
]. Scott Howell, "Architectural Cast Iron: Design and Restoration" APT Bulletin,
Association for Preservation Technology Internationall 9, no. 3 ( 1987): 51-55.
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tated the more costly carved wood or stone and eliminated the salary of an artisan. 58 Iron manufacturers produced mail order catalogs
detailing their parts and patterns, and potential building owners
ordered pre-fabricated building components from these catalogs.
Foundry workers produced the components, laid them out on
the factory floor, numbered each one, and shipped the parts with
assembly instructions by rail or by sea to cities across the United
States. Once the parts arrived at the building site, workers used
step-by-step instructions to bolt the pieces together, forming the
interior framework or storefront. 59
In small towns lacking skilled architects or in large towns with
a surplus of cheap labor, a relatively unskilled local carpenter or
an enterprising business owner and his relatives could inexpensively erect the typical iron storefront in as little as three days. Cast
iron building parts were economical, decorative, strong, and fire
resistant. Pensacola's newly acquired rail connections enabled
local builders to take part in the mail order phenomena to rebuild
quickly and economically after the fires. Concurrent with advances
in the use of iron, advances in glass manufacturing lowered the
price of windows. 60 The typical nineteenth-century storefront consisted of single or double doors flanked by large display windows;
a recessed entry protected the customer from inclement weather
and increased the amount of window display space. 61 Iron building
components provided more floor space, larger display windows,
and better natural lighting. Larger windows gave merchants a
medium to advertise their wares, and better lighting helped workers improve productivity. In a cascading effect, the transformation
of main streets into downtown commercial districts was occurring
across the nation, and Pensacola was no exception.
Regardless of patents, iron foundries pirated each other's
patterns. Many motifs were not necessarily original to the manufacturers; they were adapted from classic Greek and Roman
architecture. Acanthus leaves and <lentil molding are two popular, classic design elements found in Pensacola's iron buildings.
Elaborate building details, such as pilasters, columns, cornices,
and window hoods manufactured inexpensively in iron, mimicked
58

59
60
61

Simpson, Cheap Quick and Easy, Chapter 2 "Embossed Fa<;ades: Ornamental
Sheet Metal," 30-53.
Margot Gayle, Introduction to Badger's fllustrated Catalogue of Cast-Iron Architecture, vi.
Jandl, "Rehabilitating Historic Storefronts," 11.
Ibid.
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costlier architectural details carved from stone or wood. Iron was
not only beautiful; it was practical. Building owners could easily
paint the iron details, adding more decor and personalization to
their fa<;ades. Painted iron is quite durable and weather resistant.
Unlike wrought iron, which tends to flake , cast iron's carbon-off
gasses provide an imbedded resistance to corrosion. This is why
nineteenth-century cast iron remains relatively unscathed by the
volatile Gulf Coast climate. 62
Iron manufacturers could be found nationwide, but many of
the nation's iron industries were located in the Mid-Western cities. Manufacturers stamped their business logo on one or more
of the main structural components. Among the manufactures who
shipped iron building components to Pensacola were Snead and
Bibb of Louisville, Kentucky, the George L. Mesker and Company
in Evansville, Indiana, and the Mesker Brothers Iron Works in St.
Louis, Missouri. 63 The Mesker Brothers, for example, marketed
their catalogs towards smaller towns such as Pensacola, which has
at least five extant buildings with Mesker components. 64 Some
details are unique to certain manufacturers, and this allows us to
identify the origin of uncovered cast iron today.
Since the 1880 fires destroyed over ninety percent of the buildings downtown, Pensacola's business community needed to rebuild
quickly. Control of the city government allowed them to capitalize
on this opportunity to rebuild the city using more substantial building materials. With a bustling port and new railroad connections to
the interior, local businessmen could see the advantage of ordering
the fire resistant, pre-fabricated, inexpensive, . modern, and easily
installable iron. Pensacola business owners would have been aware
of the trend in large cities of using iron fronts. Beneficiaries of the
prosperity brought by the region's vast natural resources of timber
and fish, Pensacola's business leaders chose to rebuild their city's
62
63

Howell, "Architectural Cast Iron," 52.
. These are the identified manufactures of iron buildings in downtown Pensacola. There are other identified iron fences and gates, such as the fence
surrounding the property at 417 East Government Street bearing the mark of
the "Industrial Architectural Iron Works Cincinnati, O." This article focuses on
buildings.
64 Darius Bryjka, Illinois Historic Preservation Agency, e-mail on August 12, 2013.
The back page of the 1911 Mesker catalog shows 87 Meskers sold in Florida.
George Mesker operated the Geo. L. Mesker and Sons in Evansville, Indiana.
Brothers Ben and Frank Mesker operated the Mesker Brothers Iron Works in
St. Louis, Missouri.
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downtown using fire resistant materials, exploiting the opportunity
to enhance commercial enterprises.
Pensacola's Cast Iron Buildings
The first construction after the devastation of 1880 occurred
on the west side of Palafox Street across from the Public Square,
between Government and Zaragossa Streets. 65 All of the buildings
on this block were constructed as hybrids with brick sides and
rear walls and cast iron fronts. Today, the extant buildings west of
Plaza Ferdinand maintain most of their cast iron components. By
the mid-1880s, this block in downtown Pensacola near the once
seedy waterfront housed PMP Commissioner F.C. Brent's bank.
Brent ordered several cast iron bank vaults topped with mythological masques watching over the money and an elaborate cast iron
fac;ade for the exterior. While many of the iron structural components remain in this building, over the years the fac;ade was covered
first with glass bricks and later with aluminum siding.
This block, devastated by the July 1880 conflagration originating from Cheap John's Clothing store, lay only one block north
of the harbor. 'Cheap John' was a nineteenth-century colloquialism for a peddler of inferior goods . After the fires, the occupants
of the newly constructed buildings reflected Pensacola's changed
and emergent prosperity. By 1890, Brent's bank, the First National
Bank of Pensacola, offered to exchange currency for Great Britain, Ireland, Germany, France, Austria, Italy, Holland, Spain, Belgium, Russia, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, and other European
countries.66 The commercially vibrant buildings contained a watchmaker, entertainment venues, several clothing stores, shoe stores,
tobacco and cigar shops, grocery stores, and numerous offices.67
Other tenants included W.A. Brosnaham Accident and Life Insur65

66
67

Escambia County Tax records, individual property files, University of West
Florida Historic Trust. Because building permits were not issued in Pensacola
until the last part of the twentieth century, an examination of tax records can
provide information about property improvements. A large increase in taxes
paid can be an indicator of a building erected on the property. 313-315 S.
Palafox St. was assessed $3,000 in 1880 and $5,000 in 1883; 321 S. Palafox St.
was assessed $8,000 in 1880 and $17,500 in 1883. Compared to 100 S. Palafox
St. (among other buildings) which did not pay taxes until 1888. Webb's 1885
Pensacola Directory, shows four buildings on the 300 b lock of S. Palafox St.
The Daily News (Pensacola, FL), February 23, 1900, g.5, Image 5.
Sanborn Map & Publishing Company, Pensacola, FL, including Warrington,
Woolsey, and Mills at Millview, Florida, Septemb e·r 1884.
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ance, W.C. Jones Accident [insurance], Knowles Brothers Agents,
and Southern States Land and Timber. Anchoring the block on
the northwest corner was the three-story Merchant's Hotel (now
demolished). This modem facility advertised that it was the "only
hotel in Pensacola with a perfect system of sewerage" and provided
rooms for as many as 42 guests for $2.50 to $3.00 per day. 68 Serving
the Merchant's hotel clientele as well as the local community was
the Washington Billiard Hall and the Bank Exchange Restaurant
and Saloon. Several businesses along this block of South Palafox
Street bespoke Pensacola's cultural, ethnic, and gender diversity.
R.H. Pons, a creole barber, kept a shop along this row, and two
women, Clara A. Byrnes and Marietta L. Fournier, built the grocery
and dry goods business run by two members of Pensacola's leading
Jewish families, Lewis Bear and Charles]. Heinberg.
Recognizing the importance of the Pensacola's international
trade, the United States government appropriated $200,000 and
sent the supervising architect of the treasury, Mifflin E. Bell (18471904), to rebuild the city's Custom's House and Post Office. 69 In
its first year open, the Custom's House reported that 518 vessels
entered the harbor with 361 from foreign ports. 70 Located across
the street from the Merchant's Hotel on the northwest corner of
Palafox and Government Streets, the building has an imported
marble exterior and cast iron components on the interior. 71 Inside
the building are cast iron columns supporting the upper stories
and a soaring four-story staircase with cast iron newel posts and
balustrades.
The 400 block of South Palafox Street was once the last strip
of terra firma fronting the Pensacola Bay. South of this block were
numerous wharves, some with buildings erected on them. Over
the years, ballast dumped from incoming vessels created over 60
The Daily News (Pensacola, FL), February 23, 1900, 5, Image 5; Pensacola Commercial, March 1, 1885, 2; W.C.Jones and Frank]ones,jones' Pensacola Directory,
1893-1894, "MERCHANTS HOTEL- Has a capacity of 42 guests. Rooms rent
· at the rates of $2 .50 and $3 .00 per day."), University of West Florida Archives
and West Florida History Center.
69 NR Nomination prepared by John P. Daniels in 1995. On file at University of
West Florida Historic Trust.
70 Occie Clubbs "Pensacola in Retrospect: 1870-1890" Florida Historical Quarterly,
Pensacola Quadricentenniallssue, XXXVII, nos. 3 and 4 (1959), 381.
71
Carter Quina, AIA, Quina Grundhoefer Architects received an Award of Excellence from the Northwest Florida Chapter of the American Institute of Architects for their restoration work on the building. "Quina Grundhoefer given
architecture society award," Pensacola News journal, February 19, 2011, Business
Section.
68
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acres of new land south of this block. 72 Extant iron buildings stand
on both sides of the street. One bears the mark of Snead & Bibb
from Louisville, Kentucky, two are from George L. Mesker & Co.
Iron Works in Evansville, Indiana, and one is from the competing Mesker brother's company, Mesker Brothers Iron Works in
St. Louis, Missouri. John M. Pfeiffer constructed the first building
after the 1880 fires on the southwest corner of Palafox and Zarragossa Street. 401 South Palafox Street contained Pfeiffer's grocery on the street level and housed the United States Signal Service
Station upstairs. Pfeiffer, who was a Provisional Municipality Commissioner in the 1890s, ordered his fire resistant building fa~ade
(which retains the marker) from Snead & Bibb. From the roof of
the building, the United States Signal service flew flags displaying
weather and other conditions to the ships in the nearby harbor.
After Pfeiffer's death, the Dannheiseser Brothers Saloon occupied
the street level of the building. 73 When Mrs. K. Pfeiffer allowed the
Christian Moerlein Brewing Company to rent the building, she
added the codicil, "the 2nd floor of said building shall not be used
for any lewd or unlawful purpose." 74
By 1888, John Sheppard was operating a pharmacy from the
next building to the south at 409 South Palafox, with tall cast iron
columns, pilasters, and an elaborate pressed tin Mesker cornice. 75
Next door to the pharmacy at 411-415 South Palafox Street, lumber planing mill owner 0. Bronnum built the large post and lintel
storefront with a sheet metal cornice from George L. Mesker &
Company Iron Works. This building retains the company marker
and morning glory motif on the cornice. Bronnum was so pleased
with his building that he wrote a testimonial that appears on page
eight of the 1905 George L. Mesker & Company catalog. 76 (Image
3) The adjacent building on the northwest corner of Palafox and
Main streets is another example of a hybrid brick and iron building
72

73
74

75
76

Workers -of th e Writers Program, Works Progress Administration in the State
of Florida, Florida: A Guide to the Southernmost State (Tallahassee, FL: State of
Florida Department of Public Instruction, 1939), 240.
Jones Pensacola Directory, (1893) , 58.
Escambia Coun ty Deed Book 74, County Government Office, 221 South Palafox
Street, Pensacola, FL, June 15, 1914, 298; MSF #ES01196 (1982). Pensacola's
Red Light District contained several brothels on East Zarragossa Street, right
around the corner from Pfeiffer's building.
409 South Palafox is historically known as 405 South Palafox, Escambia County
Deed Book 4, April 12. 1888, 565.
"Mesker Brothers," 1905 Geo . L Mesker & Co. Testimonials Catalog (Darius Brxjka collection). https: / / meskerbrothets.wordpress.com/ catalogs/
(accessed May 7, 2016).
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Page 8 of the 1905 George L. Mesker & company Testimonials Catalog. 0. Brannum
built 411-415 South Palafox Street in Pensacola around 1885. From Darius Bryjka
collection, copyright free and permission granted.

with a sheet metal cornice. While all of the buildings are characteristic of the contemporary building phenomena of large windows
fronting main streets nationwide, the Snead and Bibb and Mesker
buildings allow for more generous fenestration than the building
on .t he corner.
In 1892, Lewis Bear moved across the street, buying the lot on
the northeast corner of Palafox and Main, and relocating his flourishing grocery business from the store he shared with Charles Heinberg at 327 South Palafox Street. Bear must have been impressed
with the iron buildings of his neighbors and with the one built by
his former landlords, Clara Byrnes and Marietta Fournier, for he
ordered an impressive display of cast iron building components
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from the Mesker Brothers Iron Works of St. Louis for his new store.
The second-story sheet metal fa<;ade is one of the ubiquitous Mesker
fa<;ades and includes imbedded pilasters with rosettes at the base,
Corinthian capitals, and circular discs along the horizontal strip
at the top of the building. 77 The rectangular roof pediments once
bore the moniker "Bear Block," and the center pediment provided
the building's construction date. The second-story iron balcony,
a nod to the building's original use, displays a cornucopia motif.
The side and rear walls are masonry, but the metal cornice wraps
around the structure and the south side windows bear patented
Mesker metal window hoods. 78
George 0. Brosnaham, ~who fancied Bear's building, ordered
a similar Mesker Brothers fa<;ade for the two story building he constructed around 1895, three blocks north at the southeast corner
of Palafox and Romana Street. The two-story building, typical of
main streets across America, is constructed as a brick hybrid with
cast iron post and lintels at the front base level, allowing for large
storefront windows and three recessed entries. While the street
level portion of the building housed a dry goods store, the second
story was used for various offices. For the second story, Brosnaham
picked the same pilasters with rosettes in the base and Corinthian capitals as Bear's building, but chose a different cornice and
window hoods. Early images show that the building originally had
three triangular roof pediments rising above the cornice, now lost
either to weather or to changing tastes.
Just south of Main Street on a portion of Palafox Street that
was once a wharf remains another cast iron building, 511 South
Palafox, built around 1896 by Francis Jernigan. Across the street
was the Cosgrove Iron Foundry. John Cosgrove was the PMP's first
77

78

1906 M esker and Bro. Twenty-Third Edition General Catalog, St. Louis Mo. f.J. S.A.
https: //meskerbrothers.wordpress.com/ catalogs/
(accessed · 5/ 22/ 2015),
Similar to front number 145 on pg. 17, it was priced at $442 .00 for 50 feet.
The building has 75 feet fronting Palafox. The Historic American Buildings
Survey documented the building in 1968 and noted the sheet metal components, but did not identify the building as a Mesker Brothers design. Mesker
expert Darius Bryjka confirmed the identity of the fac;ade email photograph
exchange with Cynthia Catellier (December, 2011).
Darius Bryjka, "PATENT NO. 405,232 - WINDOW CAP," April 17, 2012.
http: //Meskerbrothers.wordpress.com. (accessed May 7, 2016) . The arch itectural details of the window hoods on the south elevation of 404 South Palafox
(aka The Bear Block), match the Mesker Brothers paten t. It was (and still is)
not uncommon for building owners to source building materials from multiple manufacturers.
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paid Fire Chief. He served on the Board of Trade and on two Building and Loan Associations, where he rubbed elbows with Governor
Perry and PMP Commissioners W.D. Chipley and S.S. Harvey. Cosgrove Iron Foundry repaired machines and ships ' boilers, and for
a brief time in 1896, it advertised that it sold iron building fronts.
It remains a mystery whether or not Francis Jernigan ordered the
iron for his building from Cosgrove or from one of the numerous midwestern iron foundries like the buildings further north
on Palafox Street. The iron imprints on the pilasters and columns
look very similar to those found in catalogs produced by Christopher and Simpson from St. Louis, Missouri, and by Dearborn Iron
works in Chicago, Illinois, but copies of other manufacturers' patterns were common. 79
Located east of the Public Square on Government Street is
another cluster of extant buildings with cast iron components.
Around 1885 on the south side of the street, John M. Pfeiffer built
another street level store. This time, he put his personal residence
on the second floor and used cast iron post and lintel building
components. 80 The simple ornamentation on the structural pilasters, reminiscent of classical Greek architecture with the <lentil
molding on the entablature and acanthus leaf detail on the corbels, is strikingly similar to those Pfeiffer ordered from Snead &
Bibb for his building at 401 South Palafox Street. Unfortunately,
the building has lost its nameplate. His widow, K. Pfeiffer, the aforementioned wife, who inserted the morality codicil in the lease for
their building at 401 South Palafox Street, lived above the building
on Government Street until her death in 1928. John Pfeiffer Jr.
occupied a separate apartment in the same building. Across the
street at 130 East Government Street were the living quarters of
more Pfeiffer family members above yet another store. 81 Like the
others, this Pfeiffer building on the north side of the street is a
hybrid of cast iron and brick.
79

80

81

.Dearborn Foundry Company, Chicago, IL, Erastus Foote, Jr. , President, and
E.T. Cushing, Secretary and Treasurer, Pocket Companion of Useful Information
and Tables Pertaining to the Use of Cast and Wrought Iron Work (Chicago, IL: J.M.W.
Jones Co., 1887), 10.
John M. Pfeiffer built 401 S Palafox with the Snead & Bibb marker in 1883.
Building information from MSF # ESOl 196. Occupancy information from city
directories. Also from obituary, ".J.M. Pfeiffer at rest," Pensacola journal, January
1, 1907, 3, Image 3.
W S. Webb Pensacola City Directory, (Pensacola, FLA; April 1885), Jones Pensacola
Directory, (1893), (130 & 136 East Government Street), MSF #ESOlll 7.
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511 South Palafox Street built in 1896 is a hybrid building with a cast iron post
and lintel froht combined with b1ick side and rear walls. The markings on the
columns are similar to those found in the catalogs of both Christopher and Simpson
of St. Louis, Missouri, and Dearborn Ironworks of Chicago, Illinois. Photo taken
by author in 2011.

After the turn of the century, cast iron buildings went out of
style in Pensacola and much of the country. However, on the north
side of Government Street, the sons of Lewis Bear built the east
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addition to 112-118 around 1910. 82 Morris and Max Bear did not
order a Mesker building like their father, but they did construct a
post and lintel hybrid building with ornamental iron columns and
pilasters very similar to the iron building Francis Jernigan built at
511 South Palafox Street. The markings on the columns are similar
to those found in both the Christopher and Simpson and Dearborn
catalogs. Without receipts or manufacturer's imprint, it is difficult
to identify the particular manufacturers because they liberally copied each other's patterns.
It is a testament to the durability of iron components that these
buildings have survived in relatively good condition so close to the
corrosive effects of the Gulf Coast climate and hurricanes. When
covered with paint, the iron remains rust resistant and retains the
strength for which it was once prized among the shop owners who
erected these edifices over one hundred years ago. Despite the
ravages of Gulf Coast hurricane winds and floods, the passage of
time, and even efforts to improve or modernize these buildings,
the remaining footprint provides us with a window into this brief
period of time and the people who rebuilt Pensacola after the devastating fires that could have resulted in the demise of the city.
Pensacola's Business Climate after the Fires and the Provisional
Municipality of Pensacola

Following the 1880 fires, city leaders imposed laws regulating
behavior and augmenting the city's fire mitigation measures. By
erecting buildings that were more substantial ;;i.nd many with iron
fronts, merchants and business owners enhanced the experience
of shoppers along Palafox Street and increased revenues. Improvements in the city's infrastructure after the 1880 fires provide further evidence of Pensacola's increased prosperity. Rather than
redeveloping with makeshift materials, the building owners chose
to purchase modern components. Ordinances issued by the PMP
assured only substantial fire resistant structures would be erected in
the City, thereby excluding those without enough fortune to obtain
quality materials from building in the downtown core. Reflecting
the importance of the port, the United States government appropriated $200,000 and sent a professional architect to rebuild Pensacola's Customs House. By 1890, fire industry surveyors reported
82

Escambia County Deed Book 69, March 22, 1910, 606; 1982 Historic District
Survey conducted by Historic Pensacola Preservation Board (now incorporated into University of West Florida Historic Trust).
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that Pensacola's mercantile buildings were mostly two-story masonry structures. 83 Flourishing harbor activity and an expanded retail
environment encouraged by the PMP's ordinances resulted in
progress for the city's infrastructure.
From 1880 to 1910, Pensacola's exported over four billion
superficial feet of lumber valued at over $50 billion. 84 Before the
fires in 1880, the collective value of Pensacola's municipal buildings was estimated at $10,000. In the three-year period 1906-1909,
construction expenses in the city were $3,000,000, a 300 per-cent
increase. 85 By 1888, investment in fire prevention provided the
city with fire engines, a hook and ladder truck, five hose carriages,
and over 200 fire fighters. If! 1889, the city replaced its gas street
lamps with electric lights. Mosquito breeding ditches and swampy
lanes were exchanged with 53 miles of sanitary sewer lines and 21
miles of paved roads. 86 The first ordinance issued by the PMP led to
over 115 miles of paved sidewalks being created in the city by 1902.
At the turn of the century, fifteen years after the PMP began issuing ordinances aimed at quelling disturbances and improving the
city's infrastructure, the city's population had more than doubled
to 17,747. 87 In tandem with rail connections to the nation's interior, the businessmen who wrested control of the city government
and formed the PMP transformed Pensacola streets along the lines
of main streets across the nation, and propelled the city into the
national market economy.
Conclusion

Just as Pensacola's built environment rose phoenix-like after
the 1880 fires, Chicago's architects were seeking means to build
vertically without sacrificing valuable street level space to massive
masonry load bearing walls. In 1884, William LeBaron Jenney
(1832- 1907) used cast-iron columns on the inner face of masonry
walls along with cast iron supports around the windows to build

83

84
85
86
87

John S. Billings, U .S. Census Office, "Report on the Social Statistics of Cities in
the United States at the Eleventh Census 1890," Cornell University Library, 84.
https: / / archive.org/ details/ cu31924030461796 (accessed May 22, 2016).
Clubbs "Pensacola in Retrospect," 377.
Parks, Pensacola: Spaniards to Space Age, 85.
Polk, City Directory 1913.
The Spectator Insurance Year Book 16, 22; Maloney Pensacola Directory, 1898; and
Polk Pensacola Directory, 1913; Billings, "Report on the Social Statistics of Cities
in the United States at the Eleventh Census 1890," 61, 84, and 124.
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a skyscraper; the nine-story Home Insurance Company building. 88
From there, with the addition of alloys to develop steel, architects
and engineers vaulted Jenney's idea into another arena of structural support; the creation of a curtain wall of steel and glass upon
a lighter skeletal frame. Steel 's plasticity and durability quickly
outpaced cast iron's early uses. 89 Thus, cast iron became the forerunner of the modern skyscraper as development of iron building
fronts and structural elements shepherded the way for modular
construction systems and structural steel skyscrapers.
Demonstrating how the city was expanding in its scope and
view, in 1901, Pensacola businessman Christen Thiesen (18561934), hired the architectural firm Morgan and Dillon from Atlanta, Georgia, to build a five-story building on the north east corner
of Palafox and Romana Street just north of the cast iron building built by George Brosnaham five years earlier. 90 The Thiesen
Building accommodated commercial ventures on the street level
and offices above. For a brief few years, this building, with steel
supports under masonry walls, and cast iron columns supporting
the third and fourth floor windows, was Pensacola's tallest until
attorney William A. Blount (1851 - 1921) constructed the sevenstory, steel frame , fire proof, building on the south west corner of
Palafox and Garden Streets. 91 In 1910, Pensacola hired one of New
York's leading architects, James Edwin Ruthven Carpenter, to give
rise to what was at the time Florida's tallest building. The ten-story,
steel frame, American National Bank Building is across from the
Public Square on the northeast corner of Palafox and Government
Street. 92 Over the course of the twentieth century, other tall buildings fortified by steel followed. Pensacola's building boom had outpaced the use of cast iron.
Architecture and building practices were entering a new phase
as the nation moved into the twentieth century. Steel replaced cast
88
89

90
91
92

Turpin C. Bannister, "Bogardus Revisited; Part II: The Iron Towers," journal of
·the Society of Architectural Historians l 6, no. 1 (March 1957): 14.
W. Bates, Historical Structural Steelwork Handbook, 66. Henry Bessemer invented
a method of making steel in mass quantities in 1855, but the full potential was
not realized until the Siemens Martin process was developed in the 1870s.
Linda Ellsworth, MSF# ES00133. 40 South Palafox (Thiesen Building) was
added to the NR in 1979.
Ibid., MSF #ES00980A.
Ibid., MSF #ES00105. In addition to the 1982 survey, HPPB conducted a historic district survey in 1970 leading to the placement of the Pensacola Historic
District on the NR in 1972. 226 South Palafox Street was added to the NRHP
in 1978.
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iron as a structural building element and American cities adapted
to a new age of architecture. Tastes changed to reflect new technologies. Nationwide, streamlined utilitarian styles became popular.
The ornate Italianate cast iron buildings were old fashioned compared to current trends. Cities demolished many of the cast iron
buildings, modernized some, and covered many of the outmoded
cast iron fa<;ades with contemporary materials.
For tunately for Pensacola, the city's downtown retains many of
the buildings erected in the relatively brief time from 1880 to 1914.
Recognizing the importance and beauty of the city's maintenance
of its historic structures, the American Planning Association named
Pensacola's Palafox Street one of America's ten best in 2013. 93
These buildings tell the story of how Pensacola's business leaders
emerged from disaster to build much of the footprint remaining
in the twenty first century. Flush with the prosperity brought by the
region 's vast natural resources of timber and fish, these men chose
to rebuild downtown using fire resistant materials and exploited
the opportunity to enhance commercial enterprises. Pensacola
participated in the nation's late nineteenth-century Industrial Revolution using the new technologies to make the city state of the art.
The remaining iron fa<;ades serve as a tangible reminder of how
the changes that occurred in Pensacola in the last two decades of
the nineteenth century propelled the city into the national market
economy. The citizens of Pensacola built hundreds of buildings,
many of which remain standing, not only as evidence of this period
of growth and prosperity, but also as legacies of those who built
them.

93

American Planning Association Great Places in Arner'ica: Streets 2013. https: / I
www.planning.org/ greatplaces/ streets/ 2013/ (accessed May 7, 2016).
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New Deal Historic Preservation for Key West
by Matthew G. Hyland
reservation of local history and architecture played a fundamental role in economic revitalization of Key West during
the Great Depression. With the assistance, and upon the
insistence, of the people of Key West, the Federal Emergency Relief
Administration (FERA), along with the Civil Works Administration
(CWA), the Historic American Building Survey (HABS), and the
Works Progress Administration (WPA), preserved and developed
Key West's historic resources into tourist attractions, thus forming the base for today's service economy in the Florida Keys. In
so doing and scarcely less important, they would engender a new
dimension in historic preservation practice and awareness of local
history in 1934. This moment, largely overlooked even by historians, speaks to populism and cultural pluralism advancing into U.S.
historic preservation. Historians who have addressed the Florida
Keys during the New Deal typically focus on engineering projects
and unemployment relief efforts. This article places the preservation of Key West's historic resources in context alongside other
preservation campaigns in the early decades of the twentieth century and recognizes innovations relative to financing, consulting,
and property management in Key West's preservation program.
Historic preservation programs in larger cities in both Florida
and elsewhere in the nation have eclipsed the work done in Key

P

Matthew G. Hyland is an Assistant Professor of History at Duquesne University in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. He received his Ph.D. from William & Mary in 2004. This
is Dr. Hyland's third article for the Florida Historical Quarterly.
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West. Economic forces, in this case stagnation and depression, and
government assistance initiated historic preservation in Key West.
Private wealth, the usual source for backing preservation initiatives in New England, South Carolina, and Virginia, among other
places, played no role in Key West activating a popular historic
preservation program. The reasons people started to preserve old
buildings and structures in Key West differed from those of other
historic preservation groups in the nation in the early decades
of the twentieth century. Municipal insolvency and reviving commerce were the driving forces behind the movement in Key West
to find its usable past. Preservation groups active in the United
States before the 1930s, however, typically refuted commercialism
and the corrosive effects of modern industrial capitalism. While
architectural aesthetics, traditionalism, conservative cultural politics, and patriotic education motivated the creation of historic sites
in Williamsburg, Virginia, Valley Forge, Pennsylvania, Charleston,
South Carolina, General George Washington's various headquarters, and other places throughout New England, Key West citizens
preserved their buildings and Caribbean milieu in order to attract
visitors and generate business activity. Revitalization of moribund
commercial activity was the city's pressing concern when its advocates turned to their patrimony as a way to generate revenue.
Charleston, which had not declared bankruptcy as Key West did,
looked to historic preservation for a boost in tourism and a way
to maintain white control of local politics. The broad concerns of
Key West residents led to a new turn and a different stance in the
preservation persuasion that has been neglected in historic preservation retrospectives. 1
The story of Key West's financial downfall and that of surrounding Monroe County, Florida, during the Great Depression
is familiar, but it bears a brief repeating to indicate the magnitude
of the crisis that confronted the town's preservationists. Historians
have noted the decline of the county and town's population and
industries, such as cigar manufacturing, leading up to the depression and labor unrest that accompanied New Deal work programs.
Unemployment in Key West, the largest municipality within the
county, reached about 80 percent in 1934. Extractive industries,
such as turtle and sponge harvesting, had declined to such an
1

For an overview of this topic, see Charles B. Hosmer, Jr., Presence of the Past: A
History of the Preservation Movement in the United States before Williamsburg (New
York: G .P. Putnam's Sons, 1965), 75 .
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extent that they ceased to provide a viable livelihood. Unemployment relief overwhelmed municipal budgets, even with assistance
from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation (RFC). Key West's
population declined from 18,749 in 1920 to 13,445 in 1930. Local
tax revenues diminished. Monroe County commissioners failed to
make payments on bond issues devised between 1923 and 1925,
and refinanced in 1928, to fund road improvements. The U.S. military, a continuous presence in Key West since the early 1820s, scaled
back its operations following World War I and, consequently, its
civilian payroll. Throughout the Prohibition era, tourists bypassed
Key West for Cuban resorts where they could drink alcohol legally.
Monroe County recorded 5,000 people on relief in October 1933.
Furthermore, initial federal work relief efforts, conducted by the
CWA beginning in late 1933, ended in spring 1934 due to bureaucratic restructuring in Washington, D.C. As a result, more locals
lined up for free food distribution and hoped for more federal
relief programs. CWA projects had included rehabilitation of the
local public golf course at Key West, construction of an aquarium,
and improvements to Key West's docks. When the federal government cut funding for CWA projects, unemployment surged. Soon
thereafter, FERA showed up in Key West at the request of Florida's
governor, David Sholtz, to take over the bankrupt municipality's
finances and direct the unemployment relief effort in July 1934.
Harry Hopkins, director of FERA, described Monroe County as "a
broken market." Relief administrators considered relocating the
population to the mainland and abandoning the key. 2
New Deal programs, according to historians, addressed the
state of emergency in Key West and Monroe County following the
nation's financial collapse. Garry Boulard and Durward Long mention historic architecture as a minor component of tourism promotion . For example, Long writes, "Architecture with a distinctive Key
2

Julius F. Stone, Jr., "Forward," in M.E. Gilfond and Bernard C. DeWitt, eds.,
Key West in Transition: A Guide Book for Visitors (Key West, FL: Key West Administration, 1934), v-ix; Nels Anderson, "Key West-Bottled in Bonds," The Survey
(October 1934): 312-313; Harry L. Hopkins, Administrator, to Hon.JR. McCarl, November 13, 1935, letter, RG 69, Records of the WPA, Federal Emergency
Relief Administration, "State" Series, March 1933-1936, Florida 400, Entry 10,
Box 56, National Archives and Record Administration, College Park, MD; Durward Long, "Workers on Relief, 1934-1938, in Key West," Tequesta l, no. 28
(1968), 53-54; Durward Long, "Key West and the New Deal, 1934-1936," Florida
Historical Quarterly 46, no. 3 (January 1968), 209-218; Garry Boulard, '"State of
Emergency': Key West in the Great Depression," Florida Historical Quarterly 67,
no . 2 (October 1988), 168-183; Maureen Ogle, Key West: History of an Island of
Dreams (Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 2006), 155.
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West flavor was repaired and emphasized." 3 Historic architecture
and climate were, upon closer review of the relief programs, leading features, not ancillary characteristics, in the revitalization. A
broader perspective on historic preservation and reexamination
of events in Key West serve to refocus the discussion on people
embracing their architectural heritage and preserving it in order
to protect their community. The historical record affirms an interpretation of Key West escaping financial difficulties through popularly supported historic preservation.
HABS arrived in Florida not only to provide work for unemployed architects but also to begin its ambitious inventory of the
nation's historic built environment. The scope of its work in Key
West paled in comparison to its projects in other sections of the
nation. 4 Nevertheless, HABS initiated the search for Key West's
usable past.
In brief terms, HABS personnel gathered and organized outof-work architects and draftsmen to record the nation's historical
building stock according to the highest of professional standards.
Educating the public and their fellow professionals, promoting
preservation, edifying the nation about its architectural heritage,
and creating a graphic archive of the achievements of American
builders motivated the group. From its inception, HABS emphasized professionalization of historic preservation, creation of an
architectural archive, and expanding the role of federal agencies in historic preservation at the national level. 5 The Library of
Congress, the American Institute of Architects, and the National
Parks Service (NPS) collaborated to create HABS during Franklin
D. Roosevelt's first presidential term. HABS emerged in late 1933
and received its funding through the CWA until that agency's termination in May 1934. After the demise of the CWA, FERA, with
its broader relief mandate, administered HABS funding from May
1934 to November 1935. FERA also provided the bulk of the relief
effort for Monroe County by generating and supervising numerous
work relief initiatives through their local agency, which was called
3
4
5

Boulard, '"State of Emergency,"' 172; Long, "Key West and the New Deal,"
215-216.
In the 1960s, however, HABS returned to Key West and conducted additional
architectural surveys.
Charles B. Hosmer, Jr., Preservation Comes ofAge, from Williamsburg to the National
Trust, 1926-1949, Vol. 1 (Charlottesville: The Pr.e servation Press, National Trust
for Historic Preservation in the United States by the University Press of Virginia, 1981), 548-562.
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the Key West Administration, a FERA-funded agency that managed
municipal affairs during bankruptcy. The NPS, within the Department of the Interior, managed HABS's personnel in their nationwide architectural surveys. The Library of Congress curated the
results of the survey work. After November 1935, the WPA administered HABS funding untilJune 1937, when the program entered
a hiatus. 6
Program advocates also argued for congressional funding on
the premise that the program would create a comprehensive database, or a graphic record in a public archive, of the best examples
from U.S. building and construction before 1865. Beyond creating
jobs, the survey would produce, in their terms, "a complete resume
of the builders' art." Directors of the program foreswore commercial motivations for HABS: "The lists should be made up from the
standpoint of academic interest rather than of commercial uses."
John P. O'Neill, HABS Associate Architect and Survey Supervisor,
wrote that the survey differs "from other architectural recording
programs in that a strict adherence to architectural realities is everywhere the rule. No rendered drawings or sketches are accepted.
Each set of drawings and photographs is made to satisfy first the
requirements of the professional architect, rather than the momentary needs of a publisher." The founders of HABS proposed that a
professionally completed compilation of national building examples would record significant buildings of historical and architectural interest before demolition, provide architects and designers
with inspirational antecedents of U.S. architecture, advance restoration scholarship, and foster a popular appreciation for U.S. history
through architectural heritage. Such architectural artifacts surely
would be attractive tourist destinations. Threats of demolition and
neglect of "antique buildings" prompted HABS officials to act so
that those buildings "should not pass into unrecorded oblivion."
Yet, the survey team was not indifferent to the prevailing economic
-reality. For instance, when NPS staff reported on HABS survey work
completed in 1934, commercial concerns were part of the program.
They described the results of 1934 as work done in association with
and in support of an "intensive travel-promotion campaign." 7 An
6

"HABS expenditures, 12-1-33 to 11-1-37," RG 515, Records of the HABS and
the HAER, Records of Plans and Designs, General Subject Files, 1933-1950,
Box 9, PWA General, 1934-1937 Folder, National Archives and Record Administration, Gollege Park, Maryland.

7
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academic interest in documenting the skills of American builders
paralleled promoting popular historic sites in order to rejuvenate
the economy and revive national confidence. Certainly, tourism in
Florida would benefit from HABS's surveys.
HABS was the first New Deal agency to focus on historic resources in the Florida Keys . The favorable winter climate brought survey
squads to Florida before other sections of the nation. In February
1934, two months after Director Hopkins provided the necessary
notice to proceed, HABS surveyors documented previously identified Florida tourist sites and popular historic resources. In Florida's
northeast quarter, survey squads documented the Spanish-American War fort in Jacksonville, Duval County and antebellum sugar
mill ruins at New Smyrna, Volusia County. Also in 1934 and farther
south thanJacksonville, Charles E. Peterson, the NPS division chief
and landscape architect who drafted the original HABS proposal,
directed a crew of surveyors at Fort Jefferson on Garden Key in the
Dry Tortugas. Although they did not complete measured drawings
of the massive fortification (located about 63 miles west of Key West
and dating from the 1840s) at that time, the survey squad photographed the entire site. The obsolete fort conveyed historical and
architectural values as well as tourist potential despite its remote
location.
Intended to secure the American presence in the Gulf of Mexico after acquisition of Florida from Spain, the bastion remained in
Union hands throughout the Civil War and functioned as a prison
&y Measured Drawings, Photographs, and Manuscripts (Washington, DC: United
States Government Printing Office, 1936), 1-6; Arno B. Cammerer, "The
National Park Service," in Annual Report of the Secretary of the Interior for the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1934 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1934),
164, 166, 197; Charles E. Peterson, "The Historic American Buildings Survey
Continued," journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 16, no. 3 (October
1957), 29-31;John P. O'Neill to Professor George S. Koyl, Dean, Department
of Architecture, School of Fine Arts, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
June 1, 1936, RC 515, Records of the HABS and the HAER, Records of District Offices District and State Correspondence, 1934-1941, Box l,J. P. O'Neill,
1934-1938 folder, National Archives and Record Administration, College Park,
MD; Hosmer, Preservation Comes of Age, 1: 561; Catherine C. Lavoie, "Architectural Plans and Visions: The Early HABS Program and Its Documentation of
Vernacular Architecture," Perspectives in Vernacular Architecture 13, no. 2, 15-35;
Lisa Pfueller Davidson and Martin]. Perschler, "The Historic American Buildings Survey during the New Deal: Documenting 'a Complete Resume of the
Builders' Art," CRM.: The journal of Heritage Stewardship 1, no. 1 (Fall 2003):
49-73; Harlan D. Unrau and G . Frank Williss, "To Preserve the Nation's Past:
The Growth of Historic Preservation in the National Park Service during the
1930s," The Public Historian9, no . 2(Spring1987), 28.
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Enrtance or Sally Port, Fort Jefferson, Garden Key, Key West, Monroe County
Florida Historic American Buildings Survey, C.E. Peterson, Photographer c . 1934
Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs Division Washington, D.C.
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for blockade-runners, deserters, and four of the men, including
Dr. Samuel Mudd, convicted in the conspiracy to murder President
Lincoln and other members of his cabinet. As a result of the HABS
survey, President Roosevelt declared Fort Jefferson a National
Monument on January 4, 1935. 8 National monument declaration
(formalized on August 21, 1935, many months before the initiation
of the federal Historic Sites Survey that identified potential park
areas for NPS management) coincided with the Key West Administration's efforts to develop tourism in the Florida Keys and the
NPS's ambition to acquire historic park areas on the East Coast
by relieving the War Department of historic and scenic site management. Based on its national historical associations and proximity to Key West, Fort Jefferson became an intriguing day trip for
vacationers. The administration promoted it as an attraction in its
December 1934 brochure for Key West visitors, and the WPA featured the bastion in its 1937 list of must-see historic sites in Florida
for the motoring tourist. The Federal Writers' Project consistently
highlighted it for years in their American Guidebook series publications on Florida and Key West. 9
Identifying and documenting historical sites with a nod toward
tourist appeal in the HABS survey occurred elsewhere in Florida.
In early 1934, for instance, HABS surveyors reconnoitered the
historic built environment of St. Augustine, St. Johns County. St.
Augustine had become a resort destination with construction of
Henry M. Flagler's Ponce de Leon Hotel, the Alcazar Hotel, and
his purchase of the Cordova Hotel in the late 1880s. Following
the 1929 market crash, however, the tourist industry in St. Augustine foundered. 10 In St. Augustine, HABS surveyors followed the
8

9

10

Hosmer, Preservation Comes ofAge, 1: 551; Thomas Reid, America's Fortress: A History ofFortJefferson, Dry Tortugas, Florida (Gainesville: University .Press of Florida,
2006), 129.
Works Progress Administration, Historic Florida: Report of the Historic Site Survey (Tallahassee, FL: Florida Works Progress Administration, 1937), n.p.; M.E. Gilfond
and Bernard C. DeWitt, eds., Key West in Transition (Key West, FL: Key West Administration, 1934), 45-46; Federal Writers' Project of the Works Progress Administration, Intracoastal Waterway, Norfolk to Key West, American Guide Series (Washington,
DC: United States Government Printing Office, 1937), 85; Workers of the Writers'
Program of the Work Projects Administration in the State of Florida, A Guide to Key
West (New York: Hastings House, 1941), 99-103; Federal Writers' Proj ect, Florida:
A Guide to the Southernmost State, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1939), 166,
198, 205; Hosmer, Preservation Comes ofAge, 1: 472-477, 713.
Carlton]. Corliss, "Henry M. Flagler: Railroad Builder," Florida Historical Quarterly 38, no. 3 Qanuary 1960), 197-1 98; Leslee F. Keys, Preserving the Legacy: The
Hotel Ponce De Leon and Flagler College, (Gainesville : University of Florida, 2013),
81.
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tourists' well-worn path by featuring buildings and structures
prominent in the popular imagination. For example, the HABS
survey squad measured the City Gate, an associated feature of the
Castillo de San Marcos in January 1934. Then in February 1934,
the survey squad, which included the aforementioned Charles E.
Peterson, measured nearby Fort Matanzas. In March 1934, surveyors returned to the Castillo de San Marcos National Monument to
measure the bastion in full. At the time of the survey, no threats of
demolition or neglect imperiled Fort Matanzas, the City Gate, or
Castillo de San Marcos. In fact, the St. Augustine Historical Society
and the War Department had jointly maintained and interpreted
Fort Matanzas and Castillo de San Marcos since 1914, with the NPS
assuming the War Department's managerial role in 1933. Furthermore, the federal government had declared both Castillo de San
Marcos and Fort Matanzas national monuments in 1924, but HABS
intensive documentation efforts raised each site's visibility among
historic preservationists and tourists alike. 11 The same can be said
for the sugar mill ruins at New Smyrna, which were owned by the
Florida State Historical Society at the time HABS conducted its survey of the ruins. 12 These two historic sites, New Smyrna's mill ruins
and St. Augustine, remained favorites of HABS and earned honors
in the agency's list of best photography in 1936. 13
Increasing St. Augustine's profile in the national line-up of historic sites pleased St. Augustine's mayor, Walter B. Fraser. As a
private citizen, he operated the Fountain of Youth Park, a tourist
park claiming to be the location of Ponce de Leon's 1513 landing
site. He sought a full restoration of St. Augustine along the lines of
Colonial Williamsburg to boost tourism in 1936. He insisted that
the federal government pay for a restoration, which would take
the town back to 1565. He envisioned St. Augustine restored as
a Spanish colonial frontier village. HABS work at City Gate and
11

12
13

Hosmer, Preservation Comes of Age, l: 312-322; Luis Rafael Arana, "Conservation
and Reutilization of the Castillo de San Marcos and Fort Matanzas," Florida Historical Quarterly 65, no. 1, Q"uly 1986), 88-90; St. Augustine Record, "Restoration
Issue," July 4, 1937, B7-B8.
Federal Writers' Project, Florida: A Guide to the Southernmost State, (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1939), 305.
Mission Atocuimi de Jororo, New Smyrna and Old City Gates, St. Augustine
were honored in Selected List of Best HABS Photographs of Representatives
Subjects (Work Done Prior to 1936), Florida, April 8, 1937, RG 515, Records
of the HABS and the HAER, Records of Plans and Designs, General Subject
Files, 1933-1950, Box 5, Folder: HABS, General Publicity, 1935-1941, National
Archives and Records Administration, College Park, Maryland.
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Castillo de San Marcos, in his opinion, took St. Augustine in the
right direction. The federal government and other city leaders,
however, did not share his promotional enthusiasm. Federal plans
for a full St. Augustine restoration did not advance beyond the discussion phase. 14
Old forts, battlefields, and similar military sites enjoyed popular appeal. Such sites satisfied the American antiquarians' desire
for consuming historical drama and standing in the presence of
the past-the more ancient the better. St. Augustine conveyed the
aura of Spain's colonial past in the United States, making it a top
choice for HABS investigations by administrators who expressed a
special interest in Spanish colonial era features surviving in the built
environment of the 1930s. Key West, however, lacked this requisite
Spanish colonial ancestry. Furthermore, fires and storms in Key
West, along with demolitions conducted by the U .S. Navy, reduced
the number of historic resources built before 1865, the date cutoff for the HABS survey. 15 HABS's decision to record colonial sites
made sense at the time and place (St. Augustine, America's oldest
city) when the Colonial Revival sustained such heightened interests and the federal government, along with local historical societies, sought to popularize the nation's past and encourage tourists
to visit historic sites as a way to revive the economy. In fact, when
HABS documented St. Augustine's Old School House in 1936,
surveyors noted that it was, in phrasing similar to that found in
tourist leaflets, "a quaint little clapboard structure of hand-hewn,
red cedar planks." 16 According to Peterson in 1933, HABS would
survey "important antique buildings," as well as "plain structures"
and other buildings that had not attracted "the especial interest
of an architectural connoisseur," thereby providing "an enormous
contribution to the history and aesthetics of American life."17 The
inclusion oflikely tourist attractions in the survey data .p uts HABS's
14
15
16

17

Hosmer, Preservation Comes of Age, 1: 313-316; Keys, Preserving the Legacy: The
Hotel Ponce De Leon and Flagler College, 83-88.
For the HABS age criterion, see Lavoie, "Architectural Plans and Visions," 31.
City Gate, Orange Street, St. Augustine, Stjohn 's County, HABS FL-15-3, Fort Matanzas National Monument, St. Augustine St. johns County, HABS FL-15-5; Castillo de
San Marcos National Monument, St. Augustine, Stjohns County, HABS FL-17-12;
Old School House, St. Augustine, St. john's County, HABS No . FLA-115, Historic
American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering Record/Historic
American Landscapes Survey, Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs
Online Catalog, (accessed August 6, 2014).
Charles E . Peterson, "American Notes: The Historic American Buildings Survey Continued," journal of the Society ofArchitectural Historians 16, no. 3 (October
1957), 30.
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work squarely in line with FERA's relief efforts throughout Florida
toward economic recovery, namely framing historic resources
within a historic architectural discourse to promote site visits.
Both agencies (HABS and FERA) executed plans and programs
designed to battle the Great Depression-each linked by the
pressing need to stimulate Florida's tourist industry with historical
attractions.
In Key West, HABS focused on only two historic resources in
1934. The aforementioned FortJefferson stands as one of HABS's
earliest survey projects in Florida, along with their work in St.
Augustine, New Smyrna, and Jacksonville. Due to funding constraints .and CWA's bureaucratic restructuring, however, the survey
squad limited their work at the fort to photographic documentation.18 The second building to be surveyed in town was the "West
Indian Type House," but HABS staff did not measure it, delineate
it, investigate its history, or identify its location. They simply photographed it. 19 HABS staff took photographs of other houses in Key
West after 1934, but this "West Indian Type House" image was the
only one to appear in the HABS public catalog at the Library of
Congress. Correspondence among HABS district officers indicates
that a handful of images of Key West domestic architecture circulated between offices in Washington, D.C., Miami, and Jacksonville
before 1936, but they were not gathered into a larger collection.
The lack of available photographs of Key West's architecturally significant houses resulted in a second, though brief, photographic
survey conducted in 1937.
Although left in anonymity and without context, selection of
the "West Indian Type House" represented, in accord with the
methodology of HABS surveyors, a new subtype in their broadening register of significant American architecture: vernacular architecture. Its massing, fenestration in the upper half story of the
gable end, and deep front porch, or veranda under the eave wall,
caught their eye. Beyond its academic appeal, the house reflected a
18

19

In the 1980s, HABS completed measured drawings of the bastion. See Edwin
C. Bearss, Historic Structure R.eport, Historical Data Section, Fort Jefferson: 18461898, Fort Jefferson National Monument, Monroe County, Florida (Denver, CO: U.S.
Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Denver Service Center,
1983) .
West Indian Type House, Key West, Monroe County, HABS No. FlA-120, circa
1935, Historic American Buildings Survey/ Historic American Engineering
Record/Historic American Landscapes Survey, Library of Congress, Prints
and Photographs Online Catalog, http: / / www.loc.gov/ pictures/ item/ fl0308.
photos .052873p (accessedjanuary 7, 2016).
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West Indian Type House, Key West, Monroe County, FL. Library of Congress, Prints
and Photographs Division Washington, D.C.

bit of exotic Americana and an expression of its environment. This
house was one of many similar buildings standing in Key West, frequently encountered by tourists strolling around town. The "West
Indian Type House" evoked the exoticism of this far-flung locale;
the house stood for the whole of Key West's unique built environment-an American expression of Caribbean mystique. Writers
romanticized these types of houses in promotional literature to
symbolize Key West's distinctiveness from the rest of the nation.
HABS personnel might have done more for historic preservation in the Keys by expanding its inventory of important buildings and drawing attention to the Caribbean flair of the town, but
program managers decided to move the survey squad out of Key
West in 1934. The decision to leave resulted from a variety of factors. The town's lack of colonial elements from Spain's Caribbean
empire rendered it less of a priority. At the program's outset, the
HABS director of the Alabama survey inquired in 1934 about the
"possibility of transferring men from nearby regions of little historic and architectural interest, as, for example, South Florida." 2 Fires
and storms had diminished the town's pre-1865 building stock.
The photographs produced during the 1934 survey did little to

°

20

E. Walter Burkhardt to Leicester B. Holland, February 1, 1934, in HABS Correspondence-1933-1936, Folder B, Prints and Photographs Division, Library
of Congress, Washington, DC.
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impress architects in the central HABS office in Washington, D.C.
Thomas T. Waterman lamented that Key West, based on his view of
photographs, appeared to be thoroughly altered by the installation
of modern building materials and inappropriate additions, adding,
"I was disappointed when I first saw these photographs, as there is
so much early and untouched material in Nassau that I suspected
the same would be true ofKeyWest." 21
Further exacerbating the problems of surveying Key West,
HABS leaders in Florida did not advance an energetic survey program outside the state's northeastern quarter. Bernard W. Close,
appointed as HABS district officer for northern Florida in 1933,
focused too heavily on historic resources close to his Jacksonville
office and dismissed significant architecture in other northern
Florida localities, such as the Gainesville area, where HABS investigators later found interesting assemblages of historic plantations.
HABS administrators criticized Close for concentrating on St.
Augustine, surveying buildings that had been previously surveyed
and altered, and poorly managing his surveying and drafting
staff. The quality of photographs and drawings he submitted were
substandard, according to O'Neill. More importantly, research
and writing he had produced by 1937 (to be included in a historic overview of the architectural development of Florida that was
never published 22 ) was off the mark, inadequate, and prompted
discussion in Washington of releasing him from his duty. O'Neill
regretted, "the unsatisfactory state into which the Florida organization had fallen ." 23 Elsewhere in Florida, HABS district officers
21

22

23

Thomas T. Waterman, Assistant Architect, to Bernard W. Close, July 27, 1936,
RG 515, Records of the HABS/ and the HAER, Records of Plans and Designs,
State Organization Files, 1933-1950, Florida-Illinois, Box 5, National Archives
and Records Administration, College Park, MD.
Only the overview of Massachusetts's historic architectural development was
published, see Catherine C. Lavoie, "'A Complete Resume of the Builder's
Art': the Early HABS Surveys," in American Place: The Historic American Buildings Survey at Seventy-Five Years, ed. Historic American Buildings Survey, United
States, and Library of Congress (Washington, DC: U .S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, 2008), 22, 26.
John P. O'Neill to Bernard W . Close, October 13, 1934; Circular Memorandum to Florida HABS District Officers, December 18, 1934; Marvin Eickenroht to John P. O'Neill, May 17, 1937; in RG 515, Records of the HABS and
the HAER, Records of Plans and Designs, State Organization Files, 1933-1950,
Florida-Illinois, Box 5, Folder: Florida Priorities and Records ( 1936-1951);
Marvin Eickenroht to John P. O'Neill, August 11, 1936, RG 515, Records of
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from Clearwater and Miami made negligible progress toward collecting information on architecture in their districts. For example,
O'Neill, writing in 1938, noted that only the Fort Dallas barracks
had been surveyed by HABS staff in southern Florida. O'Neill
added that, "I have been interested especially in Key West for several years. Operating only on the basis of successive work relief
projects in Florida sine©- the inception of the Survey in 1933, we
have always found it difficult, if not impossible, to secure measurements in [the southern] district." 24 Furthermore, FERA rules and
restrictions on distribution of relief stymied the ability of HABS
managers to send survey squads into Monroe County. Relief
administrators required that architects and draftsmen be on relief
rolls before they could be assigned to HABS survey squads. Key
West, not a center of architectural firms and their support staff
draftsmen, had few such qualified men out of work. The nearest
concentration of architectural firms was in Miami, and the collapse of the overheated Florida real estate market already had
reduced the numbers of these qualified workers from the area in
the late 1920s. Thus, HABS personnel left the city, but the contemporary Caribbean flavor of Key West's architecture proved to
be a reliable draw for tourists-a quality exploited by the Key West
Administration.
The Key West Administration sensed in the town's old houses
and places vital elements fo1 resuscitating the local economy. An
agency with no preservation assignment, it endorsed a preservation program that stood at variance to preservation practices of
the day. FERA's mandate of providing direct relief and work relief
introduced imperatives of the market into the Key West preservation program. For established preservation practitioners of the
day, commercialism was the source of the major threats to most
endangered historic sites and buildings. Furthermore, the Key
West program addressed threats to an entire landscape while most
preservation programs dedicated their energies to singular buildings, preferring to save America's historic resources one by one

24

27, 1937; and John P. O'Neill to Marvin Eickenroht, April 16, 1937, RG 515
Records of the HABS and the HAER, Records of Plans and Designs, General
Subject Files, 1933-1950, Box 10, Folder: Southern Division, Correspondence
File, WPA Program, 1936-1937, National Archives and Records Administration, College Park, Maryland.
John P. O'Neill to Russell T. Pancoast, June 1, 1938, RG 515, Records of the
HABS and the HAER, Records of Plans and Designs, State Organization Files,
1933-1950, Florida-Illinois, Box 5, Folder: Florida Priorities and Records ( 19361951), National Archives and Records Administration, College Park, MD.
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or building by building. Sanitation and rehabilitation concerns
obscured preservation impulses evident in the Key West Administration's planning for Key West's revitalization. These characteristics set the program apart from its contemporaries. Therein lies the
reason for the historical obscurity of Key West's contribution to the
development of historic preservation: minimal presence of preservation professionals, a populist approach, and commercialism.
Preservation of Key West also lacked the singular and charismatic leader that emerged in most American preservation campaigns. As a collective, the administration devised an initiative of
local volunteer labor, known as the Key West Volunteer Corps,
and heritage tourism promotion that would create attractions and
increase visitation to the city and nearby historic sites for years to
come. While the director of FERA in Florida,Julius F. Stone,Jr., may
have acted as a prominent media spokesman from Key West, M. E.
Gilfond and other local officials created the programs and managed their implementation. In its effort to rehabilitate Key West,
the administration set in motion a local historic preservation movement that parted ways from conventional practice. Administration
officials promised "to enhance the natural and unique advantages
of a city, and make it attractive to the tourist trade." To reach that
goal, administrators focused on Key West's assets; "its delightful,
equable climate, its historical background and indigenous architecture, its intangible charm, the beauty of the tropical foliage."
They estimated the Key West volunteer ~orps donated $1 ,500,000
worth of labor hours. 25
The volunteer labor corps constituted a genuine grassroots
effort in support of historic preservation. Re-examining their built
environment by cleaning city streets of trash established groundwork for a sustained local historic preservation movement. Key
West began to see its buildings as a pot~ntial draw for tourists. Such
broad popular appeal for preservation of historic resources had
not b .e en seen since national nineteenth-century campaigns to save
sites associated with George Washington. 26 From all quarters of Key
West, people joined the effort to highlight the town's history, attract
tourists, and rebuild their local economy. Approximately 6,000
of Key West's 10,000 citizens enrolled to work twenty-four hours
25

26

Stone, "Foreword," and Stone, "Key West is to be Restored by Free Labor of
Her Citizens," in Gilfond and DeWitt, eds., Key West in Transition: A Guide Book
for Visitors (Key West, FL: Key West Administration, 1934), vi-viii, 7-8.
According to Hosmer, sites associated with George Washington immediately
garnered support from preservationists, see Hosmer, Presence of the Past, 41-62.
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a week for a six-month period of renovation, totaling 3,744,000
hours. Volunteers responded enthusiastically.27
After a public meeting that indicated wide support for a variety of programs, the Key West Administration began a project that
funded fixing up old houses in Key West. The administration provided trucks, hardware, and paint; citizens of Key West provided
labor. They cleared streets of accumulated trash. They demolished
dilapidated buildings and sheds, mainly unsanitary outhouses.
They hauled debris away from vacant lots. Homeowners repaired
their homes with administration funds or with local bank loans
guaranteed by the Federal Housing Administration (FHA). With
these mechanisms, they put on-a fresh coat of paint, re-glazed windows, and opened their homes as rentals to tourists in the 19341935 season. The administration promoted results of the local
cleanup effort by publishing tourist literature, establishing a visitor
center staffed by locals, placing ads in newspapers, and offering
subsidies for airplane flights from the mainland. They published
a guidebook for a walking tour of Key West's historic architecture .
Citizens of Key West did the work; the administration provided the
funds , the expertise, and the promotion.28
Fixing up old houses and preserving them in place, the program's central components that qualify it as historic preservation,
increased the number of rental accommodations for tourists in
this emerging resort town. Visitors frequently commented on the
shortage of rental units in Key West prior to 1934. With no objection from Key West's populace, local officials used federal funds
to improve private property for the benefit of homeowners who
would rent their homes to tourists. Administration officials argued
that the rehabilitation project would not require additional and
continuous funding. The undertaking, he wrote, "will be carried
out with the relief funds normally allotted, plus the voluntary labor
of the populace." 29
The Key West Administration took an active role in not just
rehabilitation but also leasing of private homes for tourists. The
administration became the premier property rental agent in Key
West, notifying local homeowners that its housing department staff
sought to list rentable property in town. 30 ''Virtually every house,
27
28
29
30

Stone, "Key West is to be Restored by Free Labor of Her Citizens," in Gilfond
and DeWitt, eds., Key West in Transition: A Guide Book for Visitors, 8.
Key West in Transition, 7; Boulard, "'State of Emergency,' 172-173.
Stone, Jr., "Key West is to be Restored by Free Labor of Her Citizens," 8.
"Want Ren table Property to be Listed for Use," The Key West Citizen (hereafter
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apartment, and room on the island available for rental has been
listed and most of them have been rented already." 31 In order to
increase room availability for tourists, the administration moved
its offices and administrative personnel from the Jefferson Hotel
on Duval Street to an administration building on the naval base.
Similarly, homeowners gave up their houses for rental to tourists so
that, according to The Key West Citizen, "winter residents may have
the best homes on the island. " 32
The Key West Administration, through articles in Survey Graphic, The Florida Motorist, and The Key West Citizen, described this component of their rehabilitation program as self-liquidating. The
administration became property managers and rental brokers.
To further their plan to turn Key West into an attractive, interesting, and hospitable tourist destination, "a second Bermuda, so to
speak," KeyWestAdministration agents encouraged Key West property owners to let them manage their homes as rentals for tourists.
Many enlisted. As a hotelier, the administration convinced homeowners to sign mortgage agreements that exchanged repairs and
upgrades to homes and apartments that would be rented for the
right to manage the property and accumulate the amount of rent
needed to cover costs of repairs and upgrades. The administration
did not charge interest, but it controlled the property during the
term of the agreement. Early in 1935, administration officials estimated the total value of the Key West rental market at $25,000.
They received $24,997 in federal funding to repair and recondition twenty houses "to make available apartments for renting" in
September 1935. 33
The administration's home improvement through self-liquidation program was voluntary. When the property owner agreed
to rent out the units, the administration started improvements.
The administration "took title to homes where repairs were made"

31
32
33

TKWC), August 6, 1935, 1.
"FERA Rehabilitation of Key West," TKWC,January 3, 1935, 3.
Ibid.,l.
Julius F. Stone, Jr., "FERA in Key West," in, Key West Guide Book, Fall and Winter 1935-1936, ed. Bernard C. DeWitt (Key West, FL: Key West Administration, September 1935), 11; "Many Seeking Housing Here," TKWC, June 19,
1935, l; "One Year has Elapsed Since Key West was taken over by FERA Unit
for Rehabilitation," TKWC,July 5, 1935, l; "More Projects for Key West Given
Approval," TKWC, August 24, 1935, l; Jane Perry Clark, "Key West's Year l,"
Survey Graphic, vol. 24, (New York: Survey Associates, Inc., 1935), 401; "Roosevelt Approves Allotment of $36,863.32 for Various Work Projects in Key West,"
TKWC, September 21, 1935, 1.
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and collected the rents until the proceeds paid off the cost of
upgrades. 34 Thus, the administration financed the transformation of homes and apartments into tourist bungalows with architectural allure. The administration also managed shelters on the
beach, or cabanas, in this manner-advertising their availability in
newspapers, responding to correspondence from would-be renters, handling rental agreements, and maintaining the units. 35 After
estimating project costs, the administration arranged for the labor
force needed to upgrade the properties, maintained the properties during the term of the contract, and provided housekeeping
services.
The Key West Administration~cast itself in news releases and
publicity releases to the media as cruise directors in the new Key
West, a winter resort haven. For instance, they wrote, "If you plan
a fishing trip, advise us, and we will make arrangements for you."
Likewise, they organized and promoted the Key West Hospitality
League, "a non-commercial organization" made up "of men and
women of the city whose purpose it is to act as hosts to visitors."
League members greeted visitors at the town's arrival points, monitored taxi service around town, planned social gatherings, and
attended to houses and apartments available for rental. 36 League
members put finishing touches on the rentals; stocking provision
chambers and pantries and bringing fresh flower arrangements to
greet each new renter. The ad:rjiinistration's housing department
took "care of the needs of visitors, not only leases, apartments, and
homes for visitors," but also stocking "the pantry with foodstuffs"
and hiring help for visitors "if such services are asked for." 37 The
department made sure that upon arrival, tourists renting through
the administration "will find their apartments or homes provisioned, electric connections made, gas stove or electric stove, as
the case may be, functioning and everything in readiness . '~ The
program succeeded, allowing Mayor Harry C. Galey to proclaim,
34

35
36
37

Earl R. Adams, "Photographic Record of Accomplishments During First Year
of FERA's Program in Key West," The Miami Herald, July 1935, l; "One Year
has Elapsed Since Key West was taken over by FERA Unit for Rehabilitation,"
TKWC, July 5, 1935, 4; No Author, "The FERA in Key West," in Bernard C.
DeWitt, ed., Key West Guide Book, Fall and Winter 1935-1936 (Key West: Key
West Administration, 1935), 11, 13.
"Information Sought About Housing Here," TKWC, February 15, 1935, l; "Many
.Inquiries Received About Housing in City," TKWC, November 19, 1935, 1.
Gilfond and DeWitt, eds., Key West in Transition, iv, vii, xi.
"One Year has Elapsed Since Key West was taken over by FERA Unit for Rehabilitation," TKWC,July 5, 1935, 4.
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"we are assured of a big tourist season this winter." 38 Many of the
first season's participants returned and signed up for the following
winter, 1935-1936. At the end of September 1935, the administration announced that 30 contracts for rentals and leases had been
processed, totaling $6,550. 39
The Key West Administration's rental housing project spurred
on the local construction market, and the administration sought
to advance its preservation program through additional building
projects. In another bold move, administration officials exploited
the 1934 National Housing Act as a historic preservation technique.
Applications for loans secured through the FHA and encouraged
by the Key West Administration laid the groundwork for increasing
construction activity. 4 From July 1934 to July 1935, the administration documented a 350 percent increase in building projects, both
new construction and renovations. Furthermore, the administration estimated that fifteen to twenty projects would start in the fall
of 1935 based on approximately two dozen loan applications that
had been filed. 4 1
The Key West Administration's Housing Department introduced a design review service, linked to the federal house-building
and mortgage refinancing economic stimulus program. It featured
all the hallmarks of fully developed preservation benefits and
incentives at work in the preservation advocacy field of the late
twentieth century. This 1935 Key West program matched the comprehensiveness of preservation practice that has developed to the
present, decades before the introduction of Main Street programs,
tax credit incentives, historic architectural review boards, and historic architectural design guidelines that achieved acceptance in

°
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"Many of Winter Visitors Arrange to Return Here ," TKWC, November 14, 1935,
l; "Federal Help for Key West Sought," TKWC, November 30, 1935, 1.
"Many Propose to Visit Here During Winter," TKWC, September 27, 1935, l;
"Compile Record on Housing Tourists Here ," TKWC, October 2, 1935, 1.
Kenneth T. Jackson elucidates the 1934 National Housing Act in Crabgrass Frontier: The Suburbanization of the United States (New York: Oxford University Press,
1985), 203-218; see Gabrielle Esperdy Modernizing Main Street: Architecture and
Consumer Culture in the New Deal (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008)
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planning departments in the 1970s and 1980s. At this time, no
other preservation program resembled Key West's. The administration's 1935 housing rehabilitation program offered design
guidelines and financial support. The program provided assistance
in securing federal funds for repairs to historically important and
architecturally significant buildings in Key West, as well as advice
on designing new buildings that were sensitive to the historic architectural context of Key ~est. Essentially, the Key West Administration set up a historic architectural review board without local or
state legislative authority and approval. The local fine arts commission and housing depar~ent staff, led by former HABS survey
squad member Donald Corley, advised and supported property
owners through the loan application process established by the
1934 National Housing Act. Corley had surveyed and delineated
the Spanish-American War Fort in Jacksonville, the City Gate at
Orange Street, and the Cathedral in Saint Augustine for HABS
from January to August 1934. 42 In Key West, Corley reviewed plans,
edited loan applications, and enlisted the assistance of managers at
the First National Bank, the only local financial institution authorized by the federally secured construction loan program. 43
At a meeting in early 1935, the Key West Fine Arts Commission
became the office tasked with handling this new historic preservation initiative. With Corley's guidance, its staff reviewed projects
based on sensitivity to local historic architectural context. The
commission "will pass on all demolition work, as well as giving its
approval to proposed construction work, so that the indigenous
architecture and apparent lack of plan in Key West can be preserved." According to The Key West Citizen, "all demolition, exterior
repair or alteration, and new building projects." The administration gave the fine arts commission this authority "with the end in
view of preserving the charm of Key West, or that of it r·e presented
in the city's architecture." 44

42

43
44

Spanish-American War Fort, Jacksonville, Duval County, HABS, FLA, 16_1; City
Gate, Orange Street, Saint Augustine, St. johns County, HABS, FLA_l5_3; The
Cathedral, Saint Augustine, St. john 's County, HABS, FLA, 15_7; Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs Online Catalog, Washington, DC.
"FERA Rehabilitation of Key West," TKWC, January 4, 1935, 3; "FERA Maps
Out Varied Program of Activities for Island City," TKWC, April 4, 1935, l;
"Architectural Services by FERA Being Offered," TKWC, May 6, 1935, l.
"FERA Maps Out Varied Program of Activities for1sland City," TKWC, April 4,
1935, l; "Local Fine Arts Commission Maps Out its Program," TKWC, April 13,
1935, l; "Assistance to be Offered in Federal Loans," TKWC,June 26, 1935, l.
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The Key West Fine Arts Commission and the Key West Administration invited all Key West property owners considering home
improvements to consult with them on their remodeling projects.
The commission announced that it would be "glad to make suggestions or sketches to aid persons contemplating repairs or new
buildings." The commission would not charge for review consultation, and the scale of the project did not matter. The commission
"will be glad to help in designing any kind of a proposed building, whether it be a chicken coop, fine residence, or commercial
building." To facilitate the review process, the commission met
semi-weekly "so that any plans submitted to it can be acted upon
with dispatch, eliminating any undue delay." The commission gave
property owners access to the expertise of the city building inspector, the city engineer, the chief of the fire department, a landscape
architect, an artist, a building architect, a sanitary officer, and the
director of operations in the Key West Administration. According to Corley, the primary reason for activating a review process
with professional oversight stemmed from a recent awareness that,
"Much of the indefinable charm here, which appeals to so many
visitors, is due to the indigenous architecture." 45 Administration
officials linked the building permit approval process to widening
an appreciation and awareness of Key West's unique historic built
environment. Based on an interview with M. E. Gilfond, The K ey
West Citizen stated, "This move was taken in order that no unsightly
or dangerous structures would be erected or alterations undertaken." According to Gilfond, additional aesthetic review appended
to loan applications and building permits review process was necessary, so that "the character and charm of Key West and its homes
can be preserved," while simultaneously, "good structures can be
erected since professional services will be available." The Key West
Citizen concluded that review of plans for loan applications and
building permits had been put in place "so that the architectural
charm of Key West can be preserved and enhanced. "46
A public meeting in Key West indicated that the administration's historic preservation program enjoyed wide support in the
community. At this meeting, no one raised objections to undue
government regulation on private property or interventions into
credit markets. Economic distress, growing historical awareness,
45
46

"Local Fine Arts Commission Maps Out its Program," TKWC, April 13, 1935, l;
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and increasing appreciation for the city's architectural fabric paved
the way for a friendly reception of the administration's preservation program. On May 6, 1935, the Key West Hospitality League
hosted a meeting at 313 Duval Street, where Donald Corley and
various speakers, including the mayor, locals, and winter visitors,
argued for the benefits of the program. They made both commercial and aesthetic appeals. Preserving the "indigenous architecture
of Key West" ought to be accepted and supported, The Key West Citizen reported, as a means of attracting tourists "looking for unique
spots in America to spend their vacations." They urged people in
attendance to preserve Key ~est's locale through the services of
"the architectural section of the Key West Administration" and the
FHAthat is "making available a great deal of money for this kind
of work" through the local First National Bank. Corley informed
the gathering that the administration promotes the program "in
the hope of preserving and perpetuating the charming, unique
architecture which appeals to so many persons corning to this city."
In its coverage of the event, The Key West Citizen concluded that
the meeting was attended "by more persons than have been at a
session of the organization in many months," and that all in attendance "received the message of the various speakers cordially and
enthusiastically. "47
Soon after the hospitality house meeting, Donald Corley presented the administration's preservation program to the local
Rotary Club. At this meeting, Corley repeated the same arguments
and anecdotes, with an important addition tailored to this audience of businessmen. Once again, he discussed Key West's architectural ambiance. According to The Key West Citizen, Corley "gave
an interesting talk on the architecture of Key West and the plans
of his department to help all desiring their service in planning for
new buildings, remodeling homes, and applying for federal loans."
He pointed out that the housing department of the Key West
Administration received more requests for houses that "typify Key
West than for any other style" of rental housing. The "West Indian
Type House" that HABS staff photographed had become a favorite among tourists and an icon of Key West's exotic and authentic
architectural scene. Corley provided the group with a free-market
rationale for following the town's historic aesthetic building tradition when planning upgrades, telling Rotarians that if they build
47
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houses for winter residents in the popular historical style seen in
Key West, "they could anticipate a definite money return on their
investments. "48
The renovation program, the federal loan program, and the
historic architectural review process continued after Corley's
departure for Washington, D.C., at the end of May 1935. Even without Corley's guidance, "hundreds" of historical houses in Key West
were "renovated and presented as places of interest," according to
The Key West Citizen. After Corley departed, JR. Click took charge of
the architectural review and loan assistance program at the housing
department of the administration. Regardless of change in leadership, the federally guaranteed loan program and architectural
review service boosted the local construction market. Together
they produced "unprecedented building activity." The administration estimated that a dozen projects in planning stages would
be eligible for the federal loan program. By August 1935, the Key
West Administration had two dozen federal loan applications on
file and under review, with an estimated fifteen to twenty projects
under construction. Charles G. McGehee, deputy director of the
FHA, visited Key West to assess the loan-making process and pronounce its success. The majority of projects underway were commercial property upgrades, additions to existing structures, and
new construction. There were a handful of planned demolitions
among these projects; however, the growing preservation sensibility stayed the hand of destruction. Scheduled to be razed in 1934,
the George Carey House at 410 Caroline Street, which dates from
the 1830s, was renovated through the loan program. The administration advised homeowners to prepare for the upcoming rainy
season by repairing roofs, gutters, and cisterns with funds from the
federal loan program. The Strand Theatre, which had suffered fire
damage recently, was under repair through the program. Work
began on new housing in the Martello Tower Subdivision. The
Fleming Street Methodist Church applied for a renovation loan to
start repairs to their church. Eight property owners were listed in
the newspaper as awaiting loan approval. The popular appeal of
historic preservation in Key West clearly intensified in the spring
and summer of 1935. 49
48
49

"Donald Corley Gives Address at Rotary Meeting," TKWC, May 9, 1935, 1.
"Assistance to be Offered in Federal Loans," TKWC,June 26, 1935, l; "Affairs
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Preserving the historical feeling of Key West's locale occurred
alongside a growing historical awareness in the city. Appreciation
for Key West's history seemed to be on the ascendant in 1935, based
on coverage in The Key West Citizen. The discovery of a collection of
approximately half of a ton of Fort Jefferson's and Fort Zachary
Taylor's records in an abandoned stable at the navy base promised
to uncover much about the fort's construction and history and provide work for administration staff assigned to arranging and cataloguing the records. Commemoration of the Spanish-American
War at the Key West Cemetery, which held the graves of veterans,
turned into a large event in February 1935. The newspaper editors
also offered praise for administration workers who rehabilitated
Fort Jefferson into a tourist destination and published a preview of
projected repairs to Fort Taylor. Discovery of an old edition of The
Key West Citizen, dating from January 1914, prompted front-page
notice. The Key West Administration, according to news reports,
submitted a request for $6,134.40 to compile information on Key
West history. The local historical society, revived since its 1933 establishment, produced a bibliography of historical literature on Key
West. 50 In October 1935, a local antiquarian announced plans to
open a museum dedicated to Spanish history, stamps, and natural
history in Key West. While working on renovations at the Caroline
Lowe House, carpenters found the hiding place where Caroline
Lowe secreted a rebel flag that she boldly flew during the Union
occupation of Key West. When Union troops came to the house to
confiscate the flag, she hid it in a hollow railing, discovered by the
carpenters, on her belvedere. Such a discovery added to the lore of
"the tradition packed Lowe home." Local archaeological investigations of Indian mounds and commemorative events relating to the
Seminole Wars made the news. Lastly, through a new guidebook

50

Key West within Next Several Months," TKWC, August 15, 1935, l; "Strunk
Plans to Construct New Residence," TKWC, July 3, 1935, l; "Urge Repairs to
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for the 1935-1936 tourist season, the administration boosted this
increasing awareness of local history. 51
Projects underway elsewhere in Key West played a similar
role in promoting tourism and local history. The administration
completed the aquarium construction project and the city docks
improvements started by the CWA in December 1933. The aquarium served as another attraction in the Key West tourists' itinerary,
and the improved city docks figured into tourism also. The Key
West Administration encouraged visitors to tour the docks to witness fishermen hauling in their catch, to see trapped turtles auctioned off"' and watch workers loading and unloading sponges. At
the docks, writes Bernard C. DeWitt, "one has an opportunity to
observe fishermen as they really are." Bargaining between wholesale buyers and fishermen was "a point of interest to the visitor"
and "worth seeing." Likewise, improvements to the municipal golf
course, the public pool, and Coral Park continued through FERA
funding as amenities for both tourists and citizens. Later phases of
federal activity included highway improvements throughout Monroe County and enhancements to the municipal airport. All were
geared toward bringing tourists to Key West. 52
Some preservation movements had gained momentum to save
historic districts in cities across the country before Key West preserved its assemblage of historic resources. For example, conditions of neglect, threats of demolition, and removal of architectural
details from buildings in New Orleans, Louisiana and Charleston,
South Carolina prompted historic preservation protests in the
1920s. Leadership of these initiatives came from each community's elite and prominent citizens. Charismatic personalities and
51
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in Transition, IO, 12, 15, 16; Ogle, Island of Dreams, 154-166.
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philanthropists with deep pockets spurred on early preservation
through New Orleans's Vieux Carre Commission (organized in
1925), which created interest in preserving the French Quarter's
historic qualities, and Charleston's Society for the Preservation
of Old Dwelling Houses (organized in 1920), which established
the Old and Historic Charleston District through a zoning ordinance in 1931. 53 Claims for political and cultural authority, ancestor worship, and control of the town's historic narrative attended
elite-dominated preservation efforts in Charleston. Additionally,
Charleston's preservationists launched a history-based tourism
marketing campaign in the early 1920s to attract tourists to their
historic district and entertain them with romanticized local lore. 54
Although Charleston's marketing efforts paralleled those of Key
West, the motivating force in Key West was not confined to the
upper segment of the population and concerns for social and political control. Initiated by social workers appointed by government
officials, Key West's preservation movement was a popular one
reaching across classes and ethnicities. It was a desperate action
to save not just a district of elegant and historic architecture but a
whole city.
In his history of historic preservation, Charles Hosmer categorizes the preservation efforts of Charleston and New Orleans as
area preservation, but Key West's preservation program, dedicated
to the entirety of the town, does not appear in his overview. It does,
however, conform to his conceptualization of preserving historic
districts. Key West mirrors preservation activities in Deerfield, Massachusetts, at this time, but only to a point. The germination of
preservation awareness in both towns is similar, but a wealthy family in 1936 started the preservation of Deerfield 's historic buildings,
which became an outdoor museum, as education was a touchstone
of Deerfield's program. Educational exhibits did not factor into the
preservation of Key West. Furthermore, preservationists in Deerfield took a building-by-building approach. Key West embraced the
full range of its historic resources. Lastly, antiquarian and educational aspects in Deerfield's preservation history provide a telling
contrast to the commercial intentions and cross-class appeal at Key
West as it mined its usable past. 55
53
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Key West broadly interpreted historic preservation to serve the
entire community. Preservation in Key West also lacked the tincture of filiopietism found in the Society for the Preservation of
New England Antiquities (SPNEA) , the Association for the Preservation of Virginia Antiquities (APVA), and Charleston's Society
for the Preservation of Old Dwelling Houses. Of course, the aforementioned preservation programs in Charleston, Virginia, and
New England focused on the singular quality of buildings, their
outstanding historical significance, or their aesthetic radiance, but
wider and acute social concerns attended their preservation activism. Recent scholarship on the APVA, the SPNEA, and the Society
for the Preservation of Old Dwelling Houses has brought to light
larger political intentions and cultural priorities that informed the
creation and agendas of these cultural institutions. While they campaigned to save old buildings and shape regional and local history,
elites also sought to bolster their control over social order, cultural change, and race relations. Attempts to fortify prevailing civic
decorum and maintain established political power could be facilitated, they found, through historic preservation activities. 56 In Key
West, pressing financial needs of the city shaped the parameters of
preservation. According to Stone, "The program, as it is now being
developed, should bring actual physical and spiritual comfort to
some 10,000 people who have suffered as few other communities
in recent years, and such relief will be the result of the labor and
enthusiasm of the people of Key West." 5 7 Municipal fiscal disaster
and unrelenting unemployment crisis shaped Key West's preservation program, placing it against the grain of contemporary preservation programs and out of historic preservation historiography.
New Orleans, Charleston, Deerfield, and the acolytes of SPNEA
and APVA, however, cannot claim, as Key West can, that historic
preservation saved an entire city.
Congress did not initially give FERA and the Key West Administ!"ation a historic preservation directive, but circumstances necessitated that the administrators embrace a preservation sensibility.
They did so after recognizing value in Key West's building stock
and its ability to catch the eye of tourists. Officials and locals
56
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For details on each organization's preservation program see Yuhl, A Golden
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appreciated how the buildings of Key West reflected American
adaptations to the tropical climate, resulting in "an indigenous
architecture of great interest to artists and tourists ." Key West's
built environment could sustain local businesses in ways that federal funding could not. Rehabilitation of run-down houses into
attractions and habitable accommodations became the keyword
of these projects. Rehabilitating houses reflective of local history
served as a critical component in the comprehensive rehabilitation plan. "Certain it is," writes Stone, "that we will make all the
private homes on this island habitable and charming dwellings."
The Key West Administration, then, embraced a view that preservation functions best wheI]. !t benefits community as a whole, not
just individual buildings. Demolition, admittedly, was a part of the
comprehensive rehabilitation, but its members acknowledged that
local architecture, among other aspects in the city's cultural life,
is "a definite part of this island's charm and appeal." Therefore,
they pledged, "all that has been Key West is to be preserved as far
as possible." 58
Key West's innovative and effective preservation movement
included embracing cultural diversity and crafting a new historic
narrative. The city's multicultural population amplified its charm,
and promotional literature foregrounded the variety of cultural
expression found in Key West. Tourist bulletins recognized the
influence of Americans, Spaniards, Cubans, and West Indians and
asserted that "the effect of intermingling social forces in this Island
City can be detected in the architecture of Key West," particularly
in "a number of houses here which typify the composite of those
forces." Including Cuban and Bahamian culture in the historical
narrative at a time when such groups were not represented in historic preservation activities shows Key West departing from conventional preservation practice. An introductory essay for: Key West
in Transition by Jenny Ballou, for example, asserted that, "Architecturally, Key West has an indigenous essence that grows on one. "59
The Key West Administration was not the only federal agency at
this time to celebrate American cultural distinctiveness and variety for commercial purposes. Other agencies and programs sought
out essences of American character. For instance, the Tennessee
58
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Valley Authority organized and marketed handicrafts of indigenous people in the southern Appalachian Highlands as a means
of economic revitalization for this impoverished region during the
Great Depression. 60
Scholars of historic preservation today investigate how decisions
made over what should be preserved involve and result in redactions and omissions that challenge claims of objectivity. Bias and cultural politics focus the gaze of preservationists as they rescue certain
objects and not others from the past. Preservation gestures frame
historical narratives that privilege plots, stories, and people based
on arguments for significance determined by power and influence.
Preservation programs, therefore, are social products bound by context, imagination, circumstances, and human desire for carefully
selected reminders of the past. 61 In 1934, Key West's preservation
movement recognized the modest dwellings of Cuban cigar factory
workers, forts that reflected the city's former prominence as Gibraltar of the Gulf of Mexico, and the grand homes of successful merchants from the Bahamas and the East Coast of the United States,
other preservation programs focused on national heroes (George
Washington foremost among them), choice architectural examples of excellence, and historic sites clamoring for protection and
patriotic recognition. 62 Typically, preservationists rallied around the
tropes of Anglo-Saxon acts of conquest on the North American frontier and independence from Great Britain. The pluralistic rhetoric
in narratives presented by Key West preservationists marked a new
stance in contemporary justifications for preseFVation.
Emphasis on ethnic diversity in Key West resonated throughout Key West in Transition. Corley drafted a crucial essay in that
pamphlet, praising Key West's singular architectural fabric and
ethnic variety. 63 Corley's moody and atmospheric architectural
essay attributed the city's sense of pure relaxation, "dolce far niente," to the buildings, the foliage, the seascape, and the melange of
60
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Clean-up of trash and debris from neighborhoods, Key West, FL, 1935. Florida
Photographic Collection, State Archives of Florida, Florida Memory, http://
floridamemory.com / items/ show/ 142864.

ethnicity. They all contribute, he writes, lovely notes forming "a
Chopin chord. " 64 In the buildings of Key West, Corley sensed influences of builders from New Orleans and the Bahamas to Virginia
and Nantucket. Verandas, some with ornamental cast iron, marked
the facades of expertly built houses of mahogany and cedar framing impervious to the appetites of termites (Corley calls it "pegged
architecture"). Even the ocean air contributed to the resilience
and antiquity of architecture by steeping wood frames with salt and
making them nearly fire-retardant. The architectural aesthetic of
Key West , writes Corley, creates "a place for you to lose yourself in
whatever revery your fancy dictates. " 65
Carley's skill at prose had been honed before his arrival in Key
West. He had numerous works of fiction published to modest critical acclaim in the decades before the Depression. His architectural
education began at Emory University, was completed in Europe,
and led to employment at the prominent firm of McKim, Meade,
64
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and White in New York City. He left architecture to focus on art
and literature, illustrating many of his own works and exhibiting
etchings and drawings. Harper's Monthly Magazine published many
of his stories. 66 He returned to architecture during the Depression, first working in Florida and then designing a museum and
teahouse at the John James Audubon State Park in Henderson,
Kentucky in 1937.67
The appreciative tone taken toward the variety of ethnicities
in Key West resonating throughout Key West in Transition was not
unique. Other New Deal agencies also chimed cultural pluralism
as a national value into their publications. For instance, the Index
of American Design, a documentation program sponsored by the
Federal Art Project through the WPA, collected examples of American folk art. Beginning in 1935, the Index of American Design created a HABS-like archive of folk art to preserve unique expressions
of American material culture outside of high-style fine art. 68
Key West in Transition, the 1934 bulletin published for tourists,
repeats themes of discovering cultural variety from national to
local in character. In "Points of Interest," Bernard C. DeWitt lists
historic and curious sites, such as the oldest house, which was built
of cedar with a separate kitchen out back. All sites are keyed to a
map at the back of the bulletin for tourists' use. Prominent in the
list are sites of significance to Key West's Cuban community: social
halls, nightclubs, the Cuban section of the Key West cemetery, and
abandoned cigar factories. Other historic buildings include two
66
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Martello Towers and Fort Zachary Taylor, the Hemingway house,
the lighthouse, the San Carlos Institute built by the Spanish government for Cuban expatriates living in Key West, and the naval
base with its Robert Mills-designed Marine Hospital. Local historic
sites are accorded significance alongside buildings of national stature in the text of the walking tour. 69
By 1935, Key West had developed a valid historic preservation
initiative. For instance, the fac;,:ade improvements echo today's Main
Street Program designed and supported by the National Trust for
Historic Preservation. Leveraging local history resources to develop and promote community heritage and amenities in Key West
also has an analog in today's _Ereserve America program operated
by the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, the United States
Department of the Interior, and other federal agencies. The Key
West initiative enjoyed local support. The published walking tour,
guiding visitors to historic sites of interest, could find its match in
the pages of Colonial Williamsburg guidebooks. Although buildings were not protected through official designation, a review commission, or municipal zoning, and the hallmarks of preservation
action today, namely local consensus, fiscal common sense, and
goodwill, ensured their preservation. Key West's dilemma and the
administration's enlightened response enriched early federal preservation knowledge and practice.
Key West gained much from federal sponsorship of its historic
preservation program. The NPS, on the other hand, also learned
lessons about the importance of local history from Key West.
Through HABS, the NPS expanded its historical programming
and professional expertise beyond management of large historical
parks and scenic areas. At a time when it was arguing and planning
for acquisition of federal historic sites from the War Department,
the NPS also engaged in local municipal preservation planning
and advocacy. Before Key West, the NPS took on large-scale,
nationally-oriented historic preservation projects at Wakefield (the
historic birthplace of George Washington in Virginia) beginning
in 1930,Jockey Hollow and the Ford Mansion in Morristown, New
Jersey, beginning in 1932, and Colonial National Historic Park
(the Moore House, Colonial Parkway, andJamestown archaeological site) beginning in 1930. 70 These projects featured preservation
69
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treatments for single buildings and sites as well as battlefields, and
they led to the development of NPS units on the East Coast. Key
West, for obvious reasons, did not have the potential to become
a National Park, but work there exhibits early recognition of historical significance at the local level and the value of preserving
vernacular landscapes. Beyond Key West, NPS staff contributed to
preservation of working waterfronts in such towns as Portsmouth,
New Hampshire, and Salem, Massachusetts, in 1935. The New
Deal rehabilitation of Key West enhanced professional preservation practices emerging in the federal government. These practices have evolved into today's heritage corridors: Main Streets, Elm
Streets, local historic districts, heritage trails, and heritage areas. 71
The influence of Key West style historic preservation can be
seen in Corley's work in Portsmouth, New Hampshire in 1936, the
year before he worked in Henderson, Kentucky. Corley arrived in
Portsmouth to consult with NPS architect John Mead Howells on
determining the extent of Portsmouth 's historic area and the scope
of a restoration project. There, a motivated group of people started
a project in 1934 to rehabilitate the town's declining economy, particularly its harbor area, through its historic resources. Both Portsmouth and Key West shared a history as formerly thriving seaport
towns that suffered severe economic hardship during the Great
Depression. Both towns looked to the federal government for commercial assistance and the help of preservation professionals. The
project included mapping the district, creating drawings, surveying
buildings, renovating buildings, removing modern buildings, and
anchoring historic ships in the harbor. Their proposals constituted
a self-liquidating renovation assistance program similar to that of
Key West. Portsmouth did not get the level of funding that Key
West received, as the Roosevelt administration cut back its relief
spending for political purposes in the 1936 election year. Nevertheless, the attempt does show preservation ideas hatched in Key West
influenced NPS administration. 72
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Conclusion

Beaches had been cleaned by volunteers. The golf course had
been reconditioned. The aquarium opened. The bustle on the
docks provided visitors with a diversion . Hotels enjoyed high occupancy numbers. Local homeowners made a tidy profit by renting
out their homes to tourists. A grassroots historic preservation movement saved the day. Key West offered excitement. Key West was
in the news. Elmer Davis fr~om Harper's Magazine wrote that "Last
winter for the first time in its history, Key West drew a crowd. "73
The 1934-1935 tourist season succeeded in bringing in tourists and
providing them with entertaini g distractions, but this is not the
final word about preservation in Key West.
It was more than an economic success; it was a confident step
toward popularizing historic preservation in the United States.
Administrators captured a new appreciation for the stock of common buildings in Key West. They emphasized adaptation of local
architecture to Caribbean climate. They emphasized Cuban, Bahamian, and American cultural contributions to the town's atmosphere. Key West possessed a unique flavor expressed through its
architecture. They put Cubans in the foreground of Key West's history. They praised the mingling of Key West's ethnic groups. Key
West's historic preservation program showed dynamic thinking,
progressing beyond what pre~ervationists before them had done.
The WPA, inheritor of the initial FERA work relief program
in November 1935, continued tourism enhancement projects for
Key West by promoting historic and cultural resources along the
Florida reef in its American Guidebook series, which was written
to appeal to both tourists and people interested in America's past
but to mainly increase the number of visitors to the keys. Heritage
and Americana served as armature for narratives emphasizing distinctive local culture expressing exotic elements. As a consequence
of the New Deal, Key West's past would be a permanent part of its
future. 74
Private individuals and organizations remained prominent in
the historic preservation movement up until the 1966 passage of
the National Historical Preservation Act. This act ushered in an
era of federal leadership in historic preservation, diminishing the
role of the charismatic and wealthy preservation advocate . The
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prevailing understanding holds that prior to the 1966 act, federal agencies working under mandates of the 1935 Historic Sites
Act and Executive Order 6166 focused on open land conservation out West, scenic parks mainly, and the development of the
National Park System rather than local historic preservation priorities.75 Events in Key West during the Great Depression reveal an
improvisational mode of initial federal historic preservation in the
early twentieth century. Although they lacked "administrative unification," the programs accomplished preservation goals without
controversial property acquisition by the federal government that
plagued other projects. 76
The major historic preservation efforts of the day emerged
in reaction to commercialism and in praise of American colonial
elites. For instance, Colonial Williamsburg germinated from Rev.
William A.R. Goodwin's indignation at the adverse effects private
automobiles brought to Williamsburg, Virginia. The removal of
richly appointed architectural elements in high-style homes by
antiques collectors, a perceived decline of cultural authority, and
construction of filling stations in Charleston, South Carolina,
launched local elites into a campaign to establish their preservation movement. That movement, however, concerned itself
only with buildings standing within the historic district. Historic
preservation in Charleston moved beyond those historic district
boundaries in 1947 after establishment of the Historic Charleston
Foundation. 77 Threats of demolition, obtrusive signs, and ill-conceived renovations in New Orleans's French Quarter prompted
preservation concerns beginning in the middle 1920s. 78 Not until
1974 though, with the creation of the Preservation Resource Center, did an organization rise in New Orleans that provided the
level of historic preservation services in the manner offered by
the Key West Administration's housing department. Furthermore,
75
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power and prestige drove the prominent historic preservation
movements of the early twentieth century. Elites sought to preserve the oldest and best of their architectural inventory or venerate their ancestors. In Williamsburg, Rev. Goodwin turned to
the wealth of Rockefeller who bought out local landowners beginning in 1926. Rockefeller then turned the preservation program
over to the Beaux-Arts-trained architects at Perry, Shaw, and
Hepburn. Charleston 's cadre of elites passed zoning ordinances
to shield their district from nuisances and eyesores spawned by
commercialism. The social and political upper echelon of New
Orleans advanced their historic district's authority through the
state legislature in 1936 to guara against demolition and unsightly
renovations.
While the aforementioned districts of historic architecture
sought to buffer themselves against the crush of progress, modernity, and change, Key West, on the contrary, welcomed improved
access to its historic landscape. Instead of banning cars, they
improved the roads leading to Key West. They received federal
funds to eliminate ferry crossings that slowed down the journey.
They rented out their homes. They advertised the mystique of the
Florida Keys in national newspapers and tourist trade publications.
Key West, battered as it was by the Depression, embraced modernity and the motoring masses as the economic savior of their distressed community.
Equally important, these projects raised historical awareness
in Key West. In their enthusiasm for local heritage, citizens revitalized their local economy and stimulated an appreciation for their
usable past. Similarly, their enthusiasm also prompted the revival of
a local historical society in December 1934, which had faltered after
its start in 1933. 79 The society sought to provide educational materials for school children and host historical pageants. It p lanned
to open a museum, but initially it set up only historical displays
in one room of the Key West Hospitality House . Administrators
noted that the revived Key West Historical Society had scheduled
regular meetings. A gala week of festivities would take place in February 1935, featuring pageantry of history and legend and carrying
forward a renewed sense of local interest in history. The society
elected Judge Jefferson Beale Browne as its president, and the Key
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West Administration pledged its full cooperation, particularly M. E.
Gilfond, one of the society's executive officers. 80
Their success in raising Key West's historical profile also
reached the offices of HABS, whose staffreturned to Key West in
1937 for a specially directed survey. Three years of data collection across the nation had inspired HABS to produce drafts of an
"Outline of the Development of Early American Architecture" in
1937. The Florida section of the outline, however, demanded more
detailed information on Key West than Close had ever provided.
Therefore, the Chief of HABS's Southern Division, Marvin Eickenroht, conducted his own fieldwork in May 1937 and augmented the
outline, which was never published, with numerous examples of
Key West's finest domestic architecture. Eickenroht praised Donald Carley's previous work and described Key West as "never-never
land," clearly under the influence of the island's tropical charm. 81
Lastly, important inferences can be drawn from this account
of Key West's historic preservation program in the 1930s. Key West
preserved its historic resources without legal ordinances and without dispossessing and displacing its local population, as Charleston,
South Carolina did to African-American tenants in historic buildings. 82 Key West preserved its historic architecture without local
zoning ordinances and without state legislative sanction. Key West
relied on the will of its citizens and federal funding. This moment
in Key West history has implications for historic preservationists
today. The people of Key West, CWA, FERA, HABS, and the NPS put
together a program of local historic preservation, heritage promotion, and revitalization incentives that today's historic preservation
programs replicate. Historic preservation has not always relied on a
vanguard of professionally trained practitioners or upper class activists. Historic preservation is most useful and makes the most sense
in circumstances where whole communities benefit from its values.
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The Hammer, the Sickle, and the Phosphate
Rock: The 1974 Political Controversy over
Florida Phosphate Shipments to the Soviet
Union
by Brad Massey

"We may be able to substitute nuclear power for coal power,
and plastics for wood, and yeast for meat, and friendship
for isolation-but for phosphorus there is neither substitute nor replacement."-Isaac Asimov 1
he price of Florida phosphate rock skyrocketed in the
1970s. Corporate profits soared as well, peaking in 19801981 as phosphate-based fertilizers were applied to more
and more farms through0ut the world. During this boom decade,
Florida phosphate companies acquired new lands for strip-mining
operations, invested billions in new industrial infrastructure and
employee payrolls, and created thousands of jobs. Over 90% of
the phosphate rock extracted from the Florida earth was used
for fertilizer production, which industry proponents argued was
a noble global industrial cause. Florida mining boosters testified
that phosphate fertilizers increased farm yields, staving off starvation and food scarcity for millions. In the absence of mined

T
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Florida phosphate rock-industry proponents liked to publicly
proclaim-stomachs throughout the world would face the pangs
of malnourishment.
But not all were convinced of the Florida phosphate industry's
benevolence. Rumors of OPEC-like deals with Moroccan phosphate producers, Florida environmental degradation, and a 1974
deal with the Soviet Union brokered by an influential businessman, Dr. Armand Hammer, raised critics' suspicions of the industry in the 1970s. "We are all suckers," Florida's Secretary of State
and later U.S. Senator Richard Stone sneered in 1974. Pointing
to dramatically rising food prices in America, Stone publicly asked
why Florida phosphate, a finite and indispensable element, was
being supplied to the nation's Cold War nemesis. "The Russians
have a perfect record, they have never repaid any loan, " Stone said
as he criticized the twenty-year, $400 million deal slated to send 80
million tons of phosphate to the Soviet Union at fixed subsidized
prices. 2
This article examines the political controversy that surrounded
the 1974 Occidental-Soviet phosphate deal in an effort to highlight
the relationship between Florida phosphate operations, the Soviet
Union, and 1970s Cold War politics. This article begins with an
economic, political, and environmental overview of the Florida
phosphate industry in the 1960s and early 1970s, and describes
events leading to the penning of the controversial 1974 deal. 3 Next,
it examines Richard Stone's and other critics' accusations that the
deal threatened the Florida environment, advanced Soviet industrial technology, was backed by American taxpayers, and provided
an essential finite agricultural commodity and a potential weapon
to the Soviets. It also chronicles how-to detente opponents' chagrin-the deal linked Florida phosphate to Cuban sugar production
and other socialist nations' agricultural and industrial economies. 4
2

3
4
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a concise description of Cuba's role in Com econ, see Julia E. Sewig, Cuba: What
Everyone Needs to Know, 2nd Edition (New York: Oxford University Press, 2014),
70-71. For a look at the broader relationship between Comecon and the Cold
War "global south," see Sara Lorenzini, "Comecon and the South in the Years
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This article's final section examines the Carter Administration's
1979 decision to halt Florida phosphate shipments in response to
the Soviet Union's invasion of Afghanistan and President Reagan's
rescinding of Carter's embargo, a decision made at the behest of
neoliberal market ideals, domestic political pressures, and declining phosphate production and profits.
A few historians, most notably Scott Hamilton Dewey, have
written excellent histories about Florida phosphate industry pollution, domestic politics, and post-World War II U.S. environmentalism, while some earlier Cold War-era works, like Frederick Blakey's
1973 study, examine the overall growth, development, and technological advancements of the industry from its inception to 1970. 5
These scholars, however, have not studied the controversy surrounding the Soviet-Occidental deal and the nationalistic thread
of phosphate industry criticism it spawned, nor has a more general
history of the post-1970 Florida phosphate industry been written.6
With this in mind, this study fills-in part- a historiographical gap

5

6

of Detente. A Study on East-South Economic Relations," European Review of History 21, no. 2 (2014): 183-199. Alo see William V Wallace and Roger A. Clarke,
Comecon, Trade, and the West (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1986) and Adam
Zwass, The Council for Mutual Economic Assistance: The Thorny Path from Political to
Economic Integration (New York: M.E. Sharpe Inc., 1989).
Scott Dewey's work examines Florida phosphate's air pollution issues. Scott
Hamilton Dewey, Don't Breathe the Air: Air Pollution and U.S. Environmental Politics, 1945-1970 (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 2000), 175-254;
Scott Hamilton Dewey, "Is Thi What We Came Here For?: Florida Women
and the Fight Against Air Pollution in the 1960s," Florida Historical Quarterly
77, no. 4 (Spring 1999): 503-531. Fredric Blakey's work is the only book solely
dedicated to examining Florida phosphate industry history, and it was published before the Occidental-Soviet deal was public. Fredric Blakey, The Florida
Phosphate Industry: A History of the Development and Use of a Vital Mineral (Boston,
MA: Harvard University Press, 1973) . For earlier studies of the industry, see
Lewis D. Harris, "The Florida Phosphate Industry and Air PoUution" (M.A.
Thesis, Florida State University, 1967); H.T. Grace, "A Regional Study of the
Phosphate Indu try," The Quarterly journal of the Florida Academy of Science XVII,
no. 168 (September 1954); William W. Orr, "The History of the Phosphate
Industry in Florida' (MA. Thesis, Stetson University, 1963) . For a concise look
at Florida's postwar phosphate industry, see Gary Mormino, Land of Sunshine,
State ofDreams: A Social History of Modern Florida (Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 2005), 215-219.
Many scientific and technical papers about the post-1973 phosphate industry
have been written. None of these papers, however, examine the Soviet-Occidental deal. For examples of postwar technical/scientific studies of Florida
phosphate, see Stephen M. Jasinski, "Phosphate Rock," U.S. Geological Survey Minerals Yearbook, 2004, 56.1-56. l 0 and Casey Beavers, 'An Overview of
Phosphate Mining and Operations in Florida," University of Florida, April
2013.
http: // oils .ifas.ufl.edu/ docs/pdf/ academic/papers/beavers_casey_
no_embargo.pdf, (accessed October 28, 2015).
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by exploring the deal that made Florida phosphate a detente-era
political hot potato and a commodity in both the Western and Eastern blocs.
Finally, this article endeavors to contribute to existing global
fertilizer and Cold War-era trade historiography. Gregory Cushman, Rory Miller, and others have highlighted how fertilizer, in
the form of guano, connected the western coast of South America
to the 'Pacific World' and the industrialization of Europe. 7 These
studies reveal how guano's commodification connected distinct
and disparate geographical regions, political structures, and people, linking them into webs of interdependence. 8 As was the case
with guano, detente-era Florida phosphate rock connected distant
environments, political systems, peoples, and industries. The Occidental-Soviet deal examined here linked the vast Soviet economic empire-which stretched from Siberia to Vietnam, Cuba, and
beyond-to Florida's rural regions, port cities, politicians, aquifer,
and industrial workers. This article therefore complements previous historical works that have highlighted how the fertilizer trade
shaped global, environmental, and political history. In regards to
Cold War-trade historiography, this work supports Philip Funigiello 'sand other scholars' arguments that Henry Kissinger and other
detente proponents hoped that economic trade with and technological development of the Soviet Union's non-military economy
would provoke Soviet elites to divert resources from the USSR's
military complex to its domestic economy. The Occidental-Soviet
deal, however, broadens and complicates historical understandings
regarding the Reagan Administration's policies on East-West trade.
Although the Reagan Administration publicly stated it would block
technology and industrial exchanges with the Soviets, this did not
apply to Florida phosphate. This proved true in spite of the largescale industrial infrastructure and technology involved in the Occidental-Soviet deal. Florida phosphate was instead lumped in with
Reagan's lifting of grain sales to the Soviet Bloc. Thus, this study
highlights the Reagan Administration's dedication to appeasing
7

8

Gregory T. Cushman, Guano and the opening of the Pacific World: A Global Ecological History (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013); Rory M . Miller
and Robert Greenhill, 'The Fertilizer Commodity Chains: Guano and Nitrate,"
in From Silver to Cocaine: Latin American Commodity Chains and the Building of
the World Economy, 1500-2000, eds. Steven Topik, Carlos Marichal, and Zephyr
Frank (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2006), 228-270.
Ted Steinberg, Down to Earth: Nature 's Role in American History, 3rd Edition
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), xi.
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the U.S. agricultural lobby even if it meant phosphate-based technology and industrial exchanges with the "Evil Empire." Lastly, this
article illustrates how the Occidental-Soviet agreement, in a roundabout way, linked Florida phosphate to Cuba's sugar industry and
other Eastern Bloc economies, a connection not yet examined by
Cold War trade historians. 9
Although only a small fraction of the Florida phosphate rock
mined in the 1970s and 1980s was shipped to the Soviet Union,
the Occidental-Soviet deal engendered an intense political debate
over the nation's phosphate resources. This detente-era nationalistic, critical thread surfaced in 1974 and dissolved in the early 1980s,
when Florida phosphate -production and profits declined and
thousands of Florida workers were laid off. This article attempts to
recover this detente-era history in an effort to highlight the political and economic connections that bound the Florida phosphate
industry to nations and markets throughout the world. The story
of the Occidental-Soviet Florida phosphate deal is a political, environmental, and transnational one that is replete with Cold War
intrigue.
The Economic, Environmental, and Political Consequences of
Florida Phosphate Industry Growth in the 1960s and early 1970s
In the late 1940s and 1950s Florida phosphate production
boomed, as the global demand for industrial fertilizers spiked. As
a result, more and more Florida earth was mined and deeper ship
channels were dredged to accommodate the steadily growing number and size of phosphate exporting vessels crowding Tampa and
other Florida ports. 10 During these boom years phosphate companies, like the International Mineral and Chemical Corporation,
9

10

Philip J. Funigiello, American-Soviet Trade in the Cold War (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1988), 183, 194-195, 197-198, 224. Funigello's book
has a particularly helpful and concise bibliographic essay on pre-1988 detente
works, see 277-279. Also, see Raymond L. Garthoff, Detente and Confrontation:
American-Soviet Relations from Nixon to Reagan, Revised Edition, (Washington,
DC: Brookings Press, 1994). For a recent overview of detente politics, see Jussi
M. Hanhimaki, The Rise and Fall ofDetente: American Foreign Policy and the Transformation of the Cold War (Dulles, VA: Potomac Books, 2013) . For an examination of the relationship between Western Europe and Comecon during the
1970s, see Takeshi Yamamoto, "Detente or Integration? EC Response to Soviet
Policy Change towards the Common Market, 1970-75," Cold War History 7, no.
1 (March 2007): 75-94.
Although phosphate was shipped from a few different Florida ports, the vast
majority of the state's mined phosphate was shipped out of Port Tampa in the
decades after World War IL
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invested millions in their Florida phosphate operations, while marketing initiatives in South Korea and in other distant corners of
the globe developed new phosphate consumers. By the end of the
1950s, phosphate was the third largest industry in the state, behind
only tourism and agriculture, and Florida phosphate linked the
state's phosphate mining lands, port cities, and industrial workers
to the postwar global marketplace to a greater extent than ever
before. While Florida postwar suburbs mushroomed and plans
were hatched for theme parks and professional sports franchises,
industrial phosphate grew. 11
As Florida phosphate operations expanded, however, so did
concern over industry air and water pollution. Tampa Bay-area
politicians complained about phosphate dust that wafted off transporting trains. Tampa motorists complained that the trains crawled
through the city twelve times a day, causing major traffic jams. A
1965 Newsweek magazine story chronicled the clouds of phosphate
dust that drifted "across Tampa Bay and bathed neighboring
homes .. .in layers of fine white powder," and accused the phosphate trains of making "shambles" out of downtown traffic. But the
industry contributed $60 million to the city's economy and phosphate boosters argued that if mining operations were curtailed,
the city "could become a ghost town" and the Florida economy
would be damaged. Nevertheless, environmentalists complained
about the pollution emitted by the industry. Hillsborough County
Commissioner Carl Carpenter argued that phosphate dam breaks
that polluted the Peace River and other Florida waterways were
no accident. "It's no secret that dam breaks occur just when it best
serves the phosphate industry," Carpenter said in 1964. Citing a
1960s dam break that resulted in a widespread Peace River fish
kill, Carpenter argued that costly fines and government mandated
cleanups for such so-called accidents would motivate the industry
to curtail pollution. Anti-pollution activists from Polk and other

11

"There are many reasons for Tampa's climbing into the big league shippingwise but among the most important is increased efficiency at dockside," Tampa
Tribune, June 15, 1958; Blakey, The Florida Phosphate Industry: A History of the
Development and Use of a Vital Mineral, 90-103; Bill Boyd and photos by Ed Sessions, "World Shipments of Phosphate Bring Boom to Tampa's Busting Port"
and "Phosphate Shipments Bring Boom to Tampa; Record Cargoes Seen,"
Tampa Morning Tribune, April 1, 1951; "Rotarians Hear Speaker Tell of Phosphate Rise," Tampa Daily Times, August 13, 1954; "Record Phosphate Load,"
Tampa Tribune, June 11, 1958; "Shipments of Phosphate From Tampa Said
Gaining," Tampa Tribune,June 15, 1958.
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Phosphate being loaded onto a ship in Port Tampa in 1958. Note the dust cloud.
Courtesy of State Archives of Florida, Florida Memory Photographic Collection,
photo by Donald J. Marks, Don and Gladys Marks Collection, N2013-l 7, Box #1,
image number DGM0290.

Florida counties threatened by phosphate pollution also criticized
the industry. 12
Although concerned Floridians, environmentalists, politicians,
and competing business interests worked to combat the industry's
air and water pollution in the 1960s and 1970s, phosphate pollutants continued to plague the state. In response, Floridians like
Harriet N. Lightfoot publicly complained, along with government
officials like Carpenter, about the air pollution caused by phosphate
operations and demanded that something be done. 13 They argued
that air pollutants poisoned the Central Florida sky, threatening
the health of humans, cattle, and orange groves. In 1970, Nathaniel Reed, Florida Governor Claude Kirk's environmental advisor,
called Florida phosphate companies the "bad boys of pollution
control" and challenged the industry to stop the "God awful cloud
that occurs when acid and ammonia plants mix emissions." Others
12

13

Tampa Port Authority Annual Report for Fiscal Year 1969, Archived at the Hills borough County John F. German Public Library; "Ports: Tempest in Tampa," Newsweek, November 22, 1965; Frank Bentayou, "County Eyes Rules For Phosphate
Mining," Tampa Tribune, February 8, 1964; James Walker, "Phosphate Firms
Told To Shape Up," Tampa Tribune, January 28, 1970.
Dewey, "Is This What We Came Here For?" 513-520.
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focused on the water pollution emitted by the industry. In 1971,
two billion gallons of industrially polluted water turned a 75-mile
stretch of the Peace River into a "chalkish gray" industrial sewer,
and thousands of fish were killed as the polluted water snaked its
way to the Gulf of Mexico. Episodes like this drew the ire of local
environmental groups, particularly the Florida Defenders of the
Environment (FDE). The FDE, which was established in 1969 and
had lobbied to stop the ill-fated Cross Florida Barge Canal, was
one of the industry's most persistent critics, and the organization
worked to curtail industry pollution and, in particular, block phosphate operations from expanding into the Osceola National Forest. Despite such criticisms, however, phosphate companies, their
pollutants, and the industry's environmental footprint continued
to expand. 14
The economic reality was that phosphate mining and related
fertilizer production was big business in Florida. Thus, it proved
difficult to regulate and curb the pollution emitted by the state 's
third largest industry. Even though Hillsborough County had the
highest air pollution levels in the state, and the industry generated millions of tons of industrial slime that was stored in openair settling ponds throughout phosphate mining areas, operations
expanded. While proposed solutions to eradicating the industry's
open-air slime ponds included pumping their contents into the
Everglades or storing the slime underground, the industry continued to expand, creating more and more slime ponds and other
environmental hazards. Florida residents ·also feared that the
industry was depleting the state's aquifer. But Florida phosphate
companies were mining approximately 1/ 3 of the world's phosphate, and in the first half of the 1970s, their profits were soaring. In 1974, 35 million tons of Florida phosphate was shipped
to locations throughout the world, and a reported 61,000 workers
14

The FDE was primarily concerned with blocking proposed phosphate mining in the Osceola Forest and protecting the Suwannee River. Walker, "Phospliate Firms Told To Shape Up," Tampa Tribune, January 28, 1970; Bob Brink,
"Bureau of Mines Expects End to Retention Dams," Tampa Tribune, March 29,
1974; "Detergent, phosphate curbs set," Tampa Times, December 1, 1972. For a
look at the FDE's creation and anti-canal platform, see Steven Noll and David
Tegeder, Ditch ofDreams: The Cross Florida Barge Canal and the Struggle for Florida's
Future (Gainesville: Uniyersity Press of Florida, 2009), 217-219; Phosphate Leasing on the Osceola National Forest in Florida, Department of the Interior, Int. FES
74-37, 1974, IX-86. In 1984 the FDE published a sourcebook on Florida phosphate operations: Phosphate Mining in Florida: A Sourcebook, (Tallahassee, FL:
Environmental Service Center, 1984).
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/"Map of phosphate rock locations in Florida. Map provided by author.

were employed either directly or indirectly by the industry. Florida
phosphate was a polluter, but economic and geological realities
dictated that phosphate mining would not disappear or relocate
overnight. 15
It was in this economic, political, and environmental climate
that the International Mineral and Chemical Company proposed
building an $80 million fertilizer plant near the Hillsborough-Polk
County line, and the Brewster Phosphate Company requested that
an 18,000 acre parcel be rezoned for phosphate mining in Hillsborough County. These plans were made public in 1973, just months
15

For a thorough examination of the Florida phosphate industry from the end
of World War II to 1970 and, in particular, industry air pollution and the
intertwining interests of residents, businesses, and federal, local, and state
governments, see Dewey, Don't Breathe the Air, 175-254. "Phosphate: A thriving
threatened giant," Tampa Tribune, November 9, 1975; Archie Blount, "Phosphate industry fears pollution controls," Tampa Times, June 5, 1972; Morris
Kennedy, "Slime disposal proves to be difficult problem," Tampa Times, June
5, 1974, 1-F; Downs, "Phosphate Industry Key," Tampa Tribune, December 11,
1974.
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before the details of the Occidental-Soviet deal were publicized.
Both plans drew criticism from environmentalists,' residents, and
local politicians. The proposed plant, according to International's
application, would produce 600,000 tons of phosphate-based fertilizer a year and emit 24,000 pounds of sulfur dioxide, 900 pounds of
acid mist, 3,345 pounds of dust, and 323.4 pounds of fluoride per
day. Hillsborough County environmental engineer Dorian Valdes
complained the application looked like it was "prepared by a sixyear old" and that it contained "sketchy unscientific information."
Others were concerned about the plant's water usage. The industry had traditionally drawn tremendous amounts of water from
Florida's aquifer for use in industrial processing, and opponents
feared that the new mining operation and fertilizer plant would
increase water usage immensely. 16
Residents of southern Hillsborough County vowed to fight
Brewster's rezoning efforts, and they succeeded initially. Not far
from the proposed mine was Sun City, a sprawling post-industrial
suburb for retired persons. Some of the community's residents
feared that the industrial phosphate operations threatened their
leisure-oriented suburban homes and lifestyle. With its golf courses, small affordable homes, and restaurants, the neighborhood was
a retreat for retirees, many of them relocating to Sun City from
northern industrial cities. Earl Taton, the president of the Sun
City homeowners association, fought the rezoning proposal. "We
don't want the mining out here at all," Taton told the press. He
argued the industry taxed the local water supplies, which should
be reserved for expanding suburban communities. One source
argued that the industry would use seven million gallons of water
per day. The Hillsborough County Commission initially sided with
Taton and other concerned residents. It turned down the industry's rezoning bid and zoned the land for agricultural use only
instead. The Tampa Tribune reported, "One of the main reasons
given by the commission for the reactions was the belief that the
mining would further deplete the already inadequate supplies of
water in the region." 17
16

17

Walker, "Hillsborough is Upset Over Phosphate Plant," Tampa Tribune, April
20, 1973; Bob Brink, "Phosphate Firm Disputes Stand on Mining Deal," Tampa
Tribune, December 28, 1 ~73; Richard Dodge, "Civic leaders vow fight against
mining in country," Tampa Times, January 4, 1974; "Water woes seen in strip
mine plan," Tampa Times, October 20, 1973.
Dodge, "Civic leaders vow fight against mining in country," Tampa Times, January 4, 1974; Brink, "Phosphate Firm Disputes Stand on Mining Deal," Tampa
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The issue, however, proved far from settled. The Florida
Farm Bureau was one organization that came to the defense of the
industry. Farm Bureau President J.E. McLean, Jr. supported the
proposed mining operating, citing the economic benefits of phosphate mining. A local Florida peanut farmer did as well, arguing
that his land on a former phosphate mine was more fertile. Other
farmers cited the rising cost of the phosphate-based fertilizer they
used. From late 1972 to mid-197 4, the price of phosphate had
tripled .18 This was putting a pinch on farmers, particularly cattle
ranchers, as beef prices had fallen during the same period. Cattle
ranchers needed fertilizer for- heir pastures and animal feed. They
reasoned: wouldn 't a new mining operation help reduce the cost of
phosphate? Brewster officials noted that they planned to reclaim
the land after the mining operations ceased. They also argued that
a new reclamation process permitted faster solidification of the settling slim ponds, thus allowing for quicker land reclamation . James
L. Cox of International Mining Corporation also lobbied hard for
the new operations. While admitting that the industry had been
guilty of wasting water in the past, he argued it now was recycling
water and drawing less from the aquifer. Cox pointed to a study
by the U.S. Geological Survey stating that water levels in the Florida aquifer were rising. He also, in typical industry fashion, highlighted the economic benefits of the proposed plant and mine .
The proposed operations would pump $35 million a year into the
local economy and employ 600 persons, many in high-paying jobs
of $9,000 to $10,000 a year. Finally, Cox played the industry's longstanding ace in the hole, arguing "15 million persons would die of
starvation next year if Florida's phosphate industry was not operating. " Ultimately, Hillsborough County allowed the parcel to be
rezoned in 1974, but not until news of the Occidental-Soviet Deal
went public and became part of the environmental and political
debate over Florida phosphate. 19

18

19

Tribune, December 28, 1973; "Water woes seen in strip mine plan," Tampa
Times, October 20, 1973.
Florida farmer support of the phosphate industry, however, was not unanimous. Farmers with cattle and citrus operations near phosphate facilities had
complained in the 1950s and 1960s that phosphate emissions damaged their
crops and sickened their cattle. Dewey, Don 't Breathe the Air, 195-203 .
In 1974, Hillsborough County did rezone the land for mining, but during
the debate leading up to the rezoning vote, opponents cited the OccidentalSoviet Deal when it became public, stating they didn't think the mine should
be opened in order to send phosphate to the Soviet Union. The phosphate
Occidental had slated for the Soviet Union, however, was not extracted from
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Why Aid the Nation's Ideological Nemesis? The Political Fight
Over the Occidental-Soviet Deal and Florida Phosphate in the
Eastern Bloc

When word spread that the Occidental Oil Company had
penned a deal in early 197 4 to send Florida phosphate to the Soviet
Union, Cold War politics became part of the debate surrounding
the Florida phosphate industry. News of the Occidental-Soviet deal
created a new nationalistic thread of phosphate industry criticism.
This nationalistic thread shared the concerns of environmentalists,
suburbanites, and the politicians who criticized Brewster, International, and other phosphate companies for being environmental
spoilers and tax evaders. But in addition, this thread argued that
Florida phosphate was a finite national resource that should be
preserved and reserved for domestic use. It also contended that the
Florida environment should not be compromised in order to send
phosphate to the nation's Cold War enemy. The Occidental-Soviet
deal for these nationalists reeked of phosphate industry-particularly Occidental-self-interest and anti-Americanism.
Occidental head Dr. Armand Hammer, who had long ties to
the Soviet Union, brokered the Soviet phosphate deal. Hammer's
Soviet connections stretched back to Vladimir Lenin's New Economic Policy. In the 1920s, the Hammer family helped broker a
series of Soviet-U.S. economic deals involving numerous American
businesses, including the Ford Motor Company. Under the terms
of these agreements, U.S. tractors, machinery, and other equipment were shipped to the newly formed Soviet Union. Armand
Hammer even resided in Russia for much of the 1920s, and though
he left the USSR during the early years of Stalinization, he was able
to continue his Soviet business deals for decades. 20
Hammer traveled to Moscow on business for much of his career
and kept an apartment within walking distance of the Kremlin after

20

.this mine but from their White Springs operation in North Florida instead.
Richard Dodge, "Farm bureau sees benefit in mining area phosphate," Tampa
Times, February 21, 1974; Peggy Shaw, "Cut in phosphate supplies hurting
ranchers in area," Tampa Times, April 1, 1974; Morris Kennedy, "Controls cut
water waste in thirsty mining process," Tampa Times, June 7, 1974; Debbie
Stoudt, "Mining Zoning Approved by Planning Board," Tampa Tribune, July
23, 1974; Morris Kennedy, "Radiation monitor asked," Tampa Times, July 22,
1974; Brink, "Phosphate Firm Disputes Stand on Mining Deal," Tampa Tribune,
December 28, 1973.
.
Edward Epstein, "The Riddle of Armand," New York Times, November 9, 1981.
For a critical view of Dr. Armand Hammer and Occidental, see Edward Epstein,
Dossier: The Secret History of Armand Hammer (New York: Random House, 1996) .
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World War II. In 1961, he had a meeting with Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev that laid the foundation for the Occidental-Soviet
phosphate deal. At this meeting, Khrushchev told Hammer that
the Soviet Union needed billions of dollars' worth of phosphatebased fertilizer in order to increase food production. A longtime
advocate and broker for Soviet-U.S. trade, Hammer was willing to
oblige and used his Occidental Oil Company to acquire Florida
phosphate lands. Along with land acquisition, Occidental purchased the International Ore and Fertilizer Corporation (at the
time the largest fertilizer company in the U.S.), the Best Fertilizer
Company, the Jefferson Lake Sulphur Company, and the Hooker
Chemical Company. Through these acquisitions and other business maneuverings, Hammer transformed Occidental from an oil
and gas company into an oil, gas, and fertilizer company in the
1960s. The Cuban Missile Crisis, Khrushchev's fall from power,
the Vietnam War, and other Cold War manifestations and tensions
thwarted potential phosphate deals between Occidental and the
Soviet Union in the 1960s, but the Nixon administration's detente
policy opened the door for a Soviet-Occidental phosphate deal in
the early 1970s. 21
When the Occidental-Soviet deal was made public, opponents
howled and compared it to the infamous 1972 U.S.-Soviet grain
deal. Under the terms of the publicly decried grain deal, U.S.
farmers sold $750 million worth of U.S. grain to the Soviet Union
at subsidized prices. Labeling it the "Great Grain Robbery," critics
said the deal dramatically raised grain prices in U.S. markets. One
reporter described the grain deal as "a good example of how separate U.S. economic and political interests can interact to produce
a plan beneficial to none of these interests." 22 Although Occidental
21
22

Epstein, Dossier, 204-210.
Mark]. Penn, "America Gets the Shaft," Harvard Crimson, November 16, 1973.
According to a report by Schnittker Associates, the Soviets bought $750 million worth of U.S. grain, which made up a quarter of the 1972-1973 wheat crop.
Though Schnittker cites five other conditions that led to increased grain prices
in U.S. markets, he concluded, "when news of the Soviet purchases spread
through the grain world and domestic shortages began to appear, wheat prices
doubled. Because the Soviets bought early and at low prices, the American
consumer rather than the Russian government had to pay high prices. About
one-half the beef inflation and $200 million in higher bread costs can be
traced to the market effects of the Soviet grain deal ." John A. Schnittker, "The
1972-1973 Food Price Spiral," report by Schnittker Associates prepared for the
U.S. Congressional Joint Economic Committee, 1973, 498-507. For an early
critical examination of the grain deal, see Jam es Trager, The Great Grain Robbery
(New York: Ballantine Books, 1975).
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said that the phosphate deal would not pinch U.S. consumers' wallets, many saw it as a sweetheart deal for Florida phosphate and
the Soviet Union. The deal guaranteed a 20-year market for Occidental and included a $180 million taxpayer-backed loan. Critics
of International's proposed fertilizer plant and Brewster's Hillsborough County mining proposal argued that they did not want
industrial operations in their backyards to supply phosphate to the
Soviet Union. Even though these opponents were assured that the
phosphate from International and Brewster's proposed operations
would not be heading to the Eastern Bloc, the political backlash
stemming from the Occidental-Soviet deal sparked a Congressional inquiry and a lawsuit as rumors of OPEC-like industry tactics
swirled. 23
When the Occidental-Soviet deal was announced, the phosphate industry was already defending itself from accusations that
it was akin to OPEC, and the deal quickly became a part of this
narrative. One industry critic said that American phosphate corporations "with the Moslem nation [Morocco] , may well have been
the most successful of the main commodities producers that have
aspired to emulate the model of OPEC." Others said Dr. Hammer's
Occidental was in part responsible for the emerging phosphate
cartel, just like it was in part to blame for empowering OPEC. In
the late 1960s, Occidental was involved in a unilateral oil deal with
Libya's Omar Qaddafi. When unable to reach an agreement with
other oil companies in regards to Libyan oil, and because his company was wholly dependent on oil from this North African state,
Hammer broke from standing oil industry practice and brokered
a separate deal with the dictator, prompting one oilman to declare
"the oil industry as we know it would not exist much longer." The
Occidental-Libya deal was accused of emboldening Libya and other
OPEC nations. Opponents alleged it motivated OPEC nations to
separately negotiate with oil companies, thereby pitting the companies against one another, which in turn strengthened OPEC. ·And
now, according to rumors, Moroccan and Florida phosphate producers had privately agreed to increase prices. Whether or not this
was the case, Florida phosphate interests reaped $4 billion in additional profits, according to a French study, thanks to the detenteera spike in phosphate prices, and now Occidental proposed to
23

Newman, "Stone Says Ta.Xpayers Pay for Soviet Deal," Tampa Tribune, April 12,
1974; Bob Brink, "US House Unit to Hear Phosphate Deal Testimony," Tampa
Tribune, April 21, 1974.
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ship Florida phosphate to the Soviet Union at subsidized prices.
The specter of a Morocco-Florida cabal was a political problem for
the industry, and the anti-trust division of the Justice Department
launched an investigation into industry price-fixing .24
Florida Secretary of State Richard Stone was a vociferous critic
of the Occidental-Soviet deal. In particular, he condemned the
deal's $ 180 million taxpayer-backed Export-Import bank loan.
Along with calling Russia an untrustworthy debtor and U.S. taxpayers suckers, Stone said that the $180 million loan violated the bank's
mandate. 25 "The Export-Import Bank is supposed to be for responsible developing nations and Russia is neither a developing nation
nor a responsible debtor," he argued. Why, he asked incredulously,
should American taxpayers be compelled to financially back and
subsidize Soviet industrial development? "It is amazing that the
United States would extend loans to an adversary like Russia at six
percent interest when the prime rate in New York is 10 percent.. .
the people that brought you the great grain robbery now are bringing you the phosphate deal." Stone also argued that domestic food
prices would rise because of the deal, like they had after the grain
deal, and that Florida's environment would be imperiled. With
all this in mind, Stone told reporters that he personally wrote Dr.
Hammer asking questions about the deal. As of April 1974, he had
yet to receive a reply.26
Local politicians and environmentalists shared Stone's concerns. They were troubled by the idea that Florida's natural environment and water resources would be degraded and depleted in
order to send phosphate to the Soviet Union. Hillsborough County Commissioner Bob Lester argued that the environment was "suffering at the expense of an operation which has the power roughly
equivalent to the Arab oil-producing nations." The industry's low
tax liability was also cited. Up until 1971, the industry had ·avoided
paying a Florida severance tax levied on industries that extracted
valuable and irreplaceable minerals from the earth. In 1970, the
24

25
26

Ann Crittenden, "White Gold: A Tale Similar to the Oil Saga," Tampa Tribune,
November 9, 1975; Epstein, "The Riddle of Armand." Oilman quote taken
from Judith Stein, PivotalDecade: How the United States Traded Factories for Finance
in the Seventies (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2010), 78; "U.S. is Investigating Fertilizer Industry," New York Times, August 9, 1975. For a brief critical
description of the Occidental-Soviet deal, see Epstein, Dossier, 274-276.
The Export-Import Band had never financed a deal involving the Soviet Union
before the Occidental-Soviet deal.
"Taxpayers Financing New Soviet Deal, Stone Says," Lakeland Leger, April 13,
1974.
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Richard Stone in 1977. Courtesy of State Archives of Florida, Florida Memory
Photographic Collection, General Political Collection, image number PT01069.

Florida Supreme Court closed this loophole in the state tax law, yet
industry tax liability was still low due to land reclamation clauses
and because the government had deemed phosphate-owned land
yet to be mined "agricultural" under the state's Greenbelt law. 27
27

Florida phosphate companies often rented their unmined land holdings to
farmers in part to maintain the land's agricultural status for tax purposes. This
allowed phosphate companies to keep their land on the tax rolls for as little
as $25 an acre, a practice that enraged industry opponents. The legal fight
over the phosphate industry's use of the Greenbelt Law was tied up in the
court system well into the 1980s. See Walden v. Borden 235 So.2d 300 (1970);
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Sharing these concerns, Richard Stone demanded the terms
of the deal be publicly disclosed. When denied this request, he
filed a lawsuit against the Export-Import Bank. The bank, Stone
argued in the suit, was a public taxpayer-funded entity, therefore
U.S. citizens had the right under the Freedom of Information Act
to review the full loan agreement. Export-Import Bank Chairman
William]. Casey countered that the loan was a confidential agreement between the private corporate parties involved and that some
of the said parties did n0- consent to disclosure. 28 Furthermore,
he argued, private parties were exempt from the Freedom of Information Act. After a district court ruled in the bank's favor, Stone
appealed. He stated that the_-bank and the companies involved
were not persons as defined in the Freedom of Information Act
and therefore the exemption did not apply to them. Stone argued
tha t the exemption was intended to protect the privacy of American citizens and U.S.-based businesses, not the privacy of entities
involved in a transnational business deal linking Florida phosphate
operations to Soviet industrial production and infrastructure. The
courts disagreed, and Stone's appeals were exhausted by 1977.
The deal's full details remained veiled. 29
Along with the lawsuit, Stone questioned the deal at a 1974
Congressional subcommittee hearing. At this hearing, he raised
five concerns about the deal, both reinforcing and elaborating on
his earlier criticisms. First, he argued that there was no guarantee
that the Soviets would not use Florida phosphate in weapons production. Stone told the committee that Florida State University
chemistry professor Robert Glick told him "superphosphoric acid
can chemically be converted to phosphorus, and that phosphorus
can be used in the making of pyrotechnic safety matches, incendiary shells, smoke bombs and tracer bullets." It could also be used
to make poisonous gas. "I believe there should be assurances from
the Soviet Union that [Florida] phosphate will be used for agricultural purposes and not military purposes," Stone testified. Second, he argued that strip mining phosphate for the Soviet Union

28
29

Catherine Chapin, "Miners Face Water Crisis," Tampa Tribune, May 8, 1975;
J ack Nease, "Phosphate Firms Hit U.S. Study," Tampa Tribune, March 16, 1976;
Bill Purvis, "Phosphate Industry Says it Pays 'Fair Share' of Taxes," Tampa Tribune, January 29, 1969; Charles Hendrick, "Florida Supreme Court Closes Tax
Loophole of Phosphate Companies," Tampa Tribune, May 7, 1970; Rich Oppel,
"State Supreme Court Ruling on Greenbelt Law May Raise Taxes," Daytona
Beach Morning]ourna~ May 7, 1970.
.
There were in fact numerous American businesses involved in the deal.
Stone v. Export-Import Bank of United States 552 F. 2d 132 (1977).
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would further strain Florida's resources. The industry was already
extracting millions of gallons from the Florida aquifer and taxing
the state's energy infrastructure. Occidental already consumed tremendous amounts of energy, including 20,992,580 kilowatt hours
per month at its Phosphate Division plant. The Soviet deal would
increase this energy as well as water use. Thirdly, Stone questioned
whether the Soviet ammonia slated for importation should instead
be manufactured in the U.S. Fourthly, he said that the nation
should be concerned about depleting its phosphate reserves. If
those who were predicting peak Florida phosphate in the next 30
to 40 years were correct, why should Florida send such large quantities to the Soviet Union? Finally, echoing his lawsuit's argument,
Stone criticized the Export-Import Bank loan. He questioned why
the loan's details were not made public and why the loan secured
a 6% interest rate for the Soviets when the interest rate for American taxpayers was over 10%. The loan's terms should be publicly
disclosed via a Congressional order. "Our taxpayers ought to know
the total American Federal Commitment necessary to consummate
this deal; and the American people have the right to know the commitments of their Government to such a transaction," Stone testified. Like his lawsuit, however, Stone's testimony failed to elicit
political action against the deal. 30
Dr. Armand Hammer also spoke at the 197 4 Congressional
hearing. He testified that the Occidental-Soviet Deal and international trade agreements like it were es~entiar to global peace and
prosperity. American businessmen, he argue_d , could assist "our
government in its efforts to achieve a lasting peace between the
world's two greatest powers ... [and] one of the ways to bring this
about was through internationally beneficial trade." Hammer also
contended that deals with the Soviet Union were good for profits
as well. "Russia-if detente survives-will therefore be a new sales
30

Dr. Glick, in a brief statement, also testified about the strain on Florida resourc. es that would be a result of the Occidental-Soviet deal. Role of the Export-Import
Bank and Export Controls in U.S. 1nternational Economic Policy, Congressional
Hearing Before the Senate Subcommittee on International Finance and the
Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, Congressional
Session 93-2 (1974), Hearing Dates April 2, 5, 10, 23, 25-26, May 2, 1974, Statements of Senator Richard Stone and Dr. Armand Hammer, 425-464. This hearing consisted of twenty-one witness panels. The witnesses testified about the
Export-Import Bank, Cold War detente, and various business dealings between
American corporations and other nations, including the Occidental-Soviet
phosphate deal. For a brief overview of Senator Stone's testimony, see Richard
Stone, "Testimony on Phosphate Exporting," St. Petersburg Times, January 10,
1977.
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territory for Americans, opening markets that will be plentiful,"
not just for Occidental, but for other American businesses as well.
Hammer noted that ten private banks, including the Bank of America, and approximately one hundred small American firms were
involved in the deal. He also pointed out that though the ExportImport Bank was providing a low interest loan to the Soviet Union,
the Russians were also fronting $40 million cash for the deal. The
private entities involved were also eager to work with the Soviet
Union and were trusting Q.fits credit worthiness. Hammer went on
in his lengthy statement to describe the already existing business
ties between the Soviet Union and important American Cold War
allies.Japan, the United Kingdom, and France all had commercial
ties to the Soviet Union that- ~ere backed by low-interest government loans. Taking a page from the broader Florida phosphate
industry's script, Hammer also testified that the deal would create
3,000 new American jobs and potentially thwart widespread starvation. Furthermore, he noted that Occidental would be investing $340 million of its own capital in order to expand its Florida
phosphate infrastructure. Finally, Hammer argued that importing
ammonia and urea from the Soviets was energy efficient, there
were extensive phosphate reserves in Florida, it was economically
unfeasible for the Soviet Union to manufacture chemical weapons
with Occidental phosphate, and the company would reclaim mined
land. "The alternatives are fa~too awful to contemplate-fear, famine, pestilence, small wars, more Vietnams, cold wars, and even the
potential for nuclear war." His testimony proved persuasive. 31
With the Congressional hurdles cleared and the lawsuit stymied, Occidental began its Soviet trade, investing in new infrastructure in both Florida and the Soviet Union. Occidental built four
new ammonia plants, a 1,500 mile pipeline, and ammonia-handling facilities in the Soviet Union. In 1977, Occidental upveiled
plans to expand its phosphate operations in White Springs, Florida, and enhance its shipping facilities. Millions of dollars were
slated for upgrading mining and shipping infrastructure as well
as Jacksonville's port facilities. Before the Occidental-Soviet Deal,
Jacksonville's port only handled dry cargo, but now the port would
be outfitted to handle concentrated superphosphoric acid imports
to the Soviet Union. Incoming Soviet ammonia and urea would
m turn be sent to Tampa and distributed throughout Florida.
31

Rol,e of the Export-Import Bank and Export Controls in U.S.° International Economic
Policy, Congressional hearing (1974), Statement of Armand Hammer, 445-464.
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Three years later, Occidental's new Swift Creek Chemical Complex in North Florida was dedicated. This complex was part of a
$245 million project that also included new storage facilities at the
Jacksonville port, two chemical plants, and new mining endeavors.
The Florida Secretary of Agriculture attended the dedication and
Occidental provided tours of the new facility while critics grumbled the deal had driven twenty-nine U.S. ammonia plants out of
production. 32
The deal 's imports, exports, and new infrastructure did not
only link Florida phosphate to industrial operations in the Soviet
Republics, but, thanks to Comecon, Florida phosphate was made
available in various forms for distribution to socialist nations
throughout the world, including Cuba. Cuba's primary economic
role as a Comecon member in the 1970s was to produce as much
sugar as possible for the socialist bloc. In an attempt to accomplish this, the island developed a state-run, Soviet-style agricultural
system, and the Soviet Union agreed to pay inflated, fixed prices for Cuban sugar. The result, one historian has argued, was "a
skyrocketing in the price premium paid by the Soviet Union" for
Cuban sugar, and in 1981, Cuba signed an agreement to be the
primary sugar supplier for the Soviet Union, Bulgaria, and the German Democratic Republic. The fertilizer needed for this intensive
and industrial agricultural endeavor was not produced in Cuba.
Instead, it was the Soviet Union that provided low-cost fertilizer
and fuel to the island. Thus, although Floridians were not sweetening their coffees and cookies with Cuban sugar, the Occidental-Soviet deal linked Florida phosphate to Comecon's industrial,
transnational agricultural system, a system that sweetened the desserts of Russians, East Germans, and other Eastern Bloc inhabitants
with Cuban sugar. 33

32 · Jeff Nesmith, "Ammonia Aid to Russia Closes Plants in U.S.," Miami News, April
21, 1979; "Soviet Sale Pushes Occidental to Expand," Lakeland Ledger, July 16,
1977; John Druckenmiller, "5,000 Expected at Occidental Plant Dedication,"
Lakeland Ledger, April 10, 1980; Spencer Rich, "Soviets Dumping Ammonia,"
Washington Post, October 4, 1979.
33 Cuban fertilizer imports were reduced by over 80% after the fall of the Soviet
Union. Cuban nickel was another important commodity exported to the Eastern Bloc. Louis A. Perez, Cuba Between Reform and Revolution 51.h Edition, (New
York: Oxford Universit}' Press, 2014), 304; Jorge F. Perez Lopez, The Economics
of Cuban Sugar (Pittsburgh, PA: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1991), 11-14,
18, 154; Sweig, Cuba, 68-71; Wallace and Clarke, Comecon, Trade and the West,
98-100; Zwass, The Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, 82.
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The Occidental-Soviet deal thereby complemented and ultimately exceeded detente supporters' attempts to create a "flexible
approach" toward Cuba. It also coincided with Cuba's successful
attempt to break its U.S.-sponsored political and economic Latin
American isolation. As Chile, Argentina, Peru, and other nations
reestablished economic ~and diplomatic relations with Cuba in the
early 1970s, the U.S. did not block these reconciliations. The U.S.
even supported the Organization of American States' (OAS) decision to rescind Cuban economic and political sanctions, and select
U.S. goods were sold to the island via third-party corporations.
Ultimately, however, Cuban and American political priorities- in
particular Cuban military aid
the leftist People's Movement for
the Liberation of Angola (MPIA), Cuban support for Puerto Rican
independence, both U.S. and Cuban ambivalence toward restoring relations between one another, and the bombing of Cubana
Airlines Flight 455-thwarted the renewing of diplomatic relations
and a lifting of the embargo. The Occidental-Soviet deal, however,
circumvented the embargo and created indirect economic links
between Cuba and the U.S. via Comecon. 34
With its Eastern Bloc ties established, Occidental and the
broader Florida phosphate industry seemed posed to continue
their profitable expansions at the dawn of the 1980s. "The industry concluded the 1970s with a rash of announcements relating
to plant construction or exp-ansion, diversification into the extraction of uranium from phosphate, and also unveiling plans and
receiving permits for new mines," wrote industry observer Harry
Costello. The Florida phosphate industry employed 72,000, and
its average annual wage was $15,800 in 1979, considerably higher
than the average salary in Florida. The Florida Phosphate Council
reported that its eighteen member companies had spent $1.26 billion in industry infrastructure in the 1970s- a sum 2.5 times more
than the cost of Walt Disney World. Experts predicted that by 1985,
the industry would extract 60 million tons of phosphate rock a year.
The industry was also investing in technology that would allow it to
mine phosphate deposits that were previously unextractable. New
technologies were investigated, one of which involved injecting
high-pressured water into deeply buried phosphate, transforming
it into slurry, and then pumping it to the surface for processing.

to

34

Sweig, Cuba, 89-93; William M. LeoGrande and Peter kornbluh, Back Channel
to Cuba: The Hidden History of Negotiations Between Washington and Havana (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2014), 119-128, 143-153.
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Many prognosticators envisioned an increasingly profitable future
for Florida phosphate, yet concerns over peak phosphate, environmental degradation, and the expansion of overseas phosphate
mining operations loomed, worrying some industry analysts. A U.S.
Government Accountability Office (GAO) report stated that peak
Florida phosphate could come as early as 1985, and that Morocco
would produce more and more phosphate in the coming years.
Critical newspaper editorials also continued to be published. The
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, however, proved to be the biggest
immediate threat to the Occidental-Soviet deal. 35

Detente's End, the Temporary Suspension of Phosphate
Shipments, the Reagan Renewal, and Florida Phosphate's Decline
in the 1980s
The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan once again dragged Florida
phosphate into the geopolitical Cold War spotlight, and unlike
Richard Stone's Congressional testimony, the invasion led to a suspension of superphosphoric acid shipments to the Soviet Union.
Fearing that the Afghan government would realign itself with the
U .S. after the killing of Afghan President Nur Mohammad Taraki, the Soviet Union invaded Afghanistan in December 1979. In
response, President Jimmy Carter argued that the U.S. should "try
to do the maximum, short of world war, to make the Soviets see that
this was a major mistake." In February 1980, the administration
boycotted the 1980 Moscow Olympics and blo~ked grain shipments
and other Soviet bound exports, including Occidental phosphate.
George Boutin, the deputy director of the Soviet affairs division at
the Commerce Department, said "I think you can assume what's
going to happen is that someone is going to get out the list of commodities sold to the Soviet Union over the last two years, especially
35

The process of injecting high-pressured water in deeply buried phosphate
deposits was called "dolomitic beneficiation." "Soviet Sale Pushes Occidental
to Expand," Lakeland Ledger, July 16, 1977; Druckenmiller, "5,000 Expected at
Occidental Plant Dedication," Lakeland Ledger, April 10, 1980; Harry Costello,
"Phosphate Future Bright in Florida," Tampa Tribune,January 20, 1980; Charles
Stafford, "Phosphate: Yet Another Dwindling Resource," St. Petersburg Times,
January 23, 1980. For a study that outlines the concern about peak phosphate
and the broader domestic phosphate industry, see the GAO study "Phosphates:
A Case Study of a Valuable, Depleting Mineral in America," Comptroller General Report to the Congress of the United States, EMD-80-21, November 30,
1979; For an example of an anti-Soviet deal editorial, see "Starvation as a Weapon," Sarasota Herald-Tribune, January 16, 1980.Jim Fisher, "Technology Key to
Phosphate," Tampa Tribune, February 12, 1980.
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those of value ... start at the top and go right down. And if that's the
case, phosphate will certainly be high on the list." When the phosphate embargo was enacted, one reporter claimed that the "largest trade transaction ever negotiated between a U .S. corporation
and foreign nation" and one that had been labeled the "flagship of
detente" was in jeopardy. Commerce Secretary Philip M. Klutznick
said the phosphate embargo, which was America's largest non-crop
Soviet export, demonstrated the Carter administration's "refusal to
do business as usual" after the Soviet aggression. Florida Governor
Bob Graham, a longtime critic of Florida phosphate industry pollution, supported the phosphate embargo and the Olympic boycott.
In short, Florida phosphate was once again- with detente now suspended-back in the Cold War political spotlight. 36
Occidental criticized the embargo but ultimately abided its
dictates. James]. Galvin, the president of the Occidental subsidiary Hooker Chemical Corporation, feared that President Carter's
action might provoke the Soviet Union to suspend its ammonia
shipments. This ammonia, he argued, was sorely needed by the
Florida phosphate industry, and its absence could lead to industry
layoffs. Other Occidental officials argued that the embargo would
not damage Soviet agricultural production because the Soviets
could easily secure phosphate-based fertilizers from other suppliers. They insisted the blockade would just damage the Florida
phosphate industry, partic((larly Occidental, as 75% of the phosphate from its White Springs operations was exported to the Soviet
Union. By banning phosphate exports, 1,200 jobs at White Springs
were jeopardized. The manufacturing plants that Occidental had
built in the Soviet Union as part of the deal, as well as the anhydrous
ammonia pipeline, were also threatened, and Occidental feared
these large infrastructure investments could lay dormant. Though
Occidental-Soviet phosphate shipments made up less thah 10% of
Florida's phosphate production, the deal's suspension troubled
36

There was a drastic decrease in overall American-Soviet Trade between 1979
and 1980. U.S. exports were reduced from $3.6 to $1.5 billion and Soviet
imports from $873 million to $430 million. Funigiello, American-Soviet Trade,
208. Clyde H. Farnsworth, "U.S. Bans Phosphate for Soviet," New York Times,
February 26, 1980; For the President Carter quote and for a brief analysis of
1970s U.S. Cold War policy, see Odd Arne Westad, The Global Cold War (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 316-328. Also see John Lewis
Gaddis, The Cold War: A New History (New York: Penguin, 2006), 210-211; Tim
Smart, "Embargo May Hurt Florida Phosphate Deal,'" St. Petersburg Times, January 8, 1980; "Graham Would Support Embargo of Phosphates," Tampa Tribune,
January 23, 1980.
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the entire industry and, some argued, Cold War peace efforts. Just
weeks before the embargo's announcement, Armand Hammer
argued inJacksonville that economic ties between the superpowers
would help ensure peace. However, after the embargo was enacted, Hammer said that Occidental would support President Carter's
decision and that it was already preparing to sell in other markets,
namely Brazil, India, and Indonesia. Although Occidental and
other Florida phosphate companies complained, the controversial
"flagship deal of detente" was temporarily stymied. 37
Richard Stone applauded the embargo, but any standing ovations proved ephemeral. Stone supported the phosphate embargo
and advocated for an increase in U.S. defense spending. He also
argued that Soviet ammonia imports to Florida should be blocked.
"We should catch their attention," Stone told reporters, "and take
similar actions against those who won't help us." But Stone's
support for the embargo ultimately failed to persuade incoming
president Ronald Reagan to continue Carter's hardline against
Soviet-U.S. trade. 38
In April 1981, the Reagan Administration lifted the Carter ban
on grain and phosphate exports, fulfilling a campaign promise
to the agricultural lobby. Reagan supporters in the Midwest and
South as well as new Secretary of Agriculture John R. Block advocated a lifting of the embargo, though Secretary of State Alexander
Haig lobbied to keep the embargo in place seeing that the Soviets
were still in Afghanistan. President Reagan, however, "capitulated to pressure from farmers and legislators from grain-producing
states. " 39 In 1984, one American farmer concisely summed up the
collective attitude of many so-called conservative farmers when he
said, "I know how we all feel about the Soviets ... but on the other
hand, I guess they're not going to shoot us with food." Occidental
executives were elated. Company official Gordon Reece said that
the end of the blockade would "have a substantial beneficial effect

37

38
39

Farnsworth, "U.S. Bans Phosphate for Soviet," New York Times, February 26,
1980; Smart, "Embargo May Hurt Florida Phosphate Deal," St. Petersburg Times,
January 8, 1980;John Druckenmiller "Soviets Agree to Continue Potash Sales
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on the American balance of payments and a considerable effect on
the Florida economy. "40
Interestingly, though little mention of it was made at the time,
the resumption of phosphate exports also meant the resumption
of U.S.-Soviet shared industrial technology, which the Reagan
Administration had attempted to thwart in other circumstances.
Concerned with "scientific exchanges," the Reagan Administration blocked export licenses for Soviet-bound electronics and U.S.
corporate involvement in a trans-Siberian natural gas line. The
Occidental-Soviet deal's resumption, however, and the industrial
knowhow incorporated was seemingly ignored, highlighting the
Reagan Administration's unwillingness to block agricultural trade
even if industrial technology was involved. Whatever the reason, it
was clear that during Reagan's presidency Florida phosphate was
free to barter with the Evil Empire. 41
Occidental, the Florida Phosphate Council, and many American farmers and businesses applauded the embargo's end. But
unfortunately, for Occidental and other Florida phosphate companies, the blockade's cessation did not lead to flush times. Beginning
in 1981, industry production and profits dropped sharply. During this period, worldwide sales of chemical fertilizers decreased
substantially. High interest rates and reduced farm revenues
prompted farmers to reduce their fertilizer use. In turn, by mid1981 phosphate production was declining. Phosphate shipments
were down 20% in June, according to the Tampa Port Authority.
This negatively impacted Tampa port business, as phosphate products made up just over half the cargo tonnage that went through
the port in 1980. Phosphate production had increased by 42%
in the 1970s, and now production was in decline. Some boosters
worked to keep the faith. In spite of the downturn, Gil Lytch of the
Phosphate Rock Export Association argued, "This is no permanent
downswing. We think it will pick up next year." 42
But it proved difficult for the industry to mount a turnaround,
thanks to unfavorable currency markets, farmer prerogatives, the
Clyde H. Farnsworth, "Phosphate Ban is Ended," New York Times, April 25,
1981; Steven Weisman, "Reagan Ends Curbs on Export of Grain to the Soviet
Union," New York Times, April 25, 1981.
41 Bill Keller, "Reagan's Russian Grain Harvest," New York Times, September 9,
' 1984; Funigello, American-Soviet Trade, 194-199.
42 S. Rick Czach, "Phosphate Slump Causes Drop in Cai·go at Port," Tampa Times,
September 17, 1981; Harry Costello, "Phosphate Overproduction, Stronger
Dollar Hurt Florida Industry," Tampa Tribune, October 22, 1981.
40
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strong dollar, large phosphate stores due to alleged overzealous
mining, and canceled orders. When phosphate prices were high
in the late 1970s, large amounts of phosphate rock were mined,
causing an overabundance in 1981. The industry reported that 16
million tons of already mined phosphate was currently in storage.
This was the largest reserve amount ever recorded. The dissolution of a deal that was scheduled to ship 1 .2 million tons of phosphate products to Poland exacerbated the problem. When the
Polish government was unable to secure the necessary credit, the
deal collapsed, adding 1.2 million tons of Florida rock to the phosphate glut. Poland, which had purchased 800,000 tons of Florida
phosphate in 1980 and was slated to steadily increase its consumption, was now no longer a consumer of Florida phosphate. To
make matters worse, Poland was not the only nation that reduced
its phosphate order. According to industry analysts, Italy reduced
its Florida phosphate imports. In 1980, Italy purchased 800,000
tons of Florida phosphate, but in 1981, when the exchange value of
the lira for the U.S. dollar increased from 780-1 to 1,300-1, the Italians only purchased 250,000 tons. Italy's reduced phosphate order
highlighted the challenges created for Florida phosphate when the
global value of the dollar increased in the early 1980s. Farmers in
both developed and developing nations drastically cut back their
use of phosphate-based fertilizers as a result. Brazil, Romania,
and Japan all purchased less phosphate in 1981, and International
Minerals and Chemical Corporation, one of the largest phosphate
producers in Florida, said that the adverse economic conditions
faced by the industry would result in a 15-20% decline in per share
earnings for the 1981 fiscal year. Fertilizer Institute President Ed
Wheeler told the Tampa Tribune, "The industry is in serious trouble.
Our plants are shutting down. Our people are being laid off.. . It's
the worst situation any of us can remember:" 43
Making matters worse, it wasn'tjust overseas farmers that limited tJ::ieir phosphate use. U .S. farmers reduced their fertilizer usage
as well, citing high borrowing costs due to high interest rates and
low crop prices. Iowa farmer Chuck Speas told the press he would
43

Czach, "Phosphate Slump Causes Drop in Cargo at Port," Tampa Times, September 17, 1981; Costello, "Phosphate Overproduction, Stronger Dollar Hurt
Florida Industry," Tampa Tribune, October 22, 1981; Susan Taylor Martin,
"Stricken phosphate industry will improve when American farmer's condition
improves," St. Petersburg Times, January 13, 1983; "An Echo of the Past in the
New Reagan Plan to Aid Farm Income," New York Times, December 10, 1982,
A-25.
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be fortunate to cover his expenses in 1982. In order to decrease
his farm expenditures, Speas reduced his fertilizer use. "If I don't
need it, I'm not going to put it on," he said when discussing his
Iowa farm's production. Speas planned to test his soil to see if it
already contained adequate phosphate levels. A Kansas City headquartered fertilizer-marK:eting firm reported that in the American
corn belt fertilizer demand was down by 10-12% from the previous
year. Along with high borrowing costs, farmers fretted over declining prices. The price o corn was down dramatically in the early
1980s from approximately $3.50 a bushel in 1980 to $2.50 a bushel
in early 1983. The federal government's proposed "payment in
kind" program exacerbated- Flo rida phosphate's woes. The program, which incentivized farmers to grow less crops in order to
bring down agricultural surpluses and increase prices, may have
been good for farmers like Speas, but it was bad for the phosphate
industry's bottom line. International spokeswoman Janet Roth
lamented, "until the American farmer realizes improvement in his
condition we don 't see any improvement in ours." 44
In response to the downturn, seven of Florida's twenty-three
phosphate strip mines and five of its eighteen phosphate processing plants were closed. 2,800 workers were laid off by early 1982,
and the Florida Phosphate Council predicted further layoffs. At
first, the Occidental Company, thanks to the resumption of the
Soviet deal, did not feel th ~-pinch as much as some other Florida
phosphate producers. Though the company did lay off 225 workers during the early months of the phosphate downturn, its deal
with the Soviet Union protected it from shrinking domestic and
global markets. Florida's vast phosphate stores and overall market conditions, however, eventually took a toll. In May 1983, Occidental laid-off 200 more workers. Ruth Morgan, spokesperson for
Occidental, said, "This is something that had hit Central Florida
areas harder than it did us in the northern part of the state ... I
guess we're just now following." A total of 3,670 phosphate industry
workers throughout Florida, both blue and white collar, were out
of work by mid-1983. The industry downturn proved greater than
most had anticipated. Polk County was hit the hardest, losing $4
million in wages each week. Seaboard Coast Line Railroad, Tampa
Electric Company, and the Port of Tampa also reported layoffs due
44

Martin, "Stricken phosphate industry will improve when American farmer's
condition improve ,"St. Petersburg Times,January 13, 1983;Jim Kennedy, "More
Away From Phosphate Taking Root," Tampa Tribune, April 24, 1982.
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to phosphate's decline. Gator Freightways hauling service, the
environmental consulting firm Water and Air Research Inc., Central Maintenance and Welding of Lithia, and even the Pizza King
restaurant in Mulberry cited business downturns. Florida Phosphate Council spokesperson Bob Bonnell, citing the persistence of
high phosphate stores, predicted that the industry layoff rate could
eventually hit 30%. By the end of 1982, the industry had produced
just 26 million tons of phosphate, compared to 46 million tons in
1980. International's stock price had declined from $60 to $35 a
share. The industry was in trouble, but as Timothy Clarke of the
Florida Phosphate Council pointed out, the culprit was not peak
phosphate as many had predicted. In fact, a 1981 study argued that
the U.S. had vast phosphate supplies along the coast of North Carolina. Jim Cathcart of the U.S. Geologic Survey said the discovery
meant that the nation "can't be blackmailed by the equivalent of
an OPEC." Instead, it was global market conditions that were negatively impacting the industry, and Clark predicted industry consolidation. "Most knowledgeable industry observers think there will be
consolidation in the industry. They'll have to get bigger and have
more capital to compete. The smaller operations won't be able to
compete." 45
The Reagan Administration's lifting of the phosphate embargo, high-interest rates, large phosphate reserves, declining concerns about peak Florida phosphate, a strong U.S. dollar, and a
worldwide reduction in fertilizer applications combined to all but
obliterate serious objections to the Occidental-Soviet Deal. When
Zbignew Brzezinski, a former national security adviser to the Carter Administration, said on CBS's Face the Nation in 1982 that U.S.
sanctions in response to the Soviet Union's participation in the
Polish crisis should include a halting of phosphate shipments, his
ideas found few supporters. Tampa Tribune reporter Harry Costello
wrote "such a suggestion probably caused Occidental chairman
and president Dr. Armand Hammer's heart to begin palpitating,
and sent a nervous flush to the faces of many Florida phosphate
45

"Phosphate Shutdowns in Florida, Fertilizer Sales in Wide Slump," New York
Times, May 10, 1982; Martin, "Stricken phosphate industry will improve when
American farmer's condition improves," St. Petersburg Times, January 13, 1983;
Debbie Absher, "Phosphate Unemployment hits 25%," Tampa Tribune, May 26,
1983; Marcia Ford, "Engineers, administrators, included in phosphate layoff,"
Tampa Times, March 13, 1982; Jim Kennedy, "Phosphate Decline·, Downturn
Has Cost the State Almost $51 Million in Lost Wages," Tampa Tribune, March
29, 1982; Andy Taylor, "Phosphate find keeps U.S. Self-Sufficient," Tampa
Times, February 20, 1981.
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manufactures." Fortunately for the industry, President Reagan
was again not swayed. With the industry in a slump and the business ties between Florida phosphate and the Soviets only recently
resumed, the Reagan administration showed little interest in blocking phosphate shipments. Not surprisingly, the industry argued a
new embargo would punish the Florida phosphate producers and
not Moscow, which could simply get its phosphate from Morocco.
After all, that was what Poland did after its deal with U.S. phosphate
producers fell through. In the end, Brzezinski's suggestion was
ignored by the Reagan administration, and after the lows of 19811982, the Florida phosphate industry did mount a minor recovery.
Production and imports i!lcreased in the mid-1980s, but they failed
to reach the highs of the late 1970s. In 1986, phosphate production
and profits slumped again as the Cold War neared its end. 46
Conclusion

In August 1984, the St. Petersburg Times published a 'what if?'
article. Twice a week, a large commercial Soviet vessel transporting liquefied anhydrous ammonia-as part of the Occidental
deal-squeezed under the Sunshine Skyway Bridge and headed to
Tampa's port. What if that ship crashed and spilled its cargo into
Tampa Bay waters? If such a disaster were to take place, a Coast
Guard study argued, the bay would be polluted and a 100 mile-wide
toxic cloud could blanke{"'t he bay area, forcing thousands to evacuate. The odds of this happening, however, were "one-in-a-zillion,"
according to Coast Guard Captain Joe Valenti. After all, several
security measures were in place. For example, the Coast Guard
escorted the Soviet ammonia barges under the Skyway and to their
docking locations at the port, no vessels were allowed within onehalf mile of the ships, and ammonia carriers were only allowed to
enter Tampa Bay when the sun was up . Because of these precautions, the Coast Guard was confident that the Soviet shipments did
not pose an environmental threat. Nor, port officials argued, did
the ammonia pose a threat to the Tampa Bay area once unloaded
46

Harry Costello, "Sanctions Worry Phosphate Industry," Tampa Tribune, January
5, 1982. There was still occasional Occidental-Soviet Deal criticism in the mid1980s, but it did not reach the earlier 1970s levels. See Horance Davis, "Occidental Chemical depleting Florida of Phosphate to Feed Soviets," Lakeland
Ledger, June 23, 1985. For brief look at the 1986-1987 phosphate declines, see
Jerry Jackson, "Phosphate Industry is Stuck in a Rut, Orlando Sentinel, August 7,
1987.
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because it was pumped off the barges and into underground pipelines that delivered it to fertilizer facilities in central Florida. 47
Notably, the article made no mention of the Cold War political
debates surrounding the Occidental-Soviet deal. Only the environmental threat of the ammonia was discussed. The political concerns
of doing business with the Soviet Union were not mentioned. This
omission highlights that by 1984 the Cold War-inspired nationalistic thread of phosphate industry criticism had largely become a
thing of the past. Florida phosphate critics were once again by
the mid-l 980s focused on the industry's tax liability and pollution
emissions. Thus, when President Reagan signed a law banning
phosphate mining in Florida's Osceola National Forest in September 1984, no mention of the Cold War or the Occidental-Soviet
deal was made. 48
The 1974 Occidental-Soviet phosphate deal created a new
form of Florida phosphate industry criticism that lasted until the
Reagan Administration. This new critical thread was nationalistic
and grounded in 1970s Cold War detente geopolitics. More specifically, this nationalistic criticism was concerned about the political
47

48

In 1983, a reported 92 vessels brought more than one million tons of ammonia to Tampa. David Ballingrud, "Ammonia Accident in bay would be a major
disaster," St. Petersburg Times, August 25, 1984, City and State section. There
were continuing concerns about the environmental health of the bay and the
safety of the Skyway Bridge, particularly afte r the tragic 1980 accident in which
the commercial vessel Summit Venture, a phosphate transporter scheduled to
deliver its cargo to South Korea, struck the bridge, killing over thirty motorists.
For a recent study of the Skyway accident, see Bill DeYoung, Skyway: The True
Story of Tampa Bay's Signature Bridge and the Man Wha Brought it Down (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2013) .
Joey Ledford, "Reagan Signs Law Banning Osceola Phosphate Mining," St.
Petersburg Times, September 29, 1984. For sources on the continuing fight
over the Florida phosphate industry's tax liability, see Patrice Flinchbaugh,
"Millions at stake in phosphate tax fight," Tampa Tribune, February 12, 1984;
Marcia Ford, "Phosphate legislation may benefit county," Tampa Times, March
30, 1982. For sources on the continuing environmental fight, see Kerr-McGee
Corp. v. Hodel, 630 F. Supp. 621 (D.D.C. 1986); Marcia Ford, "Phosphate
Firms Plan Seminar," Tampa Times, March 25, 1982; Richard Danielson, "Effect
.on phosphate 'slimes' spill on tributary concerns officials," Tampa Tribune, January 12, 1985; Jim Walker, "Proposed phosphate mining law attacked from all
sides," Tampa Tribune, December 22, 1984; Patrice Flinchbaugh, "Experimental
streams produce mixed reaction," Tampa Tribune, November 6, 1984; Patrice
Flinchbaugh and Greg Raver-Lampman, "Study: Lung Cancer Higher for State
Phosphate Workers," Tampa Tribune, September 1, 1984; Darcy Infante, "Phosphate, Once a Boon to the Area, Now Seen as Bane," Tampa Tribune, August
12, 1984; Patrice Flinchbaugh, "Health Study of Phosphate Workers Released,"
Tampa Tribune, February 24, 1984; Donna Newsome, "Phosphate Company says
that Fine is 'Fair,"' Tampa Tribune, May 21, 1984; Patrice Flinchbaugh, "Opposition to Modified Mining Plan Predicted," Tampa Tribune, April 1, 1982.
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perils of providing phosphate to the Soviet Union, degrading Florida's environment in order to do so, and conserving phosphate
for domestic use. Nationalistic critics shared many of the same
concerns of local Florida politicians and environmentalists, whose
criticisms of the phosphate industry were not grounded in a Cold
War framework. Like them, nationalistic phosphate critics were
concerned about the degrading and depleting of Florida's environmental resources. However, the nationalistic critics were particularly concerned that finite Florida phosphate was being exported
to the Soviet Union at fixed subsidized prices. The nationalistic
critical thread was also engendered by the $180 million ExportImport Bank loan that W(!S secured in order to ship phosphate and
other chemicals between American businesses and the nation's ideological Cold War adversary. Although the Occidental-Soviet deal
only represented a small percentage of the phosphate strip mined
in Florida, the controversy surrounding the deal highlights the
politically-charged relationships between the Florida phosphate
industry, environmental concerns, 1970s Cold War detente, economic protectionism, and neoliberal market ideals. In short, the
phosphate industry and in particular the Occidental-Soviet deal
connected Florida to the broader Cold War world in distinct and
unique ways in the 1970s.
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Book Reviews
Daniel Murphree, Book Review Editor
They Dared to Dream: Florida Women Who Shaped History. By Doris
Weatherford with the Florida Commission on the Status of
Women Foundation, Inc. (Gainesville: University Press of
Florida, 2015. Notes, bibliography, illustrations, index. Pp.
536. $36. 95 cloth.)
"An alien from another planet could read our history books
and conclude that men created modern civilization on their own,"
writes Doris Weatherford, "but the simple fact is that without them,
history ends in a generation. Without women, there is no historynor any future" (506). In an attempt to insert the missing leaves
from earlier histories of Florida, Weatherford, known best for
her work on the suffrage movement, offers fascinating and often
neglected stories of women who have contributed in every field of
endeavor in the Sunshine State. Her work will assist both scholars
and interested lay people.
The author accepted a staggering challenge: to survey, in eleven chapters arranged chronologically, the story of women in what
is today Florida from their appearance some twelve thousand years
ago to the present day. From the earliest pages of the first chapters, the reader encounters tidbits of memorable information. For
example, Weatherford notes that Columbus' initial voyage benefited not only from the woman everyone knows, Isabella of Castile,
but also from his mother-in-law, whose maps he borrowed. She
mentions as well that in 1513 Beatriz and Juana Jimenez accompanied Ponce de Leon from Puerto Rico to the Melbourne area.
What one does not find, regrettably, is interpretation. Again and

[668]
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again, this reviewer was left to wonder; what does this all mean?
There are facts and anecdotes in abundance, but, except in the
chapters that address women in suffrage and World War II, analysis
is lacking. For example, on page 218, one learns that "Miami had
its firstJewish delicatessen in 1915," but no systematic treatment of
Jewish women's experience in this context is provided. The index
contains six references to Jews on six separate pages. The role of
Jewish women in the state essentially appears in two paragraphs
(158-159). Cuban-American women fare only slightly better.
Despite its paucity of interpretation, the volume may be read
and consulted with profit by anyone interested in learning about
representative women inJD.-yriad fields of endeavor, including government and public service, medicine, environmentalism, athletics, education, and religion. Some may be surprised to discover
that the Sunshine State has produced a rich galaxy of aviators
(or "aviatrixes"), such as Jacqueline Cochran and Betty Skelton
Frankman. Certainly among the most appealing portraits in the
book is that of Ruth Bryan Owen, about whom the author has written previously. In 1928, Owen, the daughter of women's activist
Mary Baird Bryan and "The Great Commoner," William Jennings
Bryan, campaigned for and won a seat in the United States House
of Representatives, becoming the first woman from a previously
Confederate state to do so. Owen, a widow with four children,
had barnstormed by automobile with herself at the wheel through
her district, which ran from the Georgia border to Key West. She
made further history five years later when she accepted Franklin
D. Roosevelt's offer to become envoy to Denmark and Iceland, the
first time an American woman had been named ambassador to a
foreign country.
As a historian of women in Kentucky, this reviewer discerned a
number of parallels between women's experiences in the Bluegrass
and the Sunshine states. Weatherford offers a brief discussion of
the Koreshan Unity sect, some of whose members migrated in 1894
from Chicago and settled on six thousand acres near Fort Myers .
Like the Shakers in early-nineteenth-century Kentucky (and elsewhere), followers of this sect believed that God had appeared first
as a male form, Jesus, and would soon come again as a woman.
In the meantime, the faithful were to lead a celibate life. Not
surprisingly, like the Shakers, the Koreshans eventually died out.
Also common in both states has been a professionalized corps of
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midwives who have successfully combated alarmingly high rates of
infant mortality and maternal death.
Although the bibliography does not indicate research in archival materials, this volume is the product of a broad and careful
examination of published books and articles. They Dared to Dream
is certain to inspire valuable discussion and continuing scholarship
on women in Florida history.
Thomas H. Appleton Jr.

Eastern Kentucky University

Creating Citizenship in the Nineteenth-Century South. Edited by
William A. Link, David Brown, Brian Ward, and Martyn Bone
(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2013. Preface, notes,
index. Pp. vii, 302. $74.00 cloth.)
Creating Citizenship in The Nineteenth Century South is an edited
collection of individual chapters by different authors that grew out
of a series of conferences exploring a common theme: "Understanding the South, Understanding America: The American South
in Regional, National, and Global Perspectives." Other edited volumes have been published that explore broad themes in Southern
history, but this collection examines the introduction, construction, and contestations of citizenship throughout the nineteenth
century. With edited anthologies such as this one, it can be difficult to string together common ideas and questions transcending
multiple authors, locations, and periods. The introduction does a
fine job of explaining not only the theoretical basis for analyzing
notions of citizenship, but also weaves a single thread through the
work's three sections and numerous chapters, which makes this
book feel like it was conceived and written as a single monograph
by a single author.
The editors make the case that the growing body of scholarship on citizenship has mostly igne>red the South or at least has not
examined the South as much as other parts of the United States.
This is probably true, and the place where this represents the most
challenge is in the first section of this book that explores the antebellum era and citizenship. Most of the chapters in this section
are narrow but present interesting case studies. Daina Ramey Berry
highlights the ways in which bondsmen and women negotiated
their value at slave markets, which in turn created a consciousness
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or framework for citizenship when the war was over. The next two
chapters by Watson Jennison and Emily West explore the ways in
which free blacks in the South tried to construct notions of citizenship through authorized civic and informal channels. David Brown
is the only author in this section who does not examine African
Americans and slavery directly, but he does highlight the ideas of
popular democracy, egalitarianism, and republicanism in the Old
South. This section represents the most difficult material since
citizenship in the United~States is such a modern concept birthed
after the Civil War. In this section, readers will see the varied ways
that Southern black and white residents constructed citizenship as
a function of local actors and~ircumstances.
In the second section of the book, the authors explore the
impact of the Civil War on recasting notions of citizenship. James
Broomall turns a lens on Confederate veterans who became disillusioned with their war time experiences so much that they were
reluctant to return to civic life after the war. William A. Link returns
to the theme of race explored in the first section, but he examines
how conceptions of citizenship were contested between black and
white racial notions in Atlanta. Susanna Michele Lee explores the
role "loyalty" played in recognitions of citizenship rights for white
Unionists throughout the South.
The third and last section of the book is the least cohesive
from chapter to chapter and, in many ways, the most theoretical
for those wishing to explore questions of citizenship within a cultural milieu or a global lens. Jennifer Rae Greeson, Scott Romine,
and Peter Schmidt all explore the meaning of citizenship through
popular novels, memoirs, and plays written in the mid to late nineteenth century. The approach taken by these authors in this section
ranges from new historicism to a new cultural studies approach.
Daryl Michael Scott examines the extent to which the ·construction of white supremacy in the South and nation are centered on
"ethnoracial nationalism." Michael O'Brien closes the collection
with a theoretical piece meant to point to future scholarship on
citizenship and the South as well as function as a conclusion to the
entire book.
This book does a tremendous job in a field of study that is
lacking in any foundational literature. Although many frameworks
of citizenship are explored, the important paradigm of urban citizenship which is used by anthropologists and. sociologists such as
James Holston, Kevin O'Neill, and Brodwyn Fischer is missing.
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For these authors, notions of local citizenship or citizenship conceived through the city or urban environment is constructed and
disseminated from the bottom-up, from the slums and favelas all
the way through the civic, legal, and judicial system. The first section explores African Americans as agents of citizenship. Albeit
unsuccessful in their pursuits, they are not represented as actors
in most of the rest of the book. If Holston and others can locate
a bottom-up dynamic to citizenship in the Global South, it would
make sense that African Americans in the nineteenth century constructed notions of citizenship, and these ideas percolated upward.
In the 1990s, historians explored the question of "who freed the
slaves," with Vincent Harding and others promoting a social history
paradigm where the "slaves freed themselves" and were the catalyst
for their own emancipation. The editors and some of the authors
of this collection argue that citizenship on the national level is
defined by numerous amendments and civil rights legislation that
came after the close of the Civil War. So would it be a stretch to
imagine that African Americans defined the meaning of national
citizenship? Who was it that brought the first civil rights suits to
court, encoded civil rights in Southern state constitutions during
Reconstruction, and demanded that those rights be ensconced on
the national level? If this volume was extended further to include
the twentieth century and the Civil Rights Movement, both centuries would make clear the impact African Americans had on the
reframing of national citizenship in the U.S. However, this does
not diminish the contribution of this collectioJ?.· It should only
inspire an army of books and articles that will complete this important story.
Robert Cassanello

University of Central Florida

De Bow's Review: The Antebellum Vision of a New South. By John
F. · Kvach. (Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 2013.
Acknowledgments, appendix, map, tables, notes, bibliography,
index. Pp. 280. $50.00 cloth.)

James Dunwoody Brownson G.D.B.) De Bow was one of the
most influential editors and regional promoters in the antebellum
South. His paper, De Bows Review, articulated a vision of a dynamic
South that would move beyond its "King Cotton" monoculture to
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include manufacturing, a thriving commercial trade, and a large
professional class immersed in the values of a slaveholding society.
From 1846 through the Civil War, thousands of De Bow's fellow
southerners read his editorials as well as those authors he supported in the pages of his newspaper. More recently, De Bow's Review
serves as an indispensable source for historians studying the economic, intellectual, arrd cultural life of the Old South. Despite De
Bow's obvious impact, as a subject of historical study, he presents
the biographer with cer:-tain challenges. That much of his personal correspondence was destroyed during the war, combined with
the fact that what material did survive does not offer great insight
into his inner life, make _Qe_ :Bow an unlikely candidate for a traditional biography. This may explain why so few historians have
given him the attention his career merits. Even more significant,
as John F. Kvach writes in his excellent study, De Bow's Review: The
Antebellum Vision of a New South, scholars have often discounted De
Bow's legacy because his "ideas never fit neatly into the artificial
compartments created by the terms Old South and New South" (7).
Fortunately, Kvach's book has gone far in addressing this oversight.
Kvach argues convincingly that De Bow's call for industrial
development and social innovation in the antebellum South
became the foundation for what historians have called the "New
South creed"-that "he served as a reminder to postwar southern
readers that continuity could exist within periods of discontinuity
and change" (2). Though riot an original thinker in most respects,
he championed an economic vision in the 1850s that Henry W.
Grady, Henry Watterson, and others preached in the late nineteen th century. Kvach describes how De Bow eventually linked this
message to a call for southern secession that utilized inflammatory
and even paranoid rhetoric. Based upon a painstaking analysis of
partial subscription lists (1,496 names), Kvach reveals the.audience
for this fire-eating propaganda to be overwhelmingly urban merchants and professionals, larger planters, and wealthy entrepreneurs. Kvach's description of the relationship between De Bow and
this audience makes this study unique.
Born in Charleston, South Carolina, in 1820, De Bow was
raised in a community undergoing economic and social dislocation. The Panic of 1819 devastated the city's commerce, while the
congressional debates over Missouri's entrance into the United
States set some of the region's more radical citizens on edge. That
edge became sharper still in 1822, when Denmark Vesey's rumored
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slave revolt created panic among white Charlestonians. The second
son of a middling grocer, De Bow's family seemed to be experiencing the same relative economic decline as the city. Kvach maintains that these factors, along with corning of age under the spell
of John C. Calhoun, proved critical to De Bow's personal development. Later in life, De Bow typically depicted his youth in idyllic
terms, but the tedious odd jobs he worked, his intermittent education before attending the College of Charleston, and the deaths
within his immediate family suggest otherwise. Shortly after his
college graduation, De Bow, like many young Carolinians, sought
opportunity in the West. With the encouragement of friends and
businessmen back home, De Bow founded what would become the
region's leading paper on all matters related to the southern political economy.
As one would expect, Kvach offers a close reading of De Bow 's
Review from its inception in the 1840s until its last issue shortly
after the Civil War. This is all the more important because De Bow's
editorial voice must largely serve in lieu of what can be gleaned
from his rather limited personal papers. Kvach details how De
Bow, often utilizing his expertise in quantitative analysis, called for
urban development, new industries, improved commercial routes,
and agricultural reform. Such a program would create an internal
market in the South that would enable it to both compete economically with the North and give it the political power to protect
its interests, the principal one being the institution of slavery. A
savvy newspaperman, De Bow kept out of regio_nal party politics
lest he offend potential customers. "Bleeding Kansas," according to Kvach, represented a turning point for De Bow that led to
an ever-increasing sectional tone in the paper. De Bow seems to
have been a late convert to fire-eating secessionisrn, but what he
lacked in timing he more than made up for in passion. More moderate contributors to the Review began o be eclipsed by the likes
of George Fitzhugh and Edmund Ruffin. Ironically, the difficulties that plagued the Confederacy's war effort validated much of
De Bow's critique of the antebellum South's economy. Consistent
until the end, the conflict that destroyed his dream of a southern
republic reaffirmed his belief that the region needed to develop a
genuine mixed economy once the shooting stopped. It seems that
a weak constitution and ceaseless travel on behalf of his paper led
to De Bow's death in 1867-. This prophet of the New South would
not live to see his vision realized.
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Over the course of the nineteenth century, Kvach's De Bow was
a model of ideological continuity, at least in terms of the region's
political economy. Indeed, as the profile of his readers illustrates,
he was hardly alone. Based in methodical research and written in
clear prose, De Bow's Review: The Antebellum Vision of a New South
will be the standard work on this man and his influential paper for
some time.
Frank]. Byrne

State University of New York at Oswego

Captives in Blue: The Civil War-Prisons of the Confederacy. By Roger
Pickenpaugh (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 2013.
Acknowledgements, illustrations, notes, bibliography, index.
Pp. x, 304. $39.95 cloth.)
Roger Pickenpaugh's most recent book, Captives in Blue: The
Civil War Prisons of the Confederacy, compliments his earlier study
of Union prisoner of war camps, Captives in Gray: The Civil War
Prisons of the Union, and treads much of the same methodological,
structural, and thematic territories of this earlier work. In fourteen
well-written chapters drawn heavily from prisoners' diaries, letters,
and reminiscences, Captives in Blue describes in intimate detail the
struggles of Union and Southern Unionist prisoners confined within a Confederate prison system racked by slipshod management
and inadequate resources. At the same time, it follows the growth
and collapse of the Confederate POW camp system from its earliest
incarnation in the warehouses of Richmond through the chaos of
Andersonville to the ultimate exchange of prisoners at war's end.
Along with its companion study, Captives in Blue would work well in
high school and undergraduate Civil War classes.
Yet while the book may be acceptable to general readers and
introductory students, historians and those well-versed in Civil War
literature may not be as receptive. The author's focus on prisoners'
accounts and recollection is a perfectly acceptable way to investigate prisoner-of-war camps, but in the case of Captives in Blue, there
is an uneasy disconnect between the inherent value of the source
material, the thematic focus of the presumed argument, and the
overall structure of the book. Much of this confusion stems from
the author's failure to provide an interpretive. framework within
which to understand the story that is about to unfold. Is it a study of
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the Union prisoners themselves - the titular "captives in blue" - or
is it a study of the Southern camps as implied by the subtitle? One
is never sure. An introductory chapter placing this work within the
broader historiography or providing a basic explanation of what
the book hopes to accomplish would have been helpful.
The opening chapters lead one to believe that this is a study
of Confederate prison camps (the closest the author comes to a
clearly defined thesis is his statement that the Confederate government's "makeshift approach [to camp creation and management]
would prove to be the general precedent for Southern prison
policy for the rest of the war" ( 1), and the book's chronological
chapter structure tends to support this assumption. Chapters one
through three explain the origins of the Confederate prisons and
prison system. Chapters four through ten discuss several of the
individual camps - Belle Isle, Libby Prison, Andersonville, etc. while chapters eleven through fourteen describe the forces that
rent the system at the end of the war - among them the protection
of camps from Union invasions, the management of black soldiers,
and the exchange and release of prisoners in 1864 and 1865.
Yet Pickenpaugh's primary evidence - prisoners' accounts
and recollections - suggests the author's true intent was to highlight the Union prisoner experience. If so, the author's intent
is overshadowed. So much attention has been paid to the forest
that the trees are lost. The result is a missed opportunity to understand more deeply the commonalities of the Union POW experience. It is obvio~s in Pickenpaugh's account tha~ Union prisoners,
regardless of where they were confined, shared similar incidences of homesickness, loneliness, poor food, malnutrition, abusive
guards, overcrowding, and disease. But the ultimate meaning of
these collective experiences is diminished by their isolation within
the book's framework of institutional development. The result is
a needlessly repetitive recitation of the poor food at Libby Prison
in one chapter followed by a similar description of poor food at
Belle Isle in the next. One can only wonder why he did not follow a structure more like Reid Mitchell's classic Civil War Soldiers
( 1997), a book similarly rooted in soldiers' accounts but one which
teases out the collective meaning of the soldier's experience more
successfully.
Ultimately, it is difficult to assess Pickenpaugh 's contribution
to the wider literature orr Civil War prisons and prison experiences. As Benjamin Cloyd has pointed out in his recent Haunted by
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Atrocity (2010), understanding and acceptance of the Civil War prison camp experience has changed dramatically over the past 150
years. First held out as evidence of the inherent barbarity of the
opposition, by the turn of the twentieth century, the experiences
of Civil War prisoners had come to encapsulate the honor, bravery,
and devotion to principle shared by all participants in the war, a
memory that served well the demands of national reconciliation.
Hampered by its structural defects, Captives in Blue does not make
broad claims about the nion prisoner experience and as such
does not fit neatly into the historiography. Likewise, as an institutional history of Confederate prisons, it does not take into account
many of the more recent 'fOr-ks on Civil War prisons, Confederate diplomacy, policy-making, civil-military relations, institutional
development, or military strategy, such as Charles Sanders, Jr. 's
While in the Hands of the Enemy (2005), which claims camp abuses
were conscious policy rather than the haphazard, inevitable, and
unfortunate by-products of war as described by this author.
Captives in Blue is not without its charms and may provide a
healthy introduction to the material in some classrooms. Ultimately, however, its inherent flaws represent a missed opportunity for
broader utility.
David Carlson

Troy University

The Allure of Immortality: An American Cult, a Rorida Swamp, and
a Renegade Prophet. By Lyn Millner. (Gainesville: University
Press of Florida, 2015.
Acknowledgements, illustrations,
bibliography, notes, index. Pp. xiv, 338. $24.95 cloth.)
The environment of the Second Great Awakening in the United States provided the perfect breeding ground for creating new
utopian communities. In regions such as New England and the
Midwest, Americans were bombarded with fanatical sentiments of
religious fervor and anti-capitalism. In a topic of American history where groups such as the Shakers, Harmonites, and Oneida
Community dominate literature, Lyn Millner's Allure of Immortality
brings to the forefront of the historical narrative another utopian
group, the Koreshan Unity.
Millner's work is a comprehensive history of.t he Koreshan Unity
and its charismatic and visionary leader, Cyrus Teed. The author's
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journalism background is apparent as the book reads more like
a story than just a series of historical events put in chronological
order. In the beginning, Millner paints a picture of the fervent
atmosphere of the Second Great Awakening in the heavily religious area of Utica, New York, in which Teed became obsessed with
the idea of melding science and religion into discovering immortality. After claiming he had revealed the truth about immortality
through a vision and scientific discoveries, Teed sought followers to
help spread his beliefs and fund his findings. Through a series of
moves to various locations, Teed ultimately brought the Koreshan
Unity to Estero, Florida, during the 1890s. The last part of the
book delves into the unique lives of the Koreshans as urbanites in
the then rural and growing area of South Florida.
A large contribution to Millner's research was the recent processing of the Koreshan Unity Papers collection at the State Archives
of Florida. The collection contains a variety of firsthand accounts
written by Koreshans along with photographs, publications created
by the members, and other administrative documents. With the
organization and preservation of these records, the Koreshan Unity's history is more accessible than ever. Prior to the State Archives
of Florida's acquisition of the collection, there were smaller publications about the Koreshan Unity but none as detailed as Millner's
work. There have also been journal articles which mention the
Koreshan Unity, but only in the context of how the group relates
to the broader subject of utopian societies throughout American
history. Allure of Immortality provides a more in-depth look into the
lives of the Koreshan Unity, a resource that scholars can utilize and
a compelling narrative for the general public to enjoy too .
An important theme throughout the book is the contemplation of faith from differing perspectives. The journey Teed took to
establish the Koreshan Unity and to maintain the community's balance was riddled with gossip and legal allegations often influenced
and covered by yellow journalism. Much like the other utopian
communities in the United States at the time, Teed centered the
Koreshan Unity's beliefs around concepts of celibacy, socialism,
and religious doctrine specific to the group . One of these beliefs
and a source of contention between Koreshans and members of
the public was the idea of cellular cosmogony, the belief that the
earth was hollow and that we live inside the Earth. Such topics captured the attention of the public and often resulted in ridicule of
the Koreshans . Millner skillfully juxtaposes firsthand experiences
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written by Koreshan Unity members with the criticisms and gossip
presented by the journalists of the time to provide the reader with
differing viewpoints. Much like the public during the late-1800s
and into the mid-1900s, it is up to the reader to decide what he or
she believes. Was Teed, or Koresh, really who he claimed to be?
Were the Koreshans harmless, or were they really "crazy" and a possible threat to social norms?
The press played an integral role throughout the Koreshan
Unity's existence. In the present day, it is a journalist, fittingly, that
has researched the social and cultural influence of the Koreshan
Unity and has published her findings for readers to digest on their
own. As a subject that carr easily be mocked with topics such as
cellular cosmogony, a rectilineator, a group of women called the
Planetary Court, and a prophet's corpse in a zinc bathtub, Millner
takes another approach and writes the Koreshan Unity's story with
respectful fascination. Unlike the journalists whose investigative
reporting sought to slander the Koreshan Unity, Millner presents
exhaustive research in hopes that the bigger picture is considered.
Rather than make hasty and judgmental opinions on the oddities
of the Koreshan Unity and its leader, Millner expresses the importance of historical perspective-to take into account why certain
people who lost hope in different facets of their lives at a particular
time in history followed a charismatic leader toward a way of life
that was promised to be better and more fulfilling eternally.
Katherine Marra

Orlando, Florida

Asylum Doctor: James Woods Babcock and the Red Plague of Pellagra.
By Charles S. Bryan. (Columbia: University of South Carolina
Press, 2014. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. Pp. xxvii,
376. $34.95 cloth.)

Pellagra is the most important disease in southern history that
you've probably never heard of. Caused by a deficiency in niacin, one of the B vitamins, pellagra causes a bad rash, diarrhea,
dementia, and death. James Woods Babcock, the subject of this
biography, was one of the first American physicians to recognize
and study this disease in America.
Babcock was superintendent of the South Carolina State Hospital for the Insane in 1907 when cases of pellagra began appearing
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regularly at the doors of the asylum. Changes in the way the cornmeal was processed had removed most of the B-vitamins from this
staple of the southern diet; what had been a rare disorder suddenly
became a major cause of disability and death in areas where cornmeal was the principal food for the poor. Along with malaria and
hookworm, pellagra began to define the poverty of the southern
people, especially those who lived in mill towns with limited access
to fresh foods.
Babcock was a leader of the earliest American responders to
pellagra. He identified the disease as the same malady that had
been previously only characterized in Europe, wrote the first English language monograph on the disease, and organized the first
national pellagra conference (held in South Carolina in 1909).
The conference broadcast the importance of this new disease outbreak and brought the attention of the United States Public Health
Service (USPHS) to its mysteries. USPHS physician C.H. Lavinder
collaborated with Babcock in his investigations of the prevalence
and causation of pellagra. In 1915, Dr. Joseph Goldberger would
take his place and make major strides in understanding the dietary
causation of the disease.
Charles Bryan has more than one goal in this biography. He
wants to highlight the importance of Babcock's contribution to
solving the pellagra puzzle, a contribution heretofore little emphasized by historians. This is in part Babcock's own fault, for he
persistently downplayed his role in the pellagra story. But Bryan
is equally fascinated by the years 1907 to 1915, when pellagra
prompted widespread debate among physicians as to its cause and
cure. Goldberger's heroic work in proving the nutritional origin
of the disease was preceded by a decade of discussion that asked
whether moldy corn or an infectious agent (perhaps spread by an
insect vector) was the cause. Bryan outlines the story of American
commissions that studied pellagra (and concluded that a germ was
implicated) and the ways in which this incorrect side path occupied · Goldberger in its refutation. Without such a distraction,
Bryan argues that Goldberger might have arrived at a cheap lifesaving treatment, namely brewer's yeast, years earlier.
The link between poverty and pellagra had been obvious for
some time. Those who ate a "rich man's diet" did not get the disease, and the asylum attendants were also immune. When Goldberger proposed that it was poverty and diet that created the
disease, southern leaders (but not Babcock) were scandalized and
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belligerent at the indictment of southern civilization. Goldberger's
experiments showed that he could create pellagra in both humans
and dogs and then cure it all with manipulation of diet. He did not
live to see the isolation of niacin and its direct use as a treatment of
pellagra, confirming his life's work.
Bryan interweaves-these stories. Babcock is central to the early
years of pellagra's appearance and analysis in the U.S., but drops
out of sections that focus on Goldberger's work. Yet one can see the
difficulty of telling each story without the other. Bryan's contribution is to bring Babcock and the early years of pellagra research fully
into the historiographic record, which has tended to focus mostly
on Goldberger and his accomplishments. This useful background
makes the response to Goldberger much more comprehensible.
Bryan knows that most readers will want to assess not only
whether Babcock was an astute physician and researcher but also
whether he was a decent man. What was his position on race? How
did he treat the patients under his care? Babcock was an ally of
Benjamin Tillman, the white supremacist governor of South Carolina and its senator during Babcock's asylum superintendency, yet
all indications are that Babcock promoted the interests of black
patients as well as white and did not overtly share in Tillman's racist perspectives. The reader is left a bit perplexed about whether
Babcock could have promoted more compassionate care of the
patients in his institution. It is clear that he had to function on a
very minimal budget with a tiny staff, but could he have done more
to promote kindness in patient restraints or a better quality diet?
Bryan does not give us much evidence on this question and may
have not had enough to paint a detailed picture.
Throughout most of his career as an asylum doctor, Babcock
was opposed by his second in command, a physician passed over
for promotion when Babcock was appointed. Ultimately, this
antagonism led to a politically-inspired investigation of the asylum's management with Babcock being cleared of all charges, but
the residual hostility ended in his resignation. He resumed private
practice for the remainder of his career.
Bryan's valuable biography of James Babcock succeeds in
expanding our understanding of pellagra in the time of its discovery and elucidation. As the book is solidly researched in manuscript
materials, published documents from Babcock's time, and appropriate secondary works, it is unlikely to be superseded soon. His
work can now be placed on the shelf beside Elizabeth Etheridge's
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The Butterfly Caste: A Social History ofPellagra (1972) and Alan Kraut's
admirable biography, Goldberger's War: The Life and Work of a Public
Health Crusader (2003), as a key resource for the student, scholar, or
general reader interested in the intersection of poverty, nutrition,
and disease in the American South.
Margaret Humphreys

Duke University

Rhythms of Race: Cuban Musicians and the Making of Latino New York
City and Miami, 1940-1960. By Christina D. Abreu. (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 2015. Acknowledgements,
illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. Pp. xiii, 322. $29.95
paper.)
It is easy to assume that the Cuban-American community
emerged with the exodus to Miami that began in the wake of Fidel
Castro's seizure of power. With Rhythms of R.ace, Christina D. Abreu
joins a chorus of scholars that analyzes a smaller but still significant Cuban-American population before 1959 and beyond South
Florida. Abreu uses Cuban musicians, their audiences, and community organizations as entry points into the communities of Latin
American and Caribbean immigrants that developed in New York
and Miami during the first half of the twentieth century. Music
buffs will revel in the life stories and performance histories of musical giants like Xavier Cugat, Miguelito Valdes, _Mario Bauza, Desi
Arnaz, and others. But these narratives are also stepping stones
toward a larger analysis of the collision and (re)creation of labels,
both racial and musical. Abreu demonstrates that Cuban musicians
and diverse audiences shaped what it meant not just to be (Afro)
Cuban but also Latin or Hispanic within the United States.
The musicians who moved between the United States and Cuba
provide unique insights into the ideas of race and class in both
societies. In early-twentieth-century Cuba, there was a widely-held
belief that racism did not exist despite the existence of inequality
and discrimination on the island. Many used the language of class
and culture to explain the inequalities around them. Although performing popular music brought better money than other working
class jobs in Havana, it did not convey middle class respectability.
This explains why many· middle class Cuban musicians were classically trained and why they decided to move to the United States
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after choosing to perform popular genres. Audiences in the latter
country had made peace with popular music and had shown interest in Cuban music as early as the 1920s (32-33).
Acceptance of popular music did not make the United States an
egalitarian paradise. Abreu emphasizes that musicians' race shaped
their migratory experience as well as their reception by North
American audiences. Afro-Cuban musical elements were a fixture
in the soundscape of New York and Miami, but they were heard by
segregated audiences composed of Cubans and Puerto Ricans in
Harlem and Jewish devotees in Manhattan. Black musicians often
had to decide whether accepting a gig at a segregated club would
endorse or challenge New YQrk-!s or Miami's color line (156, 213). In
general terms, North Americans favored lighter-skinned musicians
like Xavier Cugat and Desi Arnaz, who were nonwhite enough to be
deemed authentic but not black enough to subvert the "Latin" label
that was grafted onto bourgeoning musical forms (25, 186). There
were, however, numerous black Cuban musicians like Mario Bauza
who gained prominence among U.S. audiences for his experimental
combination of Afro-Cuban styles with American jazz.
Musicians did more than illustrate the contours of race and
musical genre in New York and Miami; they helped to define
them. In New York, Cuban musical performances were key to the
emerging labels like "Latin" and "Hispanic" that were being used
to categorize Latin Americans and their music. Likewise, in Miami,
Cuban musicians strengthened efforts to consolidate the image
of a Pan-American metropolis that urban boosters promoted in
the 1940s and 1950s (197-212). On the one hand, such lumping
could unify the diversity of musicians and audiences in the two cities. In fact, organizations that self-identified as Hispanic sponsored
musical contests in New York that attracted attention far and wide
(111-113). However, such terms also homogenized and whitened
populations at times by eliding the Cuban or especially the AfroCuban cultural roots. Marco Rizo, a light-skinned Cuban musician
himself, claimed, "I don't know why they call it Latin Jazz. What I
play and what Mario [Bauza] plays, I am sure, it was Afro-Cuban"
( 41). Cuban musicians' disproportionate influence on filling the
content of labels like "Latin" was often buried; the Afro-Cuban
roots even more so (134). There were exceptions, however, such as
the 1940s band that called itself "Machito y sus Afro-Cubans."
Abreu's narrative of the iconic Conga line embodies these tensions. Few of the North Americans enamored with the Conga line
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craze of the 1940s ever imagined the sacred, Afro-Cuban roots of
the genre. While musicians like Machito y sus Afro-Cubans generally
avoided these performances, other notables like Desi Arnaz did
not hesitate to employ them on stage and screen (156-164).
The popularity of Latin Jazz and the thriving musical communities of New York and Miami transformed in the 1950s. By the end
of that decade, the island of Cuba, the U.S. music industry, and the
mass media each had a new ruler. Collectively, Fidel Castro, Rock n'
Roll, and television altered the universe of Cuban-American musical exchange. There were some exceptions; before 1959, branches
of Fidel Castro's 26th of July movement were formed in Miami and
New York. Nor did all Cuban musicians suffer from television; Desi
Arnaz and his televised alter-ego, Ricky Ricardo, capitalized on
the new medium. Abreu spends significant time analyzing "I Love
Lucy" as an extension of the phenomena occurring in the nightclubs of New York and Florida.
Abreu's book spends the majority of its analysis on New York
and much less on Florida. Future researchers will have to determine whether this is a function of the Cuban American musical
community before 1959 or the author's personal choice. Likewise,
readers desiring simple definitions of terms like Latin or Hispanic
will not find them in this book. Instead, Abreu provides a more
nuanced understanding of these terms but only by engaging their
messiness and flexibility. Ultimately, the labels were forged and
reconfigured during acts of musical improvisation. The only way
to understand this is by thinking in terms of pr_-ocesses and analyzing specific moments, which is what Abreu does so well in this text.
Matthew Casey

University of Southern Mississippi

Ticks and Polit:ics in South Ronda: The Fourth Seminole War and the
Photographs ofRoy Komarek. By Robert L. Crawford. (Tallahassee,
FL: Tall Timbers Press, 2015. Acknowledgements, illustrations,
epilogue, literature cited. Pp. ix, 68. $19.95 paper.)
In most works of history, photographs and illustrations are
intended to serve as supplementary material, providing contextual information in addition to the written analysis. In the case of
Ticks and Politics in South Florida: The Fourth Seminole War and the
Photographs of Roy Komarek by Robert L. Crawford, however, the
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photographs take center stage and the historical narrative merely
provides the background setting. In this instance, the United States
Department of Agriculture's attempt to eradicate the Cattle Fever
Tick in the early twentieth century serves as that setting.
Crawford, a biologist and former ornithologist at Tall Timbers
Research Station in North Florida, was impelled to publish this photograph collection in -book form after the recent discovery of blackand-white negatives in the office of Roy Komarek, a former caretaker
of Tall Timbers. Komar~.!5 as a biologist assigned to study the status
of the ticks' impact on the Big Cypress Seminole Indian Reservation
in the early 1940s. Utilizing his skill as an amateur photographer,
Komarek took many snapsho.ts during his time in the Big Cypress,
which spanned parts of four ~onsecutive years. Although Komarek's
camera work was not part of his investigative study, his photographs
are likely to have a greater lasting importance than his fieldwork or
any analysis of the Cattle Fever Tick controversy.
The political controversy alluded to by the book's title involved
the Seminoles of the Big Cypress Reservation and their refusal
to cooperate with government officials regarding the tactics for
the tick eradication. The Seminoles refused to cooperate in part
because, in addition to treating the infected cattle, the government
ordered that all of the wild deer in South Florida be hunted and
killed as they were believed to be a carrier and a secondary source
of the resilient Cattle Feve£_Ticks. What followed was an inter-agency clash between the Bureau of Animal Industry and the Bureau of
Indian Affairs. Of course, to refer to a bureaucratic squabble as a
"war" is more than a slight exaggeration, but considering the Seminoles' history in Florida, any controversy involving them is liable to
evoke memories and imagery of warfare.
Crawford provides brief chapters on the characteristics of cattle
ranching in Florida, the tick eradication campaign, the .fieldwork
of Roy Komarek, the makeup and history of the Florida Seminoles,
and their attempts to keep the United States from killing off the
all-important wild deer that provided sustenance as well as income
from the sale of hides. No in-depth analysis or persuasive argument
is offered by the author, possibly because the subject of the tick controversy has been treated thoroughly in several other works, such
as James Covington's The Seminoles of Florida (1993), Claire Strom's
Making Catfish Bait out of Government Boys: The Fight Against Cattle
~Ticks and the Transformation of the Yeoman South (2009), and Kenneth
Philp's "Turmoil at Big Cypress: Seminole Deer and the Florida
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Cattle Tick Controversy" ( 1977). Several government reports are
also available that detail the Cattle Fever Tick controversy in Florida. In fact, much of the text involving the tick study consists of
quotations directly from the writings of Komarek himself, provided
by his various reports and correspondences. Not mentioned at all
is the Seminole's history in Florida regarding cattle, specifically as
a point of contention during the three Seminole Wars (1817-1818;
1835-1842; 1855-1858) and thereafter, but one can assume that
such a digression was simply beyond the author's intended scope.
The largest portion of the book features Komarek's photographs, which are what makes this a valuable contribution to the
study of Florida's Seminole Indians during the early and mid-twentieth century and what will make it accessible to a wide audience. Several other photograph collections from a similar time period exist,
including the recent contribution Hidden Seminol,es: Julian Dimock s
Historic Florida Photographs (2011) by Jerald Milanich and Nina Root,
which is a more polished offering than Crawford's work. What sets
Ticks and Politics apart is the uniqueness of Komarek's photographs.
Whereas the majority of Seminole photograph collections feature
scenes of domestic life and their cultural milieu, Komarek's collection consists of rarely seen images of hunting, cattle herding, landscapes, campgrounds, marsh buggies, and small teams of Seminole
hunters and guides working closely with government officials, all
well away from the domestic sphere on the Big Cypress Reservation.
Komarek's photographs also include scenes of Seminole families
and their home life, but the snapshots of his activities in the field
amongst the forests, prairies, and marshland are what distinguish
Ticks and Politics in South Florida from other works.
John D. Settle

University of Central Florida

Bold They Rise: The Space Shuttle Early Years, 1972-1986. By David
Hitt and Heather R. Smith. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 2014. Preface, acknowledgements, illustrations, sources,
index. Pp. xxii, 352. $36.95 cloth.)
WhenJohn Young and Robert Crippen climbed into the blackness of space on the 12Lh of April 1981, they brought with them
not only Columbia, the first Space Shuttle, but also and more
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importantly the hopes and enthusiasm of a brand new human
spaceflight program. Only six years earlier, the Apollo program
was concluded with a handshake in orbit between the Americans
and the Soviets, a rather poor end to a program that engraved for
eternity the footprints of twelve pairs of boots on the shining regolith of the Moon. The momentum imparted by President Kennedy
had faded away, replaced by a seemingly simpler task: flying in low
Earth orbit. This time though, the astronauts would ride, live, and
work not in a minuscule _:tj_n-can" capsule. Rather, they would have
the most complex flying machine ever designed by human minds
to date. The Space Transportation System that would replace Apollo gave birth to an aircraft-like achine capable of mutating from
rocket to orbital outpost to- glider. In addition, with an intended
flight manifest of almost one flight a week, the new vehicle had to
be designed to fly in space as regularly as a modern jet airliner. As
if this was not enough, the reusability and cheapness of operations
had to go side by side with the need of fulfilling a large number of
diverse missions ranging from delivering commercial satellites to
offering a stable platform for scientific investigations.
The compelling and captivating story of how this incredible
spacecraft, the Space Shuttle, came into existence and its first years
of operations are what Bold They Rise describes . To set the scene,
the authors have wisely chosen to start off with a description of the
Space Shuttle and its main c9mponents, introducing the reader to
their staggering complexity.-The theme is further developed within the following chapter, where the thought process that brought
about the Space Shuttle is clearly exposed. From the words of the
astronauts that worked daily and shoulder-by-shoulder with the finest aerospace engineers of the country, we get a taste of the new
technologies that had to be specifically developed for the Space
Shuttle. Creating a fleet of flying machines each capable of being
reused up to one hundred times posed technical issues far greater
that the ones that had to be overcome for the Apollo program.
For instance, a clear understanding of the troublesome avionics
system with its five redundant general purpose computers is one of
the best examples of the technological complexity the Shuttle had
to have in order to operate. The authors also very clearly expose
the political context within which the Space Shuttle was conceived,
revealing the rationale behind the configuration that the Shuttle assumed and, more importantly, its weaknesses and intrinsic
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dangerousness. This is perhaps one of the most important pieces
of knowledge that anybody should have to understand the Space
Shuttle, both in terms of hardware and the space program.
The bulk of the book is centred on the first five years of spaceflight operations, but do not be fooled. This is not a simple flight log
of the first twenty-five missions of the Space Shuttle program. Rather,
it is the tale of a group of astronauts that boldly flew those missions,
preparing NASA and the worldwide space industry for the spectacular accomplishments that would follow up to the end of the program
in 2011. It is an unfolding story told directly by the astronauts themselves, by the very same people that flew on those missions and that
know best what it means having lived those first epic and frantic years
of the Space Shuttle program. The authors did painstaking research
by examining hundreds of interviews from the NASA oral history
program and by interviewing face-to-face some of the protagonists of
those missions. This incredible amount of details is cleverly weaved
together to create a fine fabric in which a compelling and progressive story is narrated. Through the voices of the astronauts, we can
feel their enthusiasm and excitement as they describe their training,
their mission, or just the beauty of flying in space and watching our
world down below. The authors have left little room to themselves,
being just in the background while the astronauts talk undisturbed
about their missions. Like good teachers that facilitate the learning of their students, so the authors act as mediators efficiently and
quickly covering the gaps to continue from one astronaut's story to
another. There is also no attempt to disguise ~e less-heroic image
we often have of astronauts. In several instances, we can feel the
fears and worries of not being able to make it back alive. This is well
documented by the tale of STS-41D, which had the first launch pad
abort of the Shuttle program just seconds from lift-off.
The thirty years of operational service of the Space Shuttle will
be indelibly etched on the lagoon soil of Cape Canaveral and even
more so in the minds and souls of those who had the privilege to
be part or just a witness of it. Its contributions to human spaceflight
will be hailed for generations as we progressively become a multiplanetary species. Memories, however, need to be actively passed on
from generation to generation. Bold They Rise is one of those works
that will allow the memory of the Space Shuttle to remain alive, conveying the beauty and difficulty of flying and working in space.
Davide Sivolella
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Saving Florida: Women's Fight for the Environment in the Twentieth
Century. By Leslie Kemp Poole. (Gainesville: University
Press of Florida, 2015. Acknowledgements, figures, notes,
bibliography, index. Pp. x, 288. $34.95 cloth.)

In Saving Florida: Women's Fight for the Environment in the Twentieth Century, Leslie Kenip Poole presents a clearly written, concise
overview of elite white women's activism in the Sunshine State.
Poole organizes the boo]s Jn to three chronological parts and then
focuses on several main topics within each part. Her section on the
Progressive Era, for example, has separate chapters on women's
campaigns to save birds, consepre forests, create parks, and beautify
the state. This organization-has both positive and negative aspects.
Although significant overlap exists in people, tactics, and rhetoric,
the different types of activism can seem a bit disconnected. However, each of these chapters could easily stand alone if needed as a
class reading assignment. Notably, Poole excels at describing both
the national and local context for women's activism in the state,
setting the stage vividly for each topic .
Saving Florida aptly demonstrates several interesting and significant continuities among women's environmental activism in the
state. First, Poole's work shows women deliberately using a wide
variety of rhetoric and reasoning in their activism across the twentieth century. Although the earliest literature on this topic tended
to focus exclusively on women using their status as mothers and
homemakers as a rationale (maternalism), Poole demonstrates
that women argued along economic, aesthetic, ecological, and
social justice lines as well. She also clearly describes how women
consciously manipulated various stereotypical views of women to
further goals in a non-threatening way.
For all the book achieves, what it lacks is also significant. Poole
purports to offer "a comprehensive study of Florida women's conservation and environmental activism" (2), yet she falls short of
this goal in several ways. Poole focuses almost exclusively on elite
white women in her study. African American, Native American,
and Hispanic women (and even poor whites) - all important parts
of Florida's population - lack any type of significant coverage. Even
in Poole's coverage of the environmental justice movement, which
centers on minority and poor neighborhoods' encounters with pollution, she chooses to focus on either how white women assisted
minorities with their environmental problems or case studies with
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whites. The issue of agency for these minority groups disappears
entirely as do the differences reflected through race and class
differences.
Her selection of elite white women as representative in Florida leads to other limitations. For example, these women select
conservative methods and tactics to pursue environmental reform.
They write letters, form committees within garden clubs, and push
for legislative change by working through the system. Of course,
this isn't surprising: elite white women have the time to devote to
club membership and pursuits, and although they may have been
victims of sexism, their class and color yield a significant amount of
unacknowledged privilege. What this does, however, is present a
one-sided view of how environmental activism occurs and unfairly
"normalizes" this type of advocacy.
Poole briefly acknowledges the lack of women of color in her
study in her introduction, yet she quickly dismisses this omission.
She states that efforts by African American women "usually had
the goal of improving the lives of families in the African American
community, not of saving or protecting the environment" (7). This
remark seems somewhat disingenuous, since a large percentage of
the white women Poole discusses used maternalism as a way to justify environmental activism. Further, African American women 's
attempts to improve conditions created and exacerbated by racism,
including neighborhood cleanup campaigns, fit directly into the
type of activism mentioned by Poole for white women.
Her limited coverage of women's activism lacks complexity in
analysis as well. For example, her description of the source of Florida's environmental woes is limited. To Poole's credit, she emphasizes that although Florida encountered similar environmental
problems as other parts of the country, the state's post World War
II explosion in population heightened the extent of those issues.
Yet Poole then repeatedly takes a "the men had made a real mess
of things [ ... ] it was up to the women to make a difference" (153)
approach, often overgeneralizing and holding men responsible for
the totality of environmental devastation Florida encountered. On
the other hand, all the women's vignettes glow with praise and celebrate positive contributions to feminism.
Certainly, the problem is more complicated than that. First,
women were not universally exempt from promoting, either explicitly or implicitly, a pro-gr.o wth business mentality that led to environmental problems. In one section, Poole notes that "women,
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freed from the constraints of business ties, were horrified" (34)
by logging, yet class tied some working class women to this industry, particularly those wives and family members of loggers. Furthermore, practically all of the women Poole describes moved to
Florida and were themselves part and parcel of the overwhelming
growth of the state itself, yet their own complicity in this process
remains invisible. In -addition, Poole herself repeatedly acknowledges male participation and even leadership in various environmental issues as they su12ported and worked with women without
adjusting her claims of responsibility. A more nuanced look at the
reasons behind devastation and the gendered range of responses
would have increased the valu.e of the book.
Despite these concerns, Poole's book is a useful study in
regional women 's activism. Environmental history, social history,
or gender history classes will find it to be a concise and readable (if
somewhat limited) overview of the topic. Importantly as well, she
provides a starting point for later studies of gender and environmental activism in Florida.
Elizabeth D. Blum
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FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY NEWS
THE FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY ARCHAEOLOGICAL
INSTITUTE (FHSAI)
The Florida Historical Society (FHS) has established a new
department focusing on the intersection of history and archaeology. FHS launched the Florida Historical Society Archaeological
Institute (FHSAI) on March 4, 2014.
Established in 1856, the Florida Historical Society has been
supporting archaeology in the state for more than a century.
FHS was the first state-wide organization dedicated to the preservation of Florida history and prehistory, as stated in our 1905
constitution. We were the first state-wide organization to preserve
Native American artifacts such as stone pipes, arrowheads, and pottery, and the first to actively promote and publish archaeological
research dating back to the early 1900s. Archaeology enthusiast
Clarence B. Moore became a Member of the Florida Historical
Society in 1907, and donated his written works to the Library of
Florida History.
From the early twentieth century to the present, leading Florida archaeologists have had their work published in the FHS journal, The Florida Historical Quarterly. The Florida Historical Society
was instrumental in the creation of the position of State Archaeologist and the establishment of the Florida Anthropological Society
(FAS) ·in the 1940s, and served as host of the Florida Public Archaeology Network (FPAN) East Central Region from 2010 through
2013. Under the direction ofFHS, the East Central Region was one
ofFPAN's most successful.

[692]
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Today, FHS is continuing our long tradition of supporting
archaeology in the state with the Florida Historical Society Archaeological Institute (FHSAI). The mission statement says that FHSAI
"is dedicated to educating the public about Florida archaeology
through research, publication, educational outreach, and the promotion of complimentary work by other organizations."

FLORIDA FRON'IJERS: THE WEEKLY RADIO MAGAZINE OF
THE FLOig!>A HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Florida Frontiers: The Weekly Radio Magazine of the Florida Historical
Society, airing on public radio stations throughout the state, continues to be one of our mosnucZessful educational outreach projects.
The program is a combination of interview segments and produced
features covering history-based events, exhibitions, activities, places, and people in Florida. The program explores the relevance of
Florida history to contemporary society and promotes awareness of
heritage and culture tourism options in the state.
The first section of the program each week is a long-form NPRstyle piece from Florida Frontiers producer and host Ben Brotemarkle, Executive Director of the Florida Historical Society. He talks
with authors of books about Florida history and culture; takes listeners to historic sites around the state; discusses important issues
dealing with education and preservation; and demonstrates how
learning about our history and culture can provide a sense of community to Floridians today.
The second section of the program is a conversation between
Ben Brotemarkle and FHS Director of Educational Resources Ben
DiBiase about various items in our archive at the Library of Florida
History in Cocoa. Recent discussions have focused on the Seminole
War journal ofJohn W. Phelps, the Florida State Census, and Hugh
Willoughby's crossing of the Everglades in 1898.
.
The third section of the program is produced by Robert Cassanello, Associate Professor of History at the University of Central
Florida and an award-winning podcaster. Cassanello's segment has
recently featured a look at the 1916 election in Florida, the use of
pipes by indigenous tribes, and elegant railroad dining cars ..
The program is edited by FHS Director of Media Production,
Jon White.
Florida Frontiers: The Weekly Radio Magazine of the Florida Historical
Society is currently broadcast on 90.7 WMFE Orlando, Thursdays at
6:30 pm and Sundays at 4:00 pm.; 88.1 WUWF Pensacola, Fridays at
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5 :30 p.m.; 89.9 ~CT Jacksonville, Mondays at 6:30 pm; 89.5 WFIT
Melbourne, Sundays at 7:00 a.m.; 88.9 WQCS Ft. Pierce, Mondays
at 6:30 p.m.; 89.l WUFT Gainesville, Saturdays at 6:00 am and Sundays at 7:30 a.m.; and 90.1 ~UF Inverness, Saturdays at 6:00 am
and Sundays at 7:30 a.m. Check your local NPR listings for additional airings. The program is archived on the Florida Historical
Society web site and accessible any time at www.myfloridahistory.
org/frontiers.
Florida Frontiers: The Weekly Radio Magazine of the Florida Historical
Society is made possible in part by the Jessie Ball duPont Fund and
by Florida's Space Coast Office of Tourism, representing destinations from Titusville to Cocoa Beach to Melbourne Beach.
"THE FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY PRESENTS:
FLORIDA FRONTIERS": THE TELEVISION SERIES
The public television series The Florida Historical Society Presents:
Florida Frontiers is now airing throughout the state. The first season
of the television series has ten episodes that are airing monthly.
The television version of Florida Frontiers is a series of half-hour documentaries focusing on a wide variety of topics relating to Florida
history and culture. The episodes in the first season of Florida Frontiers are:
FFrV S:Ol E:Ol-The Civil War in Florida
Florida's involvement in the Civil War includes the Battle of
Olustee and the sinking of the Maple Leaf.
FFrV S:O 1 E:02- Everyday People Making History

Everyday people make history happen including author Stetson
Kennedy and Civil Rights activist Barbara Vickers.
FFrV S:Ol E:03-Exploring New Worlds

From Spanish colonization to the manned exploration of space,
Florida establishes the boundaries of the Modern Era.
FFrV S:O 1 E:04-The Windover People
The Windover Dig in Titusville, Florida, was one of the most
important archaeological discoveries in the world.
FFrV S:O 1 E:05-Florida Nature Meets Florida Culture
We visit Vizcaya Museum and Gardens, Bok Tower Gardens,
Atlantic Center for the Arts, and Morikami Museum and Japanese
Gardens.
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FFrV S:O 1 E:06-The Lost Years of Zora Neale Hurston
Florida writer, folklorist, and anthropologist Zora Neale Hurston was one of the most celebrated figures of the Harlem Renaissance, but died in obscurity.
FFrV S:Ol E:07-The Barber-Mizell Family Feud of 1870
Florida in the 1870s was every bit as wild as the Wild West, as
demonstrated by the infamous Barber-Mizell Family Feud.
FFrV S:O 1 E:08-Tarpon Springs Epiphany
For more than a century, the Greek community in Tarpon
Springs has held a unique Epiphany celebration.
FFrV S:Ol
_ E:09-Fo_rt Mose: America's First Free Black
Community
Established near St. Augustine in 1738, Gracia Real de Santa
Teresa de Mose was the first legal community of former slaves.
FFrV S:Ol E:IO-Florida Folk Festival
The annual Florida Folk Festival celebrates and preserves the
stories, music, dance, crafts, and food of the Sunshine State.

The Florida Historical Society Presents: Florida Frontiers is airing on
public television stations including WUCF Orlando, WPBT South
Florida, ~CT Jacksonville, WGCU Fort Myers, WUFT Gainesville,
WUSF Tampa, and WFSU Tallahassee.
The program is writteI!. produced and hosted by Ben Brotemarkle. Field production, post production, and editing are by Jon
White. Program sponsors include the Jessie Ball duPont Fund,
Florida's Space Coast Office of Tourism; and the Department of
State, Division of Historical Resources and the State of Florida.

THE FIRST ANNUAL FLORIDA FRONTIERS FESTIVAL
The first annual Florida Frontiers Festival will be held Saturday,
November 12, from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm, at the Brevard Museum of
History and Natural Science in Cocoa. Featured performers will
include Florida bluesman Ben Prestage, the Bethune-Cookman
University Gospel Choir, and singer-songwriter Chris Kahl. There
will be food, vendors, demonstrations, and children's activities. The
event will coincide with the opening of the new exhibition "Stetson
Kennedy's Multicultural Florida." The Brevard Museum of History
and Natural Science is at 2201 Michigan Avenue, Cocoa, FL
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THE FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY 2017 ANNUAL
MEETING AND SYMPOSIUM
The Florida Historical Society 2017 Annual Meeting and Symposium will be held May 18-22 aboard the Carnival cruise ship
Sensation. The theme of the conference is "Islands in the Stream:
Exploring History and Archaeology in Key West and Cozumel."
The ship will leave from Miami with visits to historic sites in Key
West and the Mayan ruins in Tulum. Featured speakers will include
Robert Kerstein, author of Key West on the Edge: Inventing the Conch
Republic, and Sandra Starr, Senior Researcher Emerita, Smithsonian Institution, discussing "Maya Mariners, the Yucatan, and Florida: A Researcher's Tale of Seduction into the Cross-Gulf Travel
Theory." Additional paper presentations, round table discussions,
and conference activities will be included. Registration information is available now at www.myfloridahistory.org.
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2016 AWARD RECIPIENTS
CHARLTON TEBEAU AWARD
For a general interest book on a Florida history topic
ARVA MOORE PARKS
George Merrick, Son of the South Wind:
Visionary Creator of Coral Gables
(University Press of Florida)
REMBERT PATRICKAWARD
For a scholarly book on a Florida history topic
JAMES M. DENHAM
Fifty Years ofJustice: A History of the
US. District Court for the Middle District ofFlorida
(University Press of Florida)
PATRICK D. SMITH AWARD
For a book of fiction on a Florida history topic
JOHN MISSALL & MARY LOU MISSALL
Elizabeth's War:
A Novel of the First Seminole War
(Florida Historical Society Press)
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HARRY T. AND HARRIETTE V. MOORE AWARD
For a book relating to Florida's ethnic groups
or dealing with a significant social issue from an historical
perspective
TAMEKA BRADLEY HOBBS
Democracy Abroad, Lynching at Home:
Racial Violence in Florida
(University Press of Florida)
STETSON KENNEDY AWARD
For a book based on investigative research which casts light on
historic Florida events in a manner that is supportive of human
rights, traditional cultures, or the natural environment
ABEL A. BARTLEY
In No Ways Tired:
The NAACP's Struggle to Integrate the Duval County Public School
System
(Florida Historical Society Press)
SAMUEL PROCTOR AWARD
For an outstanding oral history project substantially about Florida
LYN CORLEY
Conversations from Cosmo:
Transcriptions of Oral History Recordings from Residents and
Neighbors
Of the Community of Cosmo, Florida'
ARTHUR W. THOMPSON AWARD
For the most outstanding article in the Florida Historical Quarterly
JOHN PAUL NuNO
"'Republica de Bandidos': _The Prospect Bluff Fort's Challenge to
the Spanish Slave System"
Volume 94, No. 3, (Fall 2015): 192-221
https://stars.library.ucf.edu/fhq/vol94/iss4/1
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HAMPTON DUNN INTERNET AWARD
For emerging "new media" utilizing computerized production
and distribution techniques,
recognizing outstanding audio or video programs,
announcements or other works
promoting or expanding knowledge of Florida history
RQl\_ERT CASSANELLO
"A History of Central Florida" Podcast Series
University of Central Florida
GOLDEN QUILL AWARD
For outstanding series of articles on Florida history in print media
JAMES C. CLARK
Orlando Sentinel Articles
DAVID C. BROTEMARKLE AWARD
For creative expressions of Florida history other than books

CHAD LIGHT
Portrayal of Don Pedro Menendez de Aviles
MARINUS LATOUR AWARD
For outstanding volunteer in a local historical society, library,
museum or other
Florida history-related program or organization·

DOROTHY DICKEY
Florida Historical Society
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PRESIDENTIAL CITATION
SENATOR GERALDINE F. THOMPSON
Florida Senate, 6th District
For many years of service promoting and preserving
the history and culture of Florida through
the Association to Preserve African American Society, History, and
Tradition (PAST),
and the Wells'Built Museum of African American History &
Culture

JILLIAN PRESCOTT MEMORIAL LECTURESHIP
BOBKEALING
Author, Journalist and Historic Preservationist
"Uncovering Greater Orlando's Pre-Disney Visionaries"
CAROLINE P. ROSSETTER AWARD ·F OR OUTSTANDING
WOMAN IN FLORIDA HISTORY
JOY WALLACE DICKINSON .
Author and Journalist
"Florida Flashback" column in the Orlando Sentinel
DOROTHY DODD LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
SARA VAN ARSDEL
Executive Director Emerita
Orange County Regional History Center
Historical Society of Central Florida
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FLORIDA HISTORY DAY AWARDS
FLORIDA HERITAGE AWARD
For an outstanding entry that deals with a Florida history topic
SABRINA FELDMAN
Junior Individual Documentary
"An Exploration of New Ideas: The Life of Bertha Palmer"
Carrollwood Day School (Hillsborough County)
Teacher: Jennifer Dosher
FREDERICK CUBBERLY FLORIDA HISTORY AWARD
For an outstanding historical paper in the junior or senior
division that deals with a Florida history topic
SARA BUCHANAN
Senior Historical Paper
'Jackson's First Seminole War: An Encounter that Exchanged
Native Lives for Manifest Destiny"
Pensacola High School (Escambia County)
Teacher: Michael Jones

Rorida Historical Quarterly News
The Florida Historical Quarterly enters a new era with this issue
of the Quarterly. In addition to being the fourth special issue in the
six-issue series commemorating the 50Qth anniversary of Florida history after the landing of Ponce de Leon, this is the first issue that is
being made available to subscribers in a digital format. ·For those
reading this in digital format, you should be able to click on urls in
the text and in footnotes and follow the links to the cited sources.
If the link does not work, one of two problems may be responsible:
the url is too long to fit on one line of text (the program used to
present the digital Quarterly does not wrap) or the link is no longer
active and/ or has moved to a new url. In either case, you may have
success if you copy and paste the link into your browser.
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FHQWEBSITE
The Florida Historical Quarterly now has its own website. Previously Quarterly patrons found information about the journal on the
Florida Historical Society webpage or on the University of Central
Florida Department of History webpage. You can still reach the
Quarterly through those sites. Now, however, you can find the FHQ
at its own, expanded site: http:/ /fhq.cah.ucf.edu
•
On the Home page, users can see the editorial staff,
connect to JSTOR and PALMM, see the current Face book
posts, and Donate.
_
•
A Current Issue page shows the cover and the Table of
Contents of the most recent issue.
•
The Thompson Award page lists award winners since
2000.
•
The Submissions page provides guidelines for manuscript
submissions, book reviewers, and advertising.
•
The Membership tab takes you directly to the
membership page of the FHS.
•
E-FHQ connects you to the FHQpodcasts; FHQ Online
informs readers aboutJSTOR, Florida Heritage, and
PALMM. Within a few weeks, FHQ online will also offer
its first fully online article: "Florida's Early West Point
Cadets" by Erwin J. Wunderlich. We are also planning to
highlight the FHQ digital research that our students have
been conducting in this space. Keep looking for these
additions.
•
The Copyright and Permissions tab informs users about
copyright and permission to use requirements.
FLORIDA HISTORICAL QUAR'..fERLYPODCASTS
The Florida Historical Quarterly has entered a new era of media.
Dr. Robert Cassanello, Associate Professor of History at the University of Central Florida and a member of the FHQ editorial board,
has accepted a new role as the coordinator for podcast productions.
In conjunction with the Public History programs at UCF, Dr. Cassanello will produce a podcast for each issue of the Quarterly. Each
podcast will consist of an interview with one of the authors from
the most recent issue of the Quarterly. The podcasts are uploaded
to iTunes University and are available to the public at http:/ /publichistorypodcast. blogspot.com/.
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Dr. Jack E. Davis on his article "Sharp Prose for Green: John
D. MacDonald and the First Ecological Novel," which appeared in
Volume 87, no. 4 (Spring 2009).
Dr. Michael D. Bowen on his article "The Strange Tale of Wesley and Florence Garrison: Racial Crosscurrents of the Postwar
Florida Republican Party" appeared in Volume 88, no. 1 (Summer
2009).
Dr. Nancy]. Levine discussed the research project undertaken
by her students on the Hastings Branch Library that appeared in
Volume 88, no. 2 (Fall 2009).
Dr. Daniel Feller, 2009 Catherine Prescott Lecturer, on "The
Seminole Controversy Revisited: A New Look at Andrew Jackson's
1819 Florida Campaign," Volume 88, no. 3 (Winter 2010).
Dr. Derrick E. White, on his article "From Desegregation to
Integration: Race, Football, and 'Dixie' at the University of Florida," Volume 88, no. 4 (Spring 2010).
Dr. Gilbert Din was interviewed to discuss his article "William
Augustus Bowles on the Gulf Coast, 1787-1803: Unraveling a Labyrinthine Conundrum," which appeared in Volume 89, no. 1 (Summer 2010).
Deborah L. Bauer, Nicole C. Cox, and Peter Ferdinando on
graduate education in Florida and their individual articles in Volume 89, no. 2 (Fall 2010).
Jessica Clawson, "Administrative Recalcitrance and Government Intervention: Desegregation at the University of Florida,
1962-1972," which appeared in Volume 89, no. 3 (Winter 2011).
Dr. Rebecca Sharpless, "The Servants and Mrs. Rawlings: Martha Mickens and African American Life at Cross Creek," which
appeared in Volume 89, no. 4 (Spring 2011).
Dr.James M. Denham, "Crime and Punishment in Antebellum
Pensacola," which appeared in Volume 90, no. 1 (Summer 2011).
Dr. Samuel C. Hyde Jr., Dr. James G. Cusick, Dr. William S.
Belko, and Cody Scallions in a roundtable discussion on the West
Florida Rebellion of 1810, the subject of the special issue of the
Florida Historical Quarterly Volume 90, no. 2 (Fall 2011).
Dr. Julian Chambliss and Dr. Denise K. Cummings, guest editors for "Florida: The Mediated State," special issue, Florida Historical Quarterly Volume 90, no. 3 (Winter 2012).
Dr. David H. Jackson, Jr., on his article "'Industrious, Thrifty
and Ambitious': Jacksonville's African American Businesspeople
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during the Jim Crow Era," in the Florida Historical Quarterly Volume 90, no. 4 (Spring 2012) and Dr. Tina Bucuvalas, 2012 Jillian
Prescott Memorial Lecturer and winner of the Stetson Kennedy
Award for The Florida Folklife Reader.
Dr. Claire Strom, Rapetti-Trunzo Professor of History at Rollins
College, on her article, "Controlling Venereal Disease in Orlando
during World War II," Florida Historical Quarterly Volume 91, no. 1
(Summer 2012).
Dr. Matthew G. Hyland, on his article, "The Florida Keys Hurricane House: Post-Disaster New Deal Housing," Florida Historical
Quarterly Volume 91, no. 2 (Fall 2012).
Dr. Paul E. Hoffman, guest editor ofVolume 91 , no. 3 (Winter
2013) on sixteenth century Florida.
Dr. Christopher Meindl and Andrew Fairbanks were interviewed for the Spring 2013 (Volume 91, no. 4) podcast on their
article (with Jennifer Wunderlich). They talked about environmental history and the problems of garbage for Florida's environment.
Dr. Samuel Watson was interviewed about his article, "Conquerors, Peacekeepers, or Both? The U.S. Army and West Florida, 18101811," Volume 92, no. 1 (Summer 201-3). His article challenged
some of the work published in the Fall 2010 special issue on the
West Florida Rebellion. In his interview Dr. Watson spoke about
the discipline of history and the way in which the field advances as
historians debate larger interpretative issues.
Richard S. Dellinger, Esq., attorney- With the Orlando firm of
Lowndes, Drosdick, Doster, Kantor & Reed and Vice President for
the 11th Circuit Court, was interviewed for the Fall 2013 Special
Issue on the 50th Anniversary of the United States District Court,
Middle District of Florida.
Dr. Jane Landers, guest editor for Volume 92, no. 3 (Winter
2014) on seventeenth century Florida, the second issue in the 500
Years of Florida History series of special issues.
Dr. Matt Clavin, an Associate Professor of History at the University of Houston was interviewed for Volume 92, no. 4 (Spring
2014) on his article "An 'underground railway' to Pensacola and
the Impending Crisis over Slavery."
Dr. Lisa Lindquist Dorr's article "Bootlegging Aliens: Unsanctioned Immigration and the Underground Economy of Smuggling
from Cuba through Prohibition" was the topic for the podcast on
Volume 93, no. 1 (Summer 2014).
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Dr. C.S. Monaco was interviewed on his article "'Wishing that
Right May Prevail': Ethan Allen Hitchcock and the Florida War"
which appeared in Volume 93, no. 2 (Fall 2014).
Dr. Sherry Johnson, special issue editor for the 18th Century in
Florida History, was interviewed for the Volume 93, no. 3 (Winter
2015) podcast.
Dr. Robert Cassanello was interviewed for the Volume 93, no. 4
(Winter 2015) podcast. He talked with Dr. Daniel Murphree about
the career of urban historian Dr. Raymond A. Mohl, a long-time
member and friend of the Florida Historical Society and contributor to the Florida Historical Quarterly. Dr. Mohl passed away in Birmingham, Alabama, onJnauary 29, 2015.
Dr. Laura E. Brock was interviewed for the Volume 94, no. 1
(Summer 2015) podcast. She spoke with Dr. Daniel Murphree
about her article "Religion and Women's Rights in Florida: An
Examination of the Equal Rights Amendment Legislative Debates,
1972-1982."
Dr. John Paul Nuno was interviewed for the Volume 94, no. 2
(Fall 2015) podcast. He spoke with Dr. Daniel Murphree about his
article, '"Republica de Bandidos': The Prospect Bluff Fort's Challenge to the Spanish Slave System" which appears in this issue of
the Quarterly.
Dr. James Cusick was interviewed for Volume 94, no . 3, 19th
Century Special Issue (Winter 2016) podcast. Dr. Cusick spoke
with Dr. Daniel Murphree about the 19th Century Special issue of
the Quarterly and his role as guest editor.

FLORIDA HISTORICAL QUARTERLY
AVAILABLE ON JSTOR
The Florida Historical Quarterly is available to scholars and
researchers throughJSTOR, a digital service for libraries, archives,
and individual subscribers. JSTOR editors spent more than a
year digitizing FHQ volumes 3-83; it became available to academic
libraries and individual subscribers in August 2009. The FHQ has
reduced the 5-year window to a 3-year window for greater access.
More recent issues of the Quarterly are available only in print copy
form . JSTOR has emerged as a leader in the field of journal digitization and the FHQjoins a number of prestigious journals in all
disciplines. The Florida Historical Quarterly will continue to be available through PALMM, with a 5-year window.
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FLORIDA HISTORICAL QUARTERLY ON FACEBOOK
Join the Florida Historical Quarterly on Facebook. The FHQ
Facebook page provides an image of each issue, the table of contents of each issue, and an abstract of each article. There is also
a link to the Quarterly podcasts and the Florida Historical Society.
Go to the FHQ to find information on recent "Calls for Papers" for
conferences in Florida and the South.

GUIDELINES FOR SUBMISSIONS TO THE
FLORIDA lllSTORICAL QUARTERLY
The Florida Historical Quarterly is a peer-refereed journal and
accepts for consideration manuscripts on the history of Florida,
its people, and its historical relationships to the United States, the
Atlantic World, the Caribbean, or Latin America. All submissions
are expected to reflect substantial research, a dedication to writing, and the scholarly rigor demanded of professionally produced
historical work. Work submitted for consideration should not have
been previously published, soon to be published, or under consideration by another journal or press. Authors who are engaged in
open source peer review should watermark any manuscript available through an open source site as "Draft Under Consideration."
Authors should submit an electronic copy in MS Word to the
Florida Historical Quarterly, at Connie.Lester@ucf.edu.
Manuscripts should be typed and double-spaced (excluding
footnotes, block quotes, or tabular matter).
The first page should be headed by the title without the
author's name. Author identification should be avoided throughout the manuscript. On a separate sheet of paper, please provide
the author's name, institutional title or connection, or place of residence, and acknowledgements. Citations should be single-spaced
footnotes, numbered consecutively, and in accordance with the
Chicago Manual of Style. Use the reference feature to create footnotes rather than the superscript button.
Tables and illustrations should be created on separate pages,
with positions in the manuscript indicated.
In a cover letter, the author should provide contact information that includes phone numbers, fax number, email address, and
mailing address. The author should provide a statement of the
substance and significance of the work and identify anyone who
has already critiqued the manuscript.
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Images or illustrations to be considered for publication with
the article may be submitted in EPS or PDF electronic format at
300 dpi or higher. Xeroxed images cannot be accepted. All illustrations should include full citations and credit lines. Authors
should retain letters of permission from institutions or individuals
owning the originals.
Questions regarding submissions should be directed to Connie L. Lester, editor, addressed to Department of History, PO Box
161350, 12790 Aquarius Agora Dr., Suite 551, University of Central
Florida, Orlando, FL 32816-1350, by email to Connie.Lester@ucf.
edu, or by phone at 407-823-0261.
Please note the addition of Guidelines for e-FHQ Publication.

GUIDELINES FOR e-FHQPUBLICATION
Publication of material on the Florida Historical Quarterly website (e-FHQ) is viewed as supplemental to the printjournal and not
a separate publication. Publication falls into four categories.
1. e-Appendices. This is primary source material that informs
an article published in the print journal. It may include
audio or video files that were used in the research and
informed the interpretation of the article. e-Appendices
will be published on-line at the time of the print publication.
The print publication will include a reference to the
website . Determination of the inclusion of e-Appendices
will be made by the editors in collaboration with the author
and the referees who evaluated the original manuscript.
2. e-Documents and Notes. This is primary source material
that includes a significant number of images and/ or audiovideo material that precludes print publication. As with
the print journal version of documents, this publication
will include a descriptive essay of the material that indicates
its importance to Florida history. Decisions regarding the
publication of e-Documents and Notes will be made by the
editorial staff with advice from appropriate scholars.
3. e-Reviews. These are critical, scholarly analyses of borndigital projects (electronic archives, multimedia essays/
exhibits, teaching resources, etc.) hosted by academic
institutions, museums, and archives. Projects produced by
commercial interests are not eligible for review. £ -reviews
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4.

will published in the print edition and m ay also appear
in the online-e-FHQ to facilitate access to interactive/
multimedia content.
e-Articles. This category refers to the growing body of
non-traditional, born-digital scholarship and multimedia
essays/ exhibits hosted by academic institutions, museums,
and archives. Materials falling within this category may
be submitted for editorial review by the le ad author, with
permission of co-authors. Submissions must include a 750to 1000-word introduction and a stable URL for publication
in both the print edition and 9 nline e-FHQ. Submissions
will undergo the same double-blind review process that
other submissions to the Florida Historical Quarterly receive .
Process for e-FHQ submission:

All materials for consideration should be submitted electronically to the editor and digital editor of the Florida H istorical Quarterly:
Connie L. Lester, editor: connie.lester@ucf.edu
Scot French, digital editor: scot.french@ucf.edu
Citation of material published electronically:

Materials published as e-FHQprimary source material, reviews,
or articles should be cited as follows:
Author, Title, e-FHQ date of publication, www.fhq.cah.ucf.
edu/fhqonline/
Reviewer Guidelines

The Quarterly solicits reviews of scholarly books, museum exhibitions, history-oriented movies, and digital sources (websites)
related to Florida history and culture. Accepted reviews may
appear in both the FHQ and e-FHQ See specific guidelines for
evaluating works in each category below.
The Quarterly gives its reviewers complete freedom except as
to length, grammar, the law of libel, and editorial usages of punctuation, capitalization, spelling, etc., required to conform to FHQ
style.
All reviews should be double-spaced, between 800 and I 000
words in length, with parenthetical citations for all quotes. Please
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save reviews as a Microsoft Word document and submit them as
email attachments.
For Book Reviewers
Reviewers should strive to:
•
Provide the informed reader with a brief, clear idea of the
nature, content, and purpose of the volume and indicate
its place in the literature on the subject, especially if it
pertains to Florida history
•
Include a discussion of how well the author succeeded
in his or her purpose, covered the subject, used available
resources, organized material, and expressed the
narrative
•
Evaluate the book as history for the potential reader and
purchaser. Critical evaluation may be either favorable
or unfavorable. Do not allow sympathy or difference
of opinion to keep the review from being a strict and
straightforward but courteous judgment
•
Avoid digressive essays that might well appear in your own
works
•
Stay within the wordage assigned unless the editor agrees
to a change
•
Refrain from listing typographical or minor errors unless
these materially affect quality
Unsolicited reviews are not accepted. However, a person wishing to be added to the reviewers' list should provide a letter of
interest and a current c.v. to the editor, and that request will be
considered.
The editor wishes to receive for review non-fiction books relating to Florida and its people. The editor will also consider for
review books on the United States, Southern history, the Atlantic
World, the Caribbean, and Latin America. Send books for review to
the Florida Historical Quarterly at Daniel.Murphree@ucf.edu
For Museum Exhibition Reviewers
Reviewers should strive to:
•
Provide the informed reader with a brief, clear idea of the
nature, content, and purpose of the museum exhibition
and indicate its connection to the literature on the
subject, especially if it pertains to Florida history
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•

Include a discussion of how well the curator succeeded
in his or her purpose, covered the subject, used available
resources, organized material, and depicted the historical
topic being addressed
•
Evaluate the museum exhibition as history for the reader
and potential audience. Critical evaluation may be either
favorable or unfavorable. Do not allow sympathy or
difference of opinion to keep the review from being a
strict and straightforward but courteous judgment
•
Avoid digressive essays that might well appear in your own
works
•
Stay within the wordage assigned unless the editor agrees
to a change
Unsolicited reviews are not accepted. However, a person wishing to be added to the reviewers' list should provide a letter of
interest and a current c.v. to the editor, and that request will be
considered.
The editor wishes to receive for consideration notices of museum exhibitions relating to Florida and its people. The editor will
also consider for review museum exhibitiQ.ns on the United States,
Southern history, the Atlantic World, the Caribbean, and Latin
America. Send notices of museum exhibitions eligible for review to
the Florida Historical Quarterly at Daniel.Murphree@ucf.edu
For Movie Reviewers

Reviewers should strive to:
•

•

•

•

Provide the informed reader with a brief, clear idea
of the nature, content, and purpose of the movie and
indicate its connection to the literature on the subject,
especially if it pertains to FloFida history
Include a discussion of how well the movie succeeded in
its purpose, covered the subject, used available resources,
and depicted the historical topic being addressed
Evaluate the movie as history for the potential reader
and audience. Critical evaluation may be either favorable
or unfavorable. Do not allow sympathy or difference
of opinion to keep the review from being a strict and
straightforward but courteous judgment
Avoid digressive essays that might well appear in your own
works
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•

Stay within the wordage assigned unless the editor agrees
to a change
Unsolicited reviews are not accepted. However, a person wishing to be added to the reviewers' list should provide a letter of
interest and a current c.v. to the editor, and that request will be
considered.
The editor wishes to receive for consideraton notices of movies
relating to Florida and its people. The editor will also consider for
review movies on the United States, Southern history, the Atlantic
World, the Caribbean, and Latin America. Send notices of movies
eligible for review to the Florida Historical Quarterly at Daniel.Murphree@ucf.edu

For Digital Source Reviewers
Reviewers should strive to:

•

Provide the informed reader with a brief, clear

idea of the nature, content, and purpose of the digital
source and indicate its connection to the literature on the
subject, especially if it pertains to Florida history
•
Include a discussion of how well the source succeeded in
its purpose, covered the subject, used available resources,
organized material, and depicted the historical topic
being addressed
•
Evaluate the digital source as history for the reader and
audience. Critical evaluation may be either favorable
or unfavorable. Do not allow sympathy or difference
of opinion to keep the review from being a strict and
straightforward but courteous judgment
•
Avoid digressive essays that might well appear in your own
works
•
Stay within the wordage assigned unless the editor agrees
to a change
•
Refrain from listing typographical or minor errors unless
these materially affect quality
Unsolicited reviews are not accepted. However, a person wishing to be added to the reviewers' list should provide a letter of
interest and a current c.v. to the editor, and that request will be
considered.
The editor wishes to receive for consideration notices of digital sources relating to Florida and its people. The editor will also
consider for review digital sources on the United States, Southern
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history, the Atlantic World, the Caribbean, and Latin America.
Send notices of digital sources eligible for review to the Florida Historical Quarterly at Daniel.Murphree@ucf.edu
Process for becoming an FHQ or eFHQ Reviewer:
Individuals who desire to become a reviewer in any review category should email Dr. Daniel Murphree and include a letter of
introduction and a cv outlining their areas of expertise.
Daniel.Murphree@ucf.edu

NEWS FROM OTHER SOCIETIES
Gulf South History and Humanities Conference
The Admiral Hotel, Mobile Alabama
October 13-15, 2016
CALL FOR PAPERS
THEME SESSIONS ON THE GULF SOUTH IN WAR AND
PEACE

The Gulf South History and Humanities Conference is an
annual event sponsored by the Gulf South Historical Association, a
consortium of Gulf South colleges anc! universities from the states
of Alabama, Florida, Mississippi, Louisiana, and.Texas.
Years ending in "6" have frequently marked times of transition
between peace and war: 1816, 1866, 1916, and 1946 in particular.
The 34th Annual Gulf South History and Humanities Conference,
hosted by the University of South Alabama, welcomes all researchers and scholars to propose papers on such liminal periods, but all
topics, panels, roundtables, performances, and workshops, exploring all aspects of the history, ethnography, archaeology, development, and cultures of the Gulf South and Circum-Caribbean are
encouraged.
The registration fee includes a Thursday evening reception at
The Admiral Hotel, all conference sessions, and a free one-year
membership in the Association. Tickets for the banquet, annual
keynote address, and a courtesy cocktail reception are all included
in the additional banquet fee.
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Proposals must be postmarked by the July 15, 2016 submission
deadline. To submit an individual paper, send a Word document
attachment containing a title, a 150-word abstract, and a one-page
vita. To submit for the theme panel, send a Word document attachment containing a title and 150-word description of the panel plus
a 150-word abstract for each paper, a one-page vita for each presenter, and a suggested chairI discussant. To submit for round table
forums or discussions, send a Word document attachment containing a title, a 150-word description of the topic, and a complete list
of the participants and moderator/discussant with a one-page vita
for each.
All submissions should be sent via email to the program chair,
Dr. Donald DeVore at ddevore@southalabama.edu Please put
"2016 Gulf South Paper" in the email subject line. Or, send a hard
copy to Dr. Donald DeVore, Department of History, 5991 USA
Drive North, Room 344, University of South Alabama, Mobile, AL
36688. Expect an email confirmation once your submission has
been received.
For hotel reservations, contact The Admiral Hotel at http:/ I
group.curiocollection.com/GulfSouthHistoryandHumanitiesConference or 251-432-8000(844-442-8746 toll-free). Conference
room rates are $99 I night, single or double occupancy. Please
book before 12 September 2016 to guarantee the conference rate .
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LAWTON M CHILES, JR
CENTER FOR FLORIDA HISTORY

FIDRIDA SourHERN CoLLEGE
Lawton M. Chiles Center for Florida History Presents the
2016-2017 Florida Lecture Series
September 8

Susan MacManus (Distinguished Professor, Univ.
of South Florida)

"Florida 2016!"
October 13

Gordon Harvey (Professor of History,
Jacksonville State University)

"Politics of Trust: Reubin Askew and Florida in
the 1970s"
November 10

Arva Moore Parks (Writer)

"George Merrick, Son of the South Wind:
Visionary Creator of Coral Gables"
January 26

Catherine Stewart (Professor of History, Cornell
College)"

"Long Past Slavery: Representing Race in
Florida's Federal Writers Project"
February 16

Canter Brown (Writer)

"Henry Bradley Plant: ~The Real Story of the King
of Florida"
March 16

Douglas Brinkley (Professor of History, Rice
University)

"Rightful Heritage: Franklin D. Roosevelt and
the Land of America"
Lawton M. Chiles Center for Florida History, Florida Southern College, 111 Lake Hollingsworth Dr. Lakeland, Florida 33801,
(863) 680-4312, www.flsouthern.edu/flhistory.
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Florida History in Publications, 2015
Compiled by Katie L. Kerns and fames Anthony Schnur
Books
Abreu, Christina D. Rhythms ofRace: Cuban Musicians and the Making
ofLatino New York City and Miami, 1940-1960. Chapel Hill: University
of North Carolina Press, 2015.
Adams,JohnA.Jr. Warrior at Heart: Governorjohn Milton, King Cotton,
and Rebel Florida, 1860-1865. Victoria, BC, Canada: FriesenPress,
2015.
Alvarez Bravo, Armando. El Arte Cubano en el Exilio. Miami:
Ediciones Universal, 2015. [A Spanish language account of Cuban
arts in exile that includes some living in Miami.]
Appleyard, John H. Pensacola in World War I. Pensacola: By author,
2015.
Barber, Gene. The Baker County Press: ''From Out of Our Past, Baker
County(,) Florida 1965-1966. "Macclenny, FL: Press Pub. Co., 2015.

The Baker County Press: "The Way It Was 1975-1977. "
Macclenny, FL: Press Pub. Co., 2015.
The Baker County Press: "The Way It Was 1978-1979. "
Macclenny, FL: Press Pub. Co., 2015.
The Baker County Press: "The Way It Was 1980-1981."
Macclenny, FL: Press Pub. Co., 2015.
The Baker County Press: "The Way It Was 1982-1984. "
Macclenny, FL: Press Pub. Co., 2015.
[715]
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Barlow, J.M. Too Brief a Candle: The True Story of Child Abuse and Death
in Home Daycare. Mustang, OK: Tate Publishing, 2015. [Focuses on
an incident in Palm Harbor.]
Bartley, Abel A. In No Ways Tired: The NAACP's Struggle to Integrate the
Duval Public School System. Cocoa: Florida Historical Society Press,
2015.
Beall, Wallis Harper. The Seasons of Goodwood: The Unfolding Story
of a Treasured Southern Mansion as Home. Tallahassee: Goodwood
Plantation and Gardens, Inc., 2015. [Background and archival
materials about a plantation in Tallahassee.]
Black, Kathy. ThePeopleofLa Grange Cemetery. 2vol. North Charleston,
SC: CreateSpace, 2015. [Documents a cemetery in Titusville.]
Blanco, Richard. The Prince of Los Cocuyos: A Miami Childhood.
New York: Ecco/HarperCollins, 2015. [Biography of a gay Cuban
American poet who grew up in Miami.]
Bothel, Todd L. Legendary Locals of Fort Lauderdale, Florida.
Legendary Locals Series. Charleston, SC: Arcadia Publishing, 2015.
Bramson, Seth H. Surfside. Images of America Series. Charleston,
SC: Arcadia Publishing, 2015.
Browning, Vivian C., Sallie O'Hara, andjohn T. Pilecki. Vilano and
the North Beaches. Images of America Series. Charleston, SC: Arcadia
Publishing, 2015.
Buccellato, Robert. Florida Governors: Lasting Legacies. Images of
America Series. Charleston, SC: Arcadia Publishing, 2015.
Bulit, David. Lost Miami: Stories and Secrets behind Magic City Ruins.
Charleston, SC: History Press, 2015.
Burbank, Kyle. The E-Ticket Life: Stories, Essays, and Lessons Learned
from .M y Decidedly Disney Travels. Danville, CA: Laughing Place Press,
2015.
Bush, Jeb. Reply All: A Governor's Story, 1999-2007. Middletown,
DE: ]. Bush, 2015 . [Bush describes his two terms as governor in
autobiographical fashion, with a foreword by Columba Bush.]
Butcher, Clyde. Big Cypess Swamp: The Western Everglades. Venice:
Window on the Eye, Inc., 2015.
Campbell, Luther. The Book of Luk_e: My Fight for Truth, Justice, and
Liberty City. New York: Amistad/HarperCollins, 2015. [Life and hip-
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hop culture in Miami.]
Carlisle, Rodney P., and Loretta Carlisle. Key West in History.
Sarasota: Pineapple Press, 2015.
Carlson, Amanda, and Robin Poynor, eds. Africa in Florida: Five
Hundred Years of Afacan Presence in the Sunshine State. Gainesville:
University Press ofFlorida, 2015.
Cerulean, Susan. Coming to Pass: Florida's Coastal Islands in a Gulf
of Change. Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2015. [Discusses
Apalachicola Bay.]
Clark, James C. Hidden -History of Florida. Charleston, SC: History
Press, 2015.
Clavin, Matthew J. Aiming for Pensacola: Fugitive Slaves on the Atlantic
and Southern Frontiers. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2015.
Collins, Toni C. Atlantic Coast Line Railroad: Dunnellon to Wilcox, FL.
Chiefland, FL: Suwannee River Publishing, 2015.
Corley, Lynda S. Conversations from Cosmo: Transcriptions of Oral
History Recordings from Residents and Neighbors of the Community of
Cosmo, Florida.Jacksonville: By author, 2015. [Oral history of African
American residents of the Duval County community of Cosmo.]

- - - - . Conversations f!om Mayport. Jacksonville: By author, 2015.
- - - - . Conversations with Cleve Powell. Jacksonville: By author,
2015. [Oral history that discusses life in the Arlington community
ofJacksonville.]
Cosden, Mike, Brent Newman, and Chris Pendleton. Edison and
Ford in Florida. Images of America Series. Charleston, SC: Arcadia
Publishing, 2015.
Crary, Rick. A Treasure We Call Home. Charleston, SC: CreateSpace,
2015. [Emphasis on the history of Indian River, Martin, and Saint
Lucie counties.]
Crawford, Robert L., and Roy Komarek. Ticks and Politics in South
Florida: The Fourth Seminole War and the Photographs of Roy Komarek.
Heritage Series No. 1. Tallahassee: Tall Timbers Press, 2015.
Davis, Ennis Armon. Jacksonville. Images of Modern America Series.
Charleston, SC: Arcadia Publishing, 2015. ·
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De la Valdene, Guy. On the Water: A Fishing Memoir. Guilford, CT:
Lyons Press, 2015 . [Looks at pond ecology and fishing in Florida.]
Del Rey, Miguel, and Carlos Canales. Bernardo de Galvez: De la Guerra
en la Apacheria a la Epica Intervenci6n en la Independencia de los Estados
Unidos. Madrid: Edaf, 2015 . [Spanish language account describing
the involvement of Bernardo de Galvez in the battles along the
Gulf Coast during the American Revolution.]
Denham, James M . Fifty Years ofjustice: A History of the US. District
Court for the Middle District ofFlorida. Gainesville: University Press of
Florida, 2015.

- - - - . Florida Founder William P Du Val: Frontier Bon Vivant.
Columbia, SC: University of South Carolina Press, 2015.
DeNote, Mark. Tampa Bay Beer: A Heady History. Charleston, SC:
American Palate, 2015.
DePalo, Kathryn A. The Failure of Term Limits in Florida. Florida
Government and Politics Series. Gainesville: University Press of
Florida, 2015.
DeVries, Janet, and Ginger Pedersen. Legendary Locals of West Palm
Beach, Florida. Legendary Locals Series. Charleston, SC: Arcadia
Publishing, 2015.
Diaz, Manny, Michael Bloomberg, and Ana Del Corral Londono.
La Transformaci6n de Miami: R.econstruir los Estados Unidos, Barrio por
Barrio, Ciudad por Cuidad. Bogota: Universidad de los Andes, 2015.
[Discussion of social conditions, politics, and governance in Miami
during the twentieth century, written in Spanish.]
Dilley, Carrie. Thatched Roofs and Open Sides: The Architecture of
Chickees and Their Changing Role in Seminole Society. Gainesville:
University Press of Florida, 2015.
Doyle, Pat. Jacksonville Public Library: A Brief Visual History from 19052015. Jacksonville: Jacksonville Public Library, 2015.
Driscoll, Betty Snyder, and Arlynn G. Gantz. Michigan Civil War
Soldiers Who Died in Florida. New Era, MI: By author, 2015.
Drye, Willie. For Sale-American Paradise: How Our Nation Was Sold
an Impossible Dream in Florida. Guilford, CT: Lyons Press, 2015.
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DuVal, Kathleen. Independence Lost: Lives on the Edge of the American
Revolution. New York: Random House, 2015. [Describes lives of
colonists in the British colony of West Florida.]
Elder, Amy A. Sarasota County Islands and Beaches. Images of America
Series. Charleston, SC: Arcadia Publishing, 2015.
England, Edward . The Guidebook to the Howard England Museum
of Coastal Artil1ery. Fairborn, OH: England Historical Enterprises,
2015. [Describes artillery at Fort Zachary Taylor in Key West.]
Enss, Chris, and Howard Kazanjian. Mochi's War: The Tragedy of Sand
Creek. Guilford, CT: TwoDot, 2015. [An account of the 1864 Sand
Creek Massacre in Colorado that includes a discussion of Indian
prisoners of war moved to Fort Marion in St. Augustine.]
Escobedo, Alonso Gregorio de, and Alexandra E. Sununu. La
Florida. Collecci6n Plural Espejo, No. 4. New York: Academia
Norteamericana de la Lengua Espanola, 2015. [Spanish-language
history of Florida and Cuba during the First Spanish Period.]
Ferguson, Jon R. Eighty-Two + Cemeteries in Duval County, Florida:
A Composite of 17, 486 Names, Birth Dates and Death Dates from Grave
Markers. Jacksonville: By author, 2015.
Fernandez, Dennis, E.]. Salcines, and Robert]. Kerstein. The City
Council of Tampa and Celebration of Old City Hall's Centennial. Tampa:
City of Tampa, 2015.
Ferrell, Carey. Salt Springs: Life in the Big Scrub. Salt Springs, FL: Salt
Springs Civic Association, 2015.
Fletcher, Dorothy K Historic Jacksonville Theatre Palaces, Drive-Ins and
Movie Houses. Charleston, SC: History Press, 2015.
Florida. Division of Historical Resources. Florida Historic Golf Trail,
Come Play on History! Tallahassee: Florida, Department of State,
2015. [Available electronically at edocs.dlis.state.fl.us/fldocs/ dos/
dhr I trails/FloridaGolfHeritageTrail. pdf]

- - - - . Florida Seminole Wars Heritage Trail. Florida Heritage
Publication Series. Tallahassee: Florida, Department of State, 2015.
[Available electronically at edocs.dlis.state.fl.us/fldocs/ dos/ dhr/
trails/ seminolewars. pdf]
Florida. Supreme Court. Opening the Courthouse Doors: A Look
Inside the Justices, the History, the Building and the State Court System.
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Tallahassee: Florida Supreme Court, 2015.
Fowler, David D. Niles' Florida. Volume 1, The First War. Panama City,
FL: Chez Ndeko Publishing, 2015. [Edited republication of content
from the Niles' Weekly Registerwith historical context.]

- - - - . Niles' Florida. Volume 2, Defending Our Actions. Panama
City, FL: Chez Ndeko Publishing, 2015.
- - - - . N i les' Florida. Volume 3, In Pursuit of the Prize. Panama City,
FL: Chez Ndeko Publishing, 2015.
- - - - . Niles' Florida. Volume 4, The Second War Intensifies. Panama
City, FL: Chez Ndeko Publishing, 2015.
- - - - . Niles' Florida. Volume 5, Onward to Statehood. Panama City,
FL: Chez Ndeko Publishing, 2015.
Franklin,John C.,Jerry Fischer, and Gaylier Nowling Miller. Things
Remembered: Spoken with Words and Pictures. Jay, FL: Jay Historical
Society/Alger-Sullivan Historical Society, 2015. [Published account
of John C. Franklin's memories of life in and around Jay, Florida,
during the early twentieth century.]
Freedman, Lew. Rise of the Seminoles: FSU Football under Bobby Bowden.
New York: Sports Publishing, 2015.
Frommer, Myrna Katz, and Harvey Frommer. It Happened in
Miami, the Magic City: An Oral History. Lanham, MD: Taylor Trade
Publishing, 2015.
Fugarino, Sarah, Ian Hamilton, and Mariah Hills. Music Makers
Hall of Fame. Pensacola: Jazz Society of Pensacola/University of
West Florida Department of History, 2015. [Booklet from a Public
History methodology class in fall 2015 that looked at notable jazz
musicians in the Pensacola area.]
Gad.dy,Johnny Lee, and Antoinette Harrell. They Told Me Not to Tell:
Dozier Reform School, A Living Hell. SJ.: N.p., 2015.
Garcia, Reggie. How to Leave Prison Early: Florida Clemency, Parole and
Work Release. Melrose, FL: Laurenzana Press, 2015. [Includes some
historical information from the late twentieth century.]
Gillis, Susan, Richard A. Marconi, and Debi Murray. Palm Beach
County during World War II. Images of America Series. Charleston,
SC: Arcadia Publishing, 2015.
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Gilmore, Tim. The Mad Atlas of Virginia King. Jacksonville:
CreatSpace Independent Publishing, 2015. [One woman's account
of her city, Jacksonville, Florida.]
Goldstein, Stephen L. Jeb Bush: Outed. Ashland, OR: Grid Press,
2015.
Goodman, Abigail Ross. Art for Rollins. Winter Park: Cornell Fine
Arts Museum, 2015. [Catalog of art in a private collection in the
Cornell Fine Arts Museum at Rollins College.]
Gore, Robert H., and Paul A. Gore. Right Smart to Say: Essays and
Thoughts on Nature, Philosophy;-and Life from an Old Florida Hammock.
Oakland Park, FL: Middle River Press, 2015.
Grenier, Guillermo, and Corinna ]. Moebius. A History of Little
Havana. Charleston, SC: History Press, 2015.
Hart, Gordon E. Fernandina: Growing Up on Amelia Island.
Fernandina: By author, 2015. [Memoir of author coming of age in
Fernandina in the late 1960s.]
Harvey, Gordon E. The Politics of Trust: Reubin Askew and Florida
in the 1970s. Modern South Series. Tuscaloosa, AL: University of
Alabama Press, 2015.
Hobbs, Tameka Bradley. Democracy Abroad, Lynching at Home: Racial
Violence in Florida. Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2015.
Hurst, Rodney L. Unless VVE Tell It ... It Never Gets Told! Jacksonville :
KiJas Press, 2015. [Discusses race relations in Jacksonville.]
Jolivet, Violaine. Miami la Cubaine: Geographie d'Une Ville-Carrefour
entre les Ameriques. Geographie Sociale Series. Rennes: University
Press ofRennes (Presses Universitaires de Rennes), 2015. [Study of
Miami's Cuban exile community written in French.]
Joy, Bonner. Anna Maria Island. Images of America Series.
Charleston, SC: Arcadia Publishing, 2015 .
Joynes, Monty. For Love and Treasure: The Life and Times of the World's
Most Successful Treasure Hunting Family. Garden Park, NJ: Seaside
Books, 2015. [Examines the legacy of Mel Fisher and other
members of the Fisher family.]
Keith, Gene. Otter Creek: True Stories of People and Places. North
Charleston, SC: CreateSpace, 2015 .
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Kendall, Martha. The Plant World of the Calusa: A View from Pineland.
Randell Research Center Popular Series, No. 1. Gainesville: Florida
Museum of Natural History, 2015. [Examines the ethnobotany of
the Calusa Indians.]
Kenneson, Claude. Biographical Sketches of Civil War Veterans Buried
in Leon County, Florida. Tallahassee: By author, 2015.
- - - -. Biographical Sketches of Civil War Veterans Buried in Old City
Cemetery, Tallahassee, Leon County, Florida. Tallahassee: By author,
2015 .
- - - -. Biographical Sketches of Civil War Veterans Buried in St. johns
Episcopal Cemetery, Tallahassee, Leon County, Florida. Tallahassee: By
author, 2015.
- - - -. The Death of Martin Tabert Put an End to the Convict-Lease
System in Flonda. Tallahassee: By author, 2015.
- - - - . Florida Civil War Veterans Buried in Cemeteries of Alachua
County: Vet Names Arranged Alphabetically for Most Cemeteries of This
County. Tallahassee: By author, 2015.
- - - - . Florida Civil War Veterans Buried in Cemeteries of Baker
through Brevard Counties: Vet Names Arranged Alphabetically for Most
Cemeteries ofEach County. Tallahassee: By author, 2015.
- - - -. Florida Civil War Veterans Buried in Cemeteries of Calhoun
through Dixie Counties: Vet Names Arranged Alphabetically for Most
Cemeteries ofEach County. Tallahassee: By author, 2015.
- - - -. Florida Civil War Veterans Buried in Cemeteries of Duval
County: Vet Names Arranged Alphabetically for Most Cemeteries of This
County. Tallahassee: By author, 2015.
- - - -. Florida Civil War Veterans Buried-in Cemeteries of Escambia
County: Vet Names Arranged Alphabetically for Most Cemeteries of This
County. Tallahassee: By author, 2015.
- - - - . Florida Civil War Veterans Buried in Cemeteries of Flagler
through Gulf Counties: Vet Names Arranged Alphabetically for Most
Cemeteries ofEach County. Tallahassee: By author, 2015.
- - - - . Florida Civil War Veterans Buried in Cemeteries of Hamilton
County: Vet Names Arranged Alphabetically for Most Cemeteries of This
County. Tallahassee: By author, 2015.
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through Holmes Counties: Vet Names Arranged Alphabetically for Most
Cemeteries ofEach County. Tallahassee: By author, 2015.
- - - - . Florida Civil War Veterans Buried in Cemeteries of Indian
River through Jefferson Counties: Vet Names Arranged Alphabetically for
Most Cemeteries ofEach County. Tallahassee: By author, 2015.
- - - - . Florida Civil W-0rr- Veterans Buried in Cemeteries of Lafayette
through Liberty Counties: Vet Names Arranged Alphabetically for Most
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2015.
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Tallahassee: By author, 2015.
- - - - . The 1924 Florida Centennial Held in Tallahassee. Tallahassee,
By author, 2015.
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- - - - . The Tobacco Industry in Leon County, Florida. Tallahassee:
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Kiefer, John H., Joann Mossa, and Kristen B. Nowak. Peninsular
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Final Report. Bartow: Florida Industrial and Phosphate Research
Institute, 2015.
Knight, Robert L. Silenced Springs: Moving from Tragedy to Hope.
Gainesville: Howard T. Odum Florida Springs Institute, 2015.
Korkis, Jim. Secret Stories of Walt Disney World: Things You Never Knew
You Never Knew. S.l.: Theme Park Press, 2015.
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2015.
Lane, Mark. Legendary Locals of Daytona Beach, Florida. Legendary
Locals Series. Charleston, SC: Arcadia Publishing, 2015.
Liles, Harriet Stiger. Major Francis Langhorne Dade: 1792 Virginia 1835 Indian Ambush: A Biography. Coral Gables: By author, 2015.
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Series. Charleston, SC: Arcadia Publishing, 2015.
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Miami). Port-au-Prince, Haiti: N.p., 2015. [A study of the Haitian
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Florida Government and Politics Series. Gainesville : University
Press of Florida, 2015.
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Global Commerce. New York: Oxford University Press, 2015 .
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Destinations. Images of Modern America Series. Charleston, SC:
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Mears, Emilie. The Side Room: Autoethnography at Rollins College:
Writing on Self, Place, and Others. Parker, CO: Books to Believe In,
2015.
Mergeman, Shira, and Patricia Morgan, comps. State Documents
Bibliography, Florida. Occasional Papers, American Association of
Law Libraries. Chicago: American Association of Law Libraries,
Government Documents Special Interests Section, 2015.
Mickelson, Joan. The Hollywood Historical Society Historic Downtown
Walking Tour. Hollywood, FL: City of Hollywood, 2015.
Miller, Gaylier Nowling, and Jay Historical Society. Captured
Memories: Stories of North Santa Rosans. Jay, FL: Jay Historical Society,
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Milner, Lyn. The Allure of Immortality: An American Cult, a Florida
Swamp, and a Renegade Prophet. Gainesville: University Press of
Florida. 2015.
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Press, 2015.
Morais, Fernando. The Last Soldiers of the Cold War: The Story of the
Cuban Five. London: Verso, 2015.
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Charleston, SC: Arcadia Publishing, 2015.
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World. S.l.: Theme Park Press, 2015.
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Descendants. Salem, FL: Paulk Research LLC, 2015.
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Research LLC, 2015.
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Research LLC, 2015.
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Ward, Audrey. Hidden Biscuits: Tales of Deep South Revivals Told by
Heart. Eugene, OR: Resource Publications, 2015. [Memoir of
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of Animal Remains in Mississippi Period Florida." Cambridge
Archaeological journal 25 (February 2015): 79-98. DOI: 10.1017/
S0959774314000699
Magazine Articles

Caswell, Thomas R. "Unearthing Strategic Partnerships:
Collaborating with Archives to Build a Local History Collection."
Computers in Libraries 35 (January/February 2015): 4-10. [Discusses
the creation of digital historical collections about St. Augustine's
history.]
Cox, Stan, and Paul Cox. "A Rising Tide." New Republic 246
(December 2015): 40-45. [Discusses the rising sea level in Miami
and southern Florida.]
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Lambert, Michael. "Courts Wrestle with Defining Newsworthiness
in Privacy Cases." News Media & the Law 39 (Fall 2015): 6-10.
[Focuses on video of Hulk Hogan with Heather Cole Clem that
raised issues of privacy.]
Mattson, Robert A. "A River Community's Civil War Ties." Naval
History 29 (April 2015): 70-71. [Describes exhibits at the Mandarin
Museum near Jacksonville.]
Pope, Margo C. "Unearthing History in a Place of Myth." FHC
Forum 39 (Spring 2015): 12-13.
Ste. Claire, Dana. "The Attraction and Authenticity." FHC Forum 39
(Spring 2015): 8-10.
Waddell, Lynn. "Florida's Dream Writer." FHC Forum 39 (Summer
2015): 4-7. [Article about Gary R. Mormino.]
Wilson, Jon. "St. Augustine: Life with History and Tourism." FHC
Forum 39 (Spring 2015): 4-7.
Theses and Dissertations

Antczak, Laura. "Community College Baccalaureate Transitions
in Florida: Student Affairs' Perspectives." Ph.D. diss. (Educational
Leadership), Florida Atlantic University, 2015.
Bauer, Kirk. "Urban Codes: Compare, Contrast, Conciliate."
M.Arch. project (Architecture), University of Florida, 2015.
[Examines historical architecture in Bradenton.]
Bender, Heather. "Reconstructing Paleoenvironments of the
Plio-Pleistocene Tamiami Formation of Florida with Benthic
Foraminifera." M.S. thesis (Geosciences/Paleoecology), University
of South Florida, 2015.
Bennett, Sarah Michelle. "Cultural Crossroads and Other
Complexities: Examining Creolization at Nuestra Senora
del Rosario de la Punta, St. Augustine, Florida." M.A. thesis
(Anthropology), University of West Florida, 2015.
Blair, Elliot Hampton. "Making Mission Communities: Population
Aggregation, Social Networks, and Communities of Practice at l 7u
Century Mission Santa Clara de Guale." Ph.D. diss. (Anthropology),
University of California, Berkeley, 2015.
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Bogdan, Christina. "Magical Waters: Water's Role in the Religion of
Disney's American Theme Parks." M.A. thesis (English), University
of Wyoming, 2015.
Culen, Joseph Peterson. "Spatial Distribution of Debitage at a
Chert Procurement Site and a Cultural History Assessment on
Orange Lake in North Central Florida." M.S. thesis (Anthropology
and Sociology), University of Mississippi, 2015.
Daniels, Anthony Lewis. "The Impact of Voter Suppression Laws
on African American Participation in Florida and North Carolina
from 1988 to 2012." Ph.D. diss. (Political Science), Wayne State
University, 2015.
Dathis Dorancy, Rolande. "Haitian Immigrant Multifaceted Identity
in Florida." Ph.D. diss. (Sociology), Texas A&M University, 2015.
[Focus is on Miami-Dade, Broward, and Hillsborough counties.]
Decker, Cassandra Rae. "The 'Other' Side of Wall Street: Banking,
Policies, and Adaptive Methods of U.S. Migrant Workers."
M.A. thesis (Anthropology), University of South Florida, 2015 .
[Ethnographically examines migrant farmworkers in Florida.]
Duke, Charles Trevor. "Identifying Humanized Ecosystems:
Anthropogenic Impacts, Intentionality, and Resource Acquisition
at Crystal River (8CI1) and Roberts Island (8CI41)." M.A. thesis
(Anthropology), University of South Florida, 2015 .
Feiock, Ruth S. "Private Interests and Public Schools: Charter School
Formation in Florida." Ph.D. diss. (Educational Leadership/Policy
Studies), Florida State University, 2015.
Ferdinando, Peter John. "Atlantic Ais in the Sixteenth and
Seventeenth Centuries: Maritime Adaptation, Indigenous
Wrecking, and Buccaneer Raids on Florida's Central East Coast."
Ph.D. diss. (History), Florida International University, 2015.
Geiger, Crystal. "Seminoles and Settlers on the Florida Frontier:
Using Glass Bottle Analysis to Reconstruct Daily Life at Stranahan's
Trading Post, Fort Lauderdale." M.A. thesis (Anthropology),
Florida Atlantic University, 2015.
Gomez, Andrew. "Cubans and the Caribbean South: Race, Labor,
and Cuban Identity in Southern Florida, 1868-1928." Ph.D . diss .
(History) University of California, Los Angeles, 2015.
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Gow, Jamella Nefetari. '"The Country in Our Minds': Diasporic
Longing, Ethnic Solidarity and Political Consciousness within
the Haitian Transnational Community." M.A. thesis (Sociology),
University of California, Santa Barbara, 2015. [Focus is on Haitians
in Miami.]
Hawley, Allison Corinne. "Where the Children Lie: A Demographic
and Spatial Analysis of Two Santa Rosa County Cemeteries." M.A.
thesis (Anthropology), University of West Florida, 2015.
Hennessey, Christopher John. "Paleodemography of Highland
Beach: Reexamining the Demographic Parameters of a Native
American Population from Southeastern Florida." M.A. thesis
(Anthropology), Florida Atlantic University, 2015.
Hodalski-Champagne, Lynne M. "Tampa Electric Company's Big
Bend Utility Plant in Hillsborough County, Florida: A Case Study."
M.A. thesis (Criminology), University of South Florida, 2015.
Ilyas, Mohammad. "Globalization and Higher Education in Florida's
State University System." Ph.D. diss. (Educational Leadership and
Research Methodology), Florida Atlantic University, 2015.
Inamoto, Akemi. "Immigrant Integration and Assimilation: An
Analysis of El Sol, Jupiter's Neighborhood Resource Center in
Florida." B.A. thesis (Honors College), Florida Atlantic University,
2015.
Jellie, Elizabeth. "Health Literacy among Migrants in South Florida:
How La Luz Increases the Health Literacy inJohnstown, Florida."
B.A. thesis (Honors College), Florida Atlantic University, 2015.
Jocelyn, Jessica. "Assessing Narratives in Bilingual English-Haitian
Creole Children." M.S. thesis (Communication Sciences and
Disorders), Valdosta State University, 2015. [Focuses on children
in Florida.] ·
Kalina, Zachary Evan. "A Settlement Geography of Three Ports
on the Northern Gulf of Mexico: The Role of Rivers, Railroads,
and Hurricanes: 1830-1930." M.A. thesis (Geography), University
of Southern Mississippi, 2015. [Author examines the history of
Apalachicola.]
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Kemp, Kassie Christine. "Pottery Exchange and Interaction at the
Crystal River Site (8Cll), Florida." M.A. thesis (Anthropology/
Cultural Resource Management), University of South Florida,
2015.
Kenney, William Francis, III. "Using Sediment Core Data to Better
Understand the Ontogeny and Eutrophication of Shallow Florida
Lakes." Ph.D. diss. (Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences), University of
Florida, 2015. [Includes historical data.]
Ladd, Susan Charlotte. "Zafe Neg Se Miste: A Grounded Theory
Study of End-of-Life Decision-Making for Haitian American
Families in South Florida." Ph.D. diss. (Nursing), Florida Atlantic
University, 2015. [Although contemporary in focus, the study does
give cultural insights of this community that would be of interest
to historians.]
Laliberte, Matthew D. "Florida's A++ Plan: An Expansion and
Expression of Neoliberal and Neoconservative Tenets in State
Educational Policy." Ph.D. diss. (Curriculum and Instruction),
Boston College, 2015.
Lucas, Virginia L. "Malabar Period Faunal Use at Two Locations
in the Fox Lake Sanctuary, Brevard County, Florida." M.A. thesis
(Anthropology), University of Alabama, 2015.
Lugo, Brunilda. "Correlation Analysis of Climatic Variables,
Migration and Dengue Cases in Southeast Florida." Ph.D. diss.
(Public Health), Walden University, 2015. [Includes historical
data.]
Miller, Adam. "Florida's School Choice Policies and Democracy:
Origins and Destinations." Ph.D. diss. (Educational Leadership
and Research Methodology), Florida Atlantic University, 2015 .
Must, Emily. "Perception Formation Process for Subsidized
Stadiums: Grounded Theory Analysis of Miami-Dade Residents."
Ph.D. diss. (Human Performance/Leisure Sciences), Barry
University, 2015. [Discusses issues surrounding the financing plans
for Marlins Park.]
Ness, Kathryn Lee. "Developing a Spanish-Atlantic Identity: An
Archaeological Investigation of Domestic Ceramics and Dining in
18th-Century Spain and Spanish Florida." Ph.D. diss. (Archaeology),
Boston University, 2015.
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Nothstine, Kellie Slappey. "Wide as the Waters: Comparing Student
Performance in Alabama and Florida from 1992-2011." M.A. thesis
(Cultural and Educational Policy Studies), Loyola University
Chicago, 2015.
Prendergast, Eric D. "The Archaeology of the McKinnie Site
(8JA1869), Apalachicola River Valley, Northwest Florida: Four
Thousand Years in the Backswamp." M.A. thesis (Anthropology) ,
University of South Florida, 2015.
Pineda, Christopher. "Finding a Home: La_tino Residential Influx
into Progress Village, 1990-2010." M.L.A. thesis (Africana Studies),
University of South Florida, 2015.
Rajagopal, Aarabhi S. "Evaluating Impacts of Pollution Emissions
on the Air Quality in South Florida: Integrating Chemistry,
Statistics, and Meteorology." B.S. thesis (Honors Program), Nova
Southeastern University, 2015.
Reynolds, James Robert. "Meeting in the Middle: Organizing
Sustainability Goals to Redevelop Jacksonville, Florida Suburbs."
M.Arch. thesis (Architecture), Rochester Institute of Technology,
2015.
Rhodes, Karen Packard. "Marriage in San Agustin de la Florida, 1 7841803: Practical Application of the Real Pragmatica de Casamientos."
M.L.A. thesis (Florida Studies) , University of South Florida St.
Petersburg, 2015 .
Rutledge, Robert George. "The McDavid Boat." M.A. thesis
(Anthropology), University of West Florida, 2015.
Samuel, Karen H. "An Examination of the Impact of Revision 7 on
Governance in the Florida State Courts System." Ph.D. diss. (Public
Administration), Florida State University, 2015.
Sanchez, Michael A. "The Historical Context of Anti-Black Violence
in Antebellum Florida: A Comparison of Middle and Peninsular
Florida." M.A. thesis (History), Florida Gulf Coast University, 2015.
Sandoval, Emeli. "Morphodynamics of Mullet Key, West-Central
Florida." M.S. thesis (Geology), University of South Florida, 2015.
Santana, Mark Vincent Eli. "The Effect of Urbanization on the
Embodied Energy of Drinking Water in Tampa, Florida." Ph.D .
diss . (Civil and Environmental Engineering), University of South
Florida, 2015.
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Selph, Cynthia S. "Origins of Music Programs in Liberal Arts
Institutions: The Story of Three Florida Catholic Universities."
Ph.D. diss. (Music Education), University of South Florida, 2015.
Shin, Doug Hyuk. - "Okay, Seminoles, Take Over From Here:
Native American Mascot and Nickname as Organization Builders
at Florida State University." Ph.D. diss. (Higher Education and
Student Affairs), Uni-versity of Iowa, 2015.
Smith, Barbara Peters. "From White City to Green Acres: Bertha
Palmer and the Gendering of Space in the Gilded Age." M.A. thesis
(Humanities and Cultural Studies, American Studies), University
of South Florida, 2015.
Smith, Catherine. "Defining Population Characteristics of the Belle
Glade Culture: Skeletal Biology of Belle Glade Mound (8PB41)."
M.A. thesis (Anthropology), Florida Atlantic University, 2015.
Stauffer,]. Grant. "Elucidating the Mysteries of Prehistoric North
Florida: A Re-examination of Ceramic Chronology and Mound
Construction at the Lake Jackson Site." M.A. thesis (Anthropology),
Texas State University-San Marcos, 2015.
Stevens, Dakota Henry. "Art and Literacy: A New Assessment of the
Fort Marion Drawings." ~.A. thesis (Anthropology), University of
Oklahoma, 2015. [Includes a discussion oflndian ledger drawings
from Fort Marion in Saint Augustine.]
Stoddard, Brad. "The New Prison Reformers: Florida's FaithBased Prisons and the Politics of Religious Pluralism." Ph.D. diss.
(Religious Studies/Criminology), Florida State University, 2015.
Taylor, Robert Cooper. "Persistence of Memory: Reoccupation of
a Bead Manufacturing Camp in Pensacola, Florida." M.A. thesis
(Anthropology), University of West Florida, 2015.
Tremaine, Darrel M. "Dynamic Physiochemical Influences on
Speleothem Paleoclimate Proxy Archives: A Story of Four North
Florida Caves." Ph.D. diss. (Geology), Florida State University,
2015. [Examines paleoclimate in Florida near Marianna through
an examination of physiochemical changes in caves.]
Valle, Joshua. "Suburban Florida's Identity: A Vernacular Inspired
Template for Residential Design." M.Arch. project (Architecture),
University of Florida, 2015.
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Vargo, Amy Catherine. '"It Takes Time to Shift Historical
Paradigms': Changes in Structure, Governance, Perception, and
Practice During a Decade of Child Welfare Policy Reform in
Florida." Ph.D. diss. (Anthropology), University of South Florida,
2015. [Looks at the period from 2001 through 2011.]
Wells, Benjamin Charles. "A Light in the Dark: Illuminating the
Maritime Past of the Blackwater River." M.A. thesis (Anthropology),
University of West Florida, 2015.
Wilson, William Joseph, II. "Formation -Processes of Ship Sites
in the Blackwater River, Santa Rosa County, Florida." M.A. thesis
(Anthropology), University of West Florida, 2015.
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A

Abiaka, or Sam Jones, in Context: The Mikasuki Ethnogenesis
through the Third Seminole War," by Patsy West, 366.
Abreu, Christina D., Cuban Musicians and the Making of Latino New
York City and Miami, -1940-1960, reviewed, 682.
A dventurism and Empiie: The Struggle for Mastery in the LouisianaFlorida Borderlands, 1762-1803 by David Narrrett, reviewed, 248.
Allen, Michael P., review by, 544.
The Allure of Immortality: An American Cult, a Florida Swamp, and a
Renegade Prophet by Lyn Millner, reviewed, 677.
The American South and the Atlantic World, edited by Brian Ward,
Martyn Bone, and William A. Link, reviewed, 246.
The Amistad Rebellion: An Atlantic Odyssey of Slavery and Freedom by
Marcus Rediker, reviewed, 253.
"Another Invisible Man: Alexander H . Darnes, M .D .," by Charles
A. Tingley, 4 76.
Appleton, Thomas H . Jr., review by, 668.
Ashton, Susanna and Rhondda R. Thomas, eds., The South Carolina
Roots of African American Thought: A Reader, reviewed, 536.
Asylum Doctor: James Woods Babcock and the Red Plague of Pellagra by
Charles S. Bryan, reviewed, 679.
[743]
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B
Balsera, Viviana Diaz and Rachel A. May, ed., La Florida: Five
Hundred Years of Hispanic Presence, reviewed, 108.
Bell, Caryn Cosse, review by, 524.
Benjamin, Michael, review by, 118.
Berry, Daina R., and Leslie M. Harris, eds., Slavery and Freedom in
Savannah, reviewed, 118.
Blum, Elizabeth D., review by, 689.
Bodenhamer, David]., review by, 269.
Bold They Rise: The Space Shuttle Early Years, 1972-1986by David Hitt
and Heather R. Smith, reviewed, 686.
Bond, Edward, review by, 110.
Bone, Martyn, Brian Ward, and William A. Link, eds., The American
South and the Atlantic World, reviewed, 246.
Bone, Martyn, William A. Link, David Brown, and Brian Ward, eds. ,
Creating Citizenship in the Nineteenth-Century South, reviewed, 670.
Border Law: The First Seminole War and American Nationhood by
Deborah A. Rosen, reviewed, 251.
Bourque, Monique, review by, 112.
Braund, Kathryn H., "Introduction: A Journal ofJohn Forbes, Part
2: The Continuation of a Journal of Talks with the Four Nations
Assembled at Hickory Ground May & June 1803," 509.
Braund, Kathryn H. and John Kelly Innerarity, eds., "A Journal of
John Forbes, Part 2: The Continuation of a Journal of Talks with
The Four Nations Assembled at Hickory Ground May & June
1803," 514.
Brock, Laura E., "Religion and Women's Rights in Florida: An
Examination of the Equal Rights Amendment Legislative
Debates, 1972-1982," 1.
Brown, David, William A. Link, Brian Ward, and Martyn Bone, eds.,
Creating Citizenship in the Nineteenth-Century South, reviewed, 670.
Broyles, Michael, review by, 126.
Bryan, Charles S., Asylum Doctor: James Woods Babcock and the Red
Plague of Pellagra, reviewed, 679.
Byrne, Frank]., review by, 672.

c
Captives in Blue: The Civil War Prisons of the Confederacy by Roger
Pickenpaugh, reviewed, 675.
Carlson, David, review by, 675.
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Cartwright, Keith, Sacral Groves, Limbo Gateways: Travels in Deep
Southern Time, Circum-Caribbean Space, Afro-creole Authority,
reviewed, 524.
Casey, Matthew, review by, 682.
Cassanello, Robert, review by, 670.
Catellier, Cynthia, "Pensacola's Cast Iron Architecture." 569.
Cerulean, Susan, Cony,ing to Pass: Florida's Coastal Islands in a Gulf of
Change, reviewed, 266.
Chapman, Roger, "Throwing the Explorer out with the Fountain:
American History Textbooks and Juan Ponce de Leon," 92.
The Charleston Orphan House:~ Children's Lives in the First Public
Orphanage in America by Jo -n E. Murray, 112.
Clark, James C., review by, 124.
Clavin, Matthew J., ""Runaway Slave Advertisements in Antebellum
Florida: A Retrospective," 426.
Coming to Pass: Florida's Coastal Islands in a Gulf of Change by Susan
Cerulean, reviewed, 266.
Conservative Hurricane: How Jeb Bush Remade Florida by Matthew T.
Corrigan, reviewed, 261.
Corrigan, Matthew, Conservative Hurricane: How Jeb Bush Remade
Florida, reviewed, 261.
Crawford, Robert L., Ticks and Politics in South Florida: The Fourth
Seminole War and the Photographs of Roy Komarek, reviewed, 684.
Creating Citizenship in the Nineteenth-Century South edited by William
A. Link, David Brown, Brian Ward, and Martyn Bone, reviewed,

670.
Crepeau, Richard C., review by, 122.
"Currency, Credit, Crises, and Cuba: The Fed's Early History in
Florida," by Lesley Mace, 222.
Cusick, James G., "The Historiography of Nineteenth-Century
Florida," 295.
·

D
Dawson, Kevin, review by 246.
De Bow's Review: The Antebellum Vision of a New South by John F.
Kvach, reviewed, 672.
Delahanty, Ian, review by, 115.
Democracy Abroad, Lynching at Home: Racial Violence in Florida by
Tameka Bradley Hobbs, reviewed, 541.
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Denham, James M., Fifty Years ofjustice: A History of the U.S. District
Court for the Middle District of Florida, reviewed, 544.
- - - -, Florida Founder William P Du Val: Frontier Bon Vivant,
reviewed, 534.
Dennard, David C., review by, 536.
DePalo, Kathryn A., The Failure of Term Limits in Florida, reviewed,
124.
Dorsey, David A., Fourth Down in Dunbar, reviewed, 122.
The Dunning School: Historians, Race, and the Meaning ofReconstruction
edited by John David Smith and J. Vincent Lowery, reviewed,
258.
DuVal, Kathleen, Independence Lost: Lives on the Edge of the American
Revolution, reviewed, 532.
Dyckman, Martin A., review by, 546.
E

F
The Failure of Term Limits in Florida by Kathryn A. De Palo, reviewed,
124.
Fairclough, Adam, review by, 258.
Fifty Years ofJustice: A History of the U.S. District Court for the Middl,e
District of Florida by James M. Denham, reviewed, 544.
Florida Founder William P Du Val: Frontier Bon Viv ant by Jam es M.
Denham, reviewed, 534.
"A Flower at Elmira: The Prisoner of War Diary ofWilbur Wightman
Gramling," by Robert Saunders Jr., 444.
Fourth Down in Dunbar by David A. Dorsey, reviewed, 122.
Frank, Andrew K, review by, 251.
G

Gallman, Nancy 0., "Reconstituting Power in an American
Borderland: Political Change in Colonial East Florida," 169.
'"Gators Making Merry in Cuba': The University of Florida Football
Team in Havana, December 1912," by Michael T. Wood, 68.
George, Paul S., review by, 120.
Gleeson, David T., The Green and the Gray: The Irish in the Confederate
States of America, reviewed, 115.
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Green, Laurie B. and Thomas C. Holt, ed., The New Encyclopedia of
South Culture, Volume 24: Race, reviewed, 129.
The Green and the Gray: The Irish in the Confederate States of America by
David T. Gleeson, reviewed, 115.

=

H

Hadden, Sally E. and Patricia Hagler Minter, Signposts: New Directions
in Southern Legal History, reviewed, 269.
Hall, Eric Allen, review by, 129.
Haller, John S.Jr., review by~ 939.
"The Hammer, the Sickle, and the Phosphate Rock: The 1974
Political Controversy over Florida Phosphate Shipments to the
Soviet Union," by Brad Massey, 637.
Harris, Leslie M. and Daina R. Berry, ed., Slavery and Freedom in
Savannah, reviewed, 118.
Harrison, Jonathan, "The Rise of Jim Crow in Fort Myers, 18851930," 40.
"The Historiography of Nineteenth-Century Florida," by James G.
Cusick, 295.
Hitt, David, and Heather R. Smith, Bold They Rise: The Space Shuttle
Early Years, 1972-1986, reviewed, 686.
Hobbs, Tameka Bradley, Democracy Abroad, Lynching at Home: Racial
Violence in Floriaa, reviewed, 541.
Holt, Thomas C. and Laurie B. Green, ed., The New Encyclopedia of
Southern Culture, Volume 24: Race, reviewed, 129.
Hough, Mazie and Marli F. Weiner, Sex, Sickness, and Slavery: fllness
in the Antebellum South, reviewed 256.
Humphreys, Margaret, review by, 679.
Huse, Andrew, review by, 264.
Hyland, Matthew G., "New Deal Historic Preservation for Key
West," 600.
I

Independence Lost: Lives on the Edge of the American Revolution by
Kathleen DuVal, reviewed, 532.
"'The Indians Are Scattering, I Fear': Mobility and Power in the
Second Seminole War," by Christine A. Riz~i, 411.
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Innerarity,John Kelly and Kathryn H. Braund, "AJournal of John
Forbes, Part 2: The Continuation of a Journal of Talks With The
Four Nations Assembled at Hickory Ground May &June 1803,"
514.
"Interpreting Florida, Its Nineteenth-Century Heritage," by
Maurice O'Sullivan, 320.
"Introduction: A Journal ofJohn Forbes, Part 2: The Continuation
of Talks with the Four Nations Assembled at Hickory Ground,
May & June 1803," by Kathryn H. Braund, 509.

J
Jigsaw Puzzle Politics in the Sunshine State by Seth C. McKee, reviewed,
546.
Johnson, Ron, North Florida Folk Music: History and Tradition,
reviewed, 126.
"AJournal ofJohn Forbes, Part 2: The Continuation of a Journal of
Talks With The Four Nations Assembled at Hickory Ground May
&June 1803," edited by John Kelly
Innerarity and Kathryn H. Braund, 514.
K

Kvach,John F., De Bow's Review: The Antebellum Vision of a New South,
reviewed, 672.
L
La Florida: Fiver Hundred Years of Hispanic Presence edited by Viviana
Dfaz Balsera and Rachel A. May, reviewed, 108.
Link, William A., Brian Ward, and Martyn Bone, eds., The American
South and the Atlantic World, reviewed, 246.
Link, William A., David Brown, Brian Ward, and Martyn Bone, eds.,
Creating Citizenship in the Nineteenth-Century South, reviewed, 670.
Little, Thomas J., The Origins of Southern Evangelicalism: Religious
Revivalism in the South Carolina Lowcountry, 1670-1760, reviewed,
110.
Lowery,]. Vincent and John David Smith, The Dunning School:
Historians, R.ace, and the Meaning of Reconstruction, reviewed, 258.
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M
Mace, Lesley, "Currency, Credit, Crises, and Cuba: the Fed's Early
History in Florida," 222.
Maris-Wolf, Ted, review by, 253.
Marra, Katherine, review by, 677.
Marsh, Ben review by, 529.
Mary Ann Carroll, First Lady of the Highwaymen by Gary Monroe,
reviewed, 120.
Massey, Brad, "The Hammer, the Sickle, and the Phosphate
Rock: The 1974 Political Controversy over Florida Phosphate
Shipments to the Soviet Union," 637.
May, Rachel A. and Viviana Diaz Balsera, ed., La Florida: Five
Hundred Years of Hispanic Presence, reviewed, 108.
McKee, Seth C., Jigsaw Puzzl,e Politics in the Sunshine State, reviewed,
546.
McMorrow-Hernandez, Joshua, Tampa Bay Landmarks and
Destinations, reviewed, 264.
Meier, Kathryn S., Nature's Civil War: Common Soldiers and the
Environment in 1862, reviewed, 539.
Millner, Lyn, The Allure of Immortality: An American Cult, a Florida
Swamp, and a Renegade Prophet, reviewed, 677.
Minter, Patricia Hagler, and Sally E. Hadden, Signposts: New
Directions in Southern Legal History, reviewed, 269.
Monaco, C. S., review by, 534.
Monroe, Gary, Mary Ann Carroll: First Lady of the Highwaymen,
reviewed, 120.
Moss, Kay K., Seeking the Historical Cook: Exploring Eighteenth-Century
Southern Foodways, reviewed, 527.
Murray, John E., The Charleston Orphan House: Children s Lives in the
First Public Orphanage in America, reviewed, 112.
N

N arrett, David, Adventurism and Empire: The Strugg!,e for Mastery in the
Louisiana-Florida Borderlands, 1762-1803, reviewed, 248.
Nature's Civil War: Common Soldiers and the Environment in 1862 by
Kathryn S. Meier, reviewed, 539.
"New Deal Historic Preservation for Key West," by Matthew G.
Hyland, 600.
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The New Encyclopedia of Southern Culture, Volume 24: Race edited by
Thomas C. Holt and Laurie B. Green, reviewed, 129.
North Florida Folk Music: History and Tradition by Ron Johnson,
reviewed 126.
Nuno, John Paul, "'Republica de Bandidos': The Prospect Bluff
Fort's Challenge to the Spanish Slave System," 192.
0

On the Rim of the Caribbean: Colonial Georgi,a and the British Atlantic
World by Paul M. Pressly, reviewed, 529.
The Origi,ns of Southern Evangelism: Religi,ous Revivalism in the South
Carolina Lowcountry, 1670-1760 by Thomas]. Little, reviewed,
llO.
O'Sullivan, Maurice, "Interpreting Florida, Its Nineteenth-Century
Heritage," 320.
p

"Pensacola's Cast Iron Architecture," by Cynthia Catellier, 569.
Pickenpaugh, Roger, Captives in Blue: The Civil War Prisons of the
Confederacy, reviewed, 675.
Poole, Leslie K, review by, 266.
Poole, Leslie Kemp, Saving Florida: Women :S Fight for the Environment
in the Twentieth Century, reviewed, 689.
Pressly, Paul M., On the Rim of the Caribbean: Colonial Georgi,a and the
British Atlantic World, reviewed, 529.

Q

R

"Reconstituting Power in an American Borderland: Political
Change in Colonial East Florida," by Nancy 0. Gallman, 169.
Rediker, Marcus, The Amistad Rebellion: An Atlantic Odyssey of Slavery
and Freedom, reviewed, 253.
Reisz, Autumn, review by, 527.
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"Religion and Women's Rights in Florida: An Examination of the
Equal Rights Amendment Legislative Debates, 1972-1982," by
Laura E. Brock, 1.
"'Republica de Bandidos': The Prospect Bluff Fort's challenge to
the Spanish Slave System" by John Paul Nuno, 192.
Rhythms of Race: Cuban Musicians and the Making of Latino New York
City and Miami, 1940-1960, by Christina D. Abreu, reviewed, 682.
Rippere, Paulina S., review by, 261,
"The Rise of Jim Crown in Fort Myers, 1885-1930," by Jonathan
Harrison, 40.
Rizzi, Christine A., "'The Indians Are Scattering, I Fear': Mobility
and Power in the Second Seminole War,'' 411.
Rosen, Deborah A., Border Law: The First Seminole War and American
Nationhood, reviewed, 251.
"Runaway Slave Advertisements in Antebellum Florida: A
Retrospective," by Matthew]. Clavin, 426.

s
Sacral Groves, Limbo Gateways: Travels in Deep Southern Time, CircumCaribbean Space, Afro-creole Authority by Keith Cartwright, reviewed,
524.
Saunders, Robert Jr., "A Flower at Elmira: The Prisoner of War
Diary of Wilbur Wightman Gramling,'' 444.
Saving Florida: Womens Fight for the Environment in the Twentieth
Century by Leslie Kemp Poole, reviewed, 689.
Seeking the Historical Cook: Exploring Eighteenth-Century Southern
Foodways by Kay K Moss, reviewed, 527.
Settle, John D., review by, 684.
Sex, Sickness, and Slavery: fllness in the Antebellum South by Madi F.
Weiner and Mazie Hough, reviewed, 256.
.
Signposts: New Directions in Southern Legal History edited by Sally E.
Hadden and Patricia Hagler Minter, reviewed, 269.
Sitler, Nevin D., St. Petersburg's Piers, reviewed, 264.
Sivolella, Davide, review by, 686.
Slavery and Freedom in Savannah edited by Leslie M. Harris and
Daina R. Berry, reviewed 118.
Smith, Heather R. and David Hitt, Bold They Rise: The Space Shuttle
Early Years, 1972-1986, reviewed, 686.
Smith, John David and]. Vincent Lowery, eds·., The Dunning School:
Historians, Race, and the Meaning of Reconstruction, reviewed, 258.
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The South Carolina Roots of African American Thought: A Reader edited
by Rhondda R. Thomas and Susanna Ashton, reviewed, 536.
Spike, Tamara Shircliff, "Sucking, Blood, and Fire: Timucuan
Healing Practices in Spanish Florida," 143.
St. Petersburg's Piers by Nevin D. Sitler, reviewed, 264.
Stagg,J.C.A., review by, 248.
Starr,]. Barton, review by, 532.
Stone, Erin W., review by, 108.
"Sucking, Blood, and Fire: Timucuan Healing Practices in Spanish
Florida" by Tamara Shircliff Spike, 143.

T
Tampa Bay Landmarks and Destinations by Joshua McMorrowHernandez, reviewed, 264.
They Dared to Dream: Florida Women VVho Shaped History, by Doris
Weatherford, reviewed, 668.
Thomas, Rhonnda R. and Susanna Ashton, eds., The South Carolina
Roots of African American Thought: A Reader, reviewed, 536.
"Throwing the Explorer out with the Fountain: American History
Textbooks andjuan Ponce de Leon," by Roger Chapman, 92.
Tingley, Charles A., "Another Invisible Man: Alexander H. Dames,
M.D.," 476.
Torbett, David, review by, 256.
Townsend, Billy, review by, 541.

u

v
w
Ward, Brian, Martyn Bone, and William A. Link, eds., The American
South and the Atlantic World, reviewed, 246.
Ward, Brian, William A. Link, David Brown, and Martyn Bone, eds.,
Creating Citizenship in the Nineteenth-Century South, reviewed, 000.
Weatherford, Doris, They Dared to Dream: Florida Women VVho Shaped
History, reviewed, 668.
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West, Patsy, "Abiaka, or Sam Jones, in Context: The Mikasuki
Ethnogenesis through the Third Seminole War," 366.
Wood, Michael T., '"Gators Making Merry in Cuba: The University
of Florida Football Team in Havana, December 1912," 68.

x
y

z
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UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
History Department & Public History Program

congratulate the writers, directors
and producers of

A History of Central Florida
Podcast Series
Three-Time Winner of the
Florida Historical Society
HAMPTON DUNN INTERNET AWARD
We are very proud of our former and current
graduate students: Bob Clarke, Bethany Dickens,
Chip Ford, Ella Gibson, Kendra Hazen, Katie
Kelley, Kevin Stapleton and Daniel Velasquez
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The Florida Historical Society
The Historical Society of Florida, 1856
The Florida Historical Society, successor, 1902
The Florida Historical Society, incorporated, 1905
OFFICERS
Leonard Lempel, President
Emily Lisska, Vice-President

DIRECTORS
Abel A. Bartley, Clemson, SC
Robert Cassanello, Eustis
Judy Duda, Oviedo
David Jackson, Tallahassee
Sherry Johnson, Miami
Tom McFarland, Merritt Island
Jesus Mendez, Coral Gables
Maurice O'Sullivan, Winter Park

Tracy Moore, President-Elect
Robert Cassanello, Secretary
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Harvey Oyer III, West Palm Beach
Sandra Parks, St. Augustine
Richard S. Prescott, Fort Myers
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KC. Smith, Tallahassee
Robert E. Snyder, Tampa
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ex-officio:
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STAFF
Ben Brotemarkle, Executive Director
Ben DiBiase, Ed. Resources Coordinator
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Created in St. Augustine in 1856, The Florida Historical Society is the oldest
existing cultural organization in the state, and Florida's only state-wide historical
society. The Society is dedicated to preserving Florida's past through the collection
and archival maintenance of historical documents and photographs, the publication
of scholarly research on Florida history, and educating the public about Florida
history through a variety of public history and historic preservation projects. We
publish scholarly research in the Florida Historical Quarterly and through the Florida
Historical Society Press. Florida Frontiers: The Weekly Radio Magazine of the Florida
Historical Society is broadcast on public radio stations throu ghout the state and is
archived on our web site. The Florida Historical Society headquarters are located
at the Library of Florida History in historic Cocoa Village. The Florida Histo1ical
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